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Abstract
Automated planning addresses the problem of generating a sequence of actions to satisfy given
goal conditions for a constructed model of the world. In recent planning approaches heuristic
guidance is used to lead the search towards the goal. The focus of this work is on domains
where plan quality is assessed with plan metrics. A discussion of the impact of a popular
relaxed planning graph heuristic on the quality of plans in such domains is presented. The
relaxed planning graph heuristic bias towards shorter plans, irrespective of quality, is described.
A novel approach to constructing the relaxed planning graph based on metric cost is presented
to overcome this bias and to generate good quality plans. A notion of metric sensitivity as the
ability of a planner to respond to the change of the plan metric, is introduced and methods to
determine metric sensitivity are presented. Current state-of-the-art planners are evaluated in
terms of their metric sensitivity. This research also tackles the problem of planning in multi-
objective domains, where quality of a plan is evaluated using multiple plan metrics. For multi-
objective domains the solution is no longer a single plan but a set of plans. A set of non
dominated solutions is called a pareto frontier. This thesis contains a discussion on the desired
properties of such sets of plans and methods of generating them. Metric sensitivity is a required
property for a planner to effectively reason with user defined metrics and generate desired set
of plans. The main significant contributions of the work described in the thesis are:
1. A definition and exploration of metric sensitivity in planning.
2. A context-dependent, cost-based relaxed planning graph and heuristic.
3. A compilation method from cost to temporal domains.
4. Examination of the impact of planners’ properties on the quality of plans and APFs.
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Glossary
The following symbols are used throughout this thesis:
• pi - denotes a plan
• Π - set of plans.
• φ - A set of plans containing only non-dominated solutions, also called an Approxima-
tion of Pareto Frontier (APF).
• Θ - denote a cost under specific metric function, Θi = cost(pi,mi) is the value of the ith
metric for a plan pi . Θ is used interchangeably with m, Θ(pi) = m(pi).
• Iname - indicator for evaluation of frontiers of plans.
• dname(pi1,pi2) - distance measure between two plans.
• hname(s) - is a heuristic function used to evaluate states.
• PF - Pareto Frontier.
• N - usually denotes number of metric functions.
• α - is used to denote weights on metric functions.
• αi - is the weight on i-th function.
• Metric fluent - is a metric function used in planning. Metric fluents are defined in PDDL
2.1.
• Plan metric - is a function for evaluation of plans which is a combination of metric fluents




Automated planning is the process of constructing a structured collection of actions which,
when applied in order, will transform a given initial situation to a state satisfying a specified
goal. The task of finding plans is carried out by a program called a planner. An input for the
planner is a domain and problem description. The aim of the planner is to produce a plan that
satisfies the goal condition. A domain description consists of actions, object types, predicates,
constants and functions. A problem description consists of an initial state and a goal, where
the goal is a partial state. The problem description can also contain preferences on the plan
trajectory expressed as propositions desired to be true or desired values of functions.
Domain independent planning is ultimately concerned with modelling and solving real world
problems. These problems usually have a rich structure and context which cannot be fully
modelled. Some level of abstraction is required. Depending on the intent of the user, different
degrees of abstraction are appropriate. A lot of research effort in planning is directed towards
the extension of the expressiveness of the current tools and modelling languages.
2
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Numerical functions allow the user to specify interesting numerical aspects of the task which
they are interested in solving. They can be combined into a plan metric. Minimisation (or
maximisation) of the plan metric is a form of expressing users preferences.
Many current planners, as discussed in Section 3.4, do not consider the plan metrics; although
they allow the user to specify the plan metric, it is not a strong driver when selecting actions
for the plan. Instead, the approaches used by these planners rely on the correlation between the
plan length and the plan cost. This means that they only minimize the plan length as a proxy
for minimizing the metric.
In many realistic domains, the action cost depends on the context in which the action is ap-
plied. Current cost-optimal planners require the cost of an action to be specified before the
planning process starts. A simple example can demonstrate that some action costs cannot be
pre-defined. These actions require a context-dependent function to express their cost. Consider
a transportation domain with a truck and drive-truck action. The cost of this action depends on
the amount of fuel used. Fuel used depends on the distance driven, the load of the truck, and the
fuel consumption. The cost of this action cannot be calculated unless all of these components
are known. Some of the components, such as the distance between cities and fuel consumption,
are known before the planning commences. However, the planner only knows the load of the
truck when it knows the state from which it is applied. Therefore the cost of this action cannot
be computed prior to the planning stage.
It is often the case that a domain contains multiple conflicting plan metrics. When a user ex-
presses a preference to minimize two or more of these plan metrics, a multi-objective planning
problem is formed. A planner solving the multi-objective planning problem should provide its
user with the flexibility to specify, as part of the problem description, the set of plan metrics
which should be minimized or maximized.
Examination of the current benchmark domains reveals that there are no domains which offer
an interesting trade-off at arriving to the goal using distinct plan trajectories. In these domains,
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it is often the case that if a domain contains multiple metrics there is, nevertheless, a single
solution which dominates all others. The lack of multiple distinct paths is related to the corre-
lation between the cost and the plan length in the current benchmark domains. This means that
minimizing the plan length optimizes plan metrics. A truly multi-objective domain provides
alternative paths to the goal where at least some paths use different resources. This gives an
opportunity to the planner to explore these different solutions.
When optimizing multiple metrics, the solution is no longer a single plan but a set of plans.
This set of plans should demonstrate the trade-off between different plan metrics. The aim
of a multi-objective planning system is to generate a high quality set of plans which is well
distributed across the solution space and offers a good insight into the possible variety of solu-
tions.
1.2 Problem statement
In order to expand the class of effectively solvable numerical planning problems, a novel ap-
proach is necessary. The new approach must be sensitive to the metric expressed by the user. It
should not depend on the correlation between plan metric and plan length as a way of obtaining
high quality plans. Current state-of-the-art and the new proposed solution should be evaluated
using an appropriate metric. In order to assess the impact on generating good quality plans
in response to the metric function, a study of metric sensitivity is required. The property of
metric sensitivity should be defined, along with a method for quantitatively assessing metric
sensitivity.
A method should be developed to generate a frontier of plans for a multi-objective planning
problem. One possible approach is to use the metric sensitive planner to find good quality
plans representing trade-offs between the user defined metrics. Plans from the set should rep-
resent various areas of the solution space. There are many multi-objective search algorithms.
However, to the best of our knowledge, none of them has been successfully used in planning.
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1.3 The aim of this research
One of the main aims of this research is to design and develop an automatic domain indepen-
dent multi-objective planning system (MOPS). This system provides an insight into the solution
space of a problem from the perspective which matter to the user. These perspectives are ex-
pressed in plan metric functions. Since a solution to a multi-objective problem is a set of plans,
the system produces such sets. A method to evaluate the frontier of plans, based on multiple
plan metrics provided, is developed. The system is then evaluated to demonstrate that it can
provide a high quality frontier of plans meeting the users’ criteria.
In order to reason effectively with multiple metrics, a planner must be metric sensitive. This
allows the planner to generate plans in different areas of the search space. Therefore a definition
and study of metric sensitivity is required. A novel approach to reasoning with metrics and its
evaluation is also presented.
1.3.1 Thesis statement
Metric sensitive planners, in combination with aggregation methods for multiple metrics, are
an effective tool for the generation of approximations of pareto frontiers of plans.
1.4 Methodology
Algorithms presented in this thesis are designed to generate good quality solutions, and good
quality solution sets. A comparative, empirical study of the quality of the solutions generated
is presented in the result section of each chapter. The new approach to producing good quality
plans in response to the plan metric is evaluated in comparison with the closest state-of-the-art
planner capable of solving similar class of problems. The quality of the plans is assessed using
a standard quality measure.
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For the purpose of the comparison, as part of this research, a system for running the planners
is developed. For each experiment the system runs planners and, according to the experiment
strategy selected, compares their output using the specified plan metrics. The quality of plans
is assessed solely based on the plan metrics.
The multi-objective planning system developed for the purpose of this thesis is also used to
evaluate the quality of frontiers of plans generated by different planners. A survey of quality
measures for multi-objective problems is presented. A selection of metrics is used for the
comparison.
1.5 Thesis structure
The remaining part of the thesis is structured as follows:
First, in the background chapter, a brief introduction to the field of automated planning is
given. This includes a short summary of different versions of the language used for modelling
of problems and domains, ways of handling numerical functions and a survey of current do-
main independent, satisficing planners. A brief history of evolution of the numerical functions
within the modelling language is given. This chapter ends with a discussion of multi-objective
domains.
A definition of metric sensitivity is given in the third chapter. A discussion of what metric sen-
sitivity is and how it should be measured is also presented. The current state-of-the-art planners
are surveyed together with their metric sensitivity evaluation. The chapter also contains a dis-
cussion of to what extent the current planners are metric sensitive. A method for obtaining
different plans from metric insensitive planners, using lower bounds on resources, is given.
The best planner is selected for comparison with the new approach. A study of the impact of
stochasticity on the planners ability to exhibit a metric sensitive behaviour is examined.
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This is followed by a description of a novel cost-based heuristic function. The strengths and
weaknesses of this novel approach are discussed and an algorithm for calculating the heuristic
is given. The algorithm is presented together with a method of dealing with context-dependent
action cost. An implementation of the cost-based heuristic is proposed based on a novel com-
pilation from cost to temporal domains. This compilation is further discussed. Results for the
most appropriate state-of-the-art planner and the new approach are then presented. Results for
the impact of specific properties of planners, like stochasticity, are also presented.
The fifth chapter contains material related to multi-objective planning. The chapter starts with
a background information relevant to multi-objective planning. First, a survey of current meth-
ods of generating sets of plans is presented. Methods in this section focus on various aspects
of the sets of plans, such as variety or quality. Following that, the section contains a short
description of methods used for visualising the frontiers of plans to the user. The presentation
of plans is an important way of communicating the trade-offs between plan metrics to the user.
Then a survey of methods for evaluation of frontiers of plans is shown. The survey contains
different quality indicators used for evaluating different aspects of frontiers of plans.
After the background, we show methods for generating frontiers of plans. After a general
description of methods of generating diverse frontiers of plans using weights on plan metrics,
we focus on two properties of planners and their impact on the process of generation of frontiers
of plans. These two properties are metric sensitivity and stochasticity.
Following this, a multi-objective planning system (MOPS) is described. The system can be con-
figured with any planner and strategy for using the planner. The notion of strategy is explained
in the chapter. MOPS is used as a test environment.
The results focus on the difference between properties of frontiers generated by different con-
figurations of MOPS. Metrics used to evaluate these differences are based on the quality indi-
cators described in this thesis. Apart from the examination of different frontier generators, the
result section contains comparative study of the impact of particular properties of planners on
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the quality of the frontier generated. This includes stochasticity as a means for obtaining high
diversity in the solution set. Stochasticity also helps in improving the quality of the frontier. A
methods to exploit stochasticity for further improvement of the quality of the frontier is given.
Second property examined is metric sensitivity. Based on its definition we expect to see an im-
provement of the quality of the frontiers. We also compare the impact on results coming from
stochasticity with the impact coming from metric sensitivity. The experiment section ends with
evaluating how a method of removing under populated methods in the solution space compares
to the methods of populating the entire frontier.
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter presents an overview of the current state-of-the-art planning and its main variants
including temporal, numeric and deterministic. The section is split into three parts: modelling
of planning problems, finding a plan, and result representation. Where the modelling part
starts with description of the modelling language used in planning. The extensions, including
numerical functions, to the modelling language are presented. Examples of multi-objective
domains are given. Following that, in the part concerned with finding the plan, a description
of techniques and data structures used in planning is presented. Planners relevant to the re-
search are discussed together with a brief description on how they handle numerical variables.
These domains contain interesting trade-offs between different paths of arriving to the goal.
This section is concluded with a discussion of the notion of pareto frontier, which is the ex-
pected output of a multi-objective planning system. Further background information, relevant
to specific chapters, is provided in these chapters.
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2.1 Planning
For a given domain and a problem description, containing a start state and a goal description,
planning is a process of selecting and ordering a sequence of actions which, when applied in
succession, takes us from the start state to the state that satisfies the goal condition. A plan-
ning domain contains a high level model of the world including: type hierarchies for objects,
actions, predicates constants and functions. It is a lifted representation, meaning that it uses
parametrised predicates, fluents and actions. The predicates describe possible facts such as
(at ?t - truck ?l - location). This is an example of a parametrised predicate which is used to
denote that a particular truck is at a particular location in the problem description, for example:
(at truck1 parking). This example predicate represents a situation in which a truck labelled
truck1 is stationary at a location labelled parking. Lifted actions describe families of possible
transitions between states. A problem description contains: lists of available objects, lists of
grounded predicates which are true in the start state, list of metric fluents with their values and
the goal description.
Formally, a planning problem is a tuple <A, P, i, g, Cost(si, a j )> where A is a set of grounded
actions, P is a set of propositions, i and g⊆P describe the initial situation and goal respectively.
A state s⊂P such that all propositions within the subset are considered true and all propositions
which do not appear in the subset are considered false. Cost(si, a j ), for a given state si ⊂ P,
and a grounded action a j ⊂ A, returns the cost of applying the action in the given state.
Applicable(si) and Cost(si,a j) are two functions used to determine applicable actions and the
cost of applying them, and eventually the cost of the plan. In the simplest case, Cost(si, a j ) is
constant, or dependent only on a j.
Each action has an explicitly defined set of preconditions, denoted as Precondition(a), such
that the action is only applicable in a state si if all of its preconditions are satisfied in the state si.
After applying an action with positive effects Add(a j) and delete effects Del(a j), the new state
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is described as s′i = sirDel(a j)∪Add(a j). This operation is called the state transition and is
denoted as Transition(si, a j ). Transition(si, a j ), is a function which for a given state and action
to be applied returns a new state which is the result of applying the given action in the given
state. Another useful function that can be derived from the set of actions is Applicable(si). For
a given state si ⊂ P, it returns the collection of applicable actions.
In numeric planning the model is extended with a set of numerical functions called fluents V,
<V, A, P, i, g, Cost(si, a j)>. Fluents are functions which represent a numerical value for a given
state and objects. Objects are conditional parameters of metric fluents. Application of actions
can change the values of fluents. Metric fluents can be combined together into a plan metric
which is then used to evaluate the quality of the plan.
Definition 2.1. A metric fluent is a numeric state variable.
Definition 2.2. A plan metric is an arithmetic combination of metric fluents and constants. It
is used to evaluate the quality of the plan for a given problem instance.
The plan metric, also called a cost function, in general depends on the values of the metric
fluents and the state in which it is applied. In practice, simple and state independent cost
models are generally used. In classical planning, the quality is usually assessed by the length
of the plan, so that ∀i, jCost(si,a j)= 1. For domains where cost is constant, minimizing the plan
length also minimizes the cost. The correlation between plan cost and plan length occurs in
most of the current benchmark domains. Currently many planners parse specification of action
costs using metric fluents. However, context-dependent action cost is ignored. Therefore the
cost model which current planners solve effectively does not include state dependent action
cost. The cost function satisfies: ∀i, j,kCost(si,a j) = Cost(sk,a j). The interesting problems
arise when action cost cannot be computed apriori, and differs depending on the assignment of
metric fluent values in a state. This research aims at solving problems with context-dependent
action costs.
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Another extension to the modelling language is to support temporal planning. Temporal plan-
ning is designed to handle domains where the duration of actions or their placement in time
is important. This can arise when dealing with temporal deadlines or actions which can only
be executed during the time when another action is executing (parallel execution). Temporal
planning allows specification of propositions which become true or false at a specified point
in time. Similarly, a metric fluents can be assigned a specific value at a given time point.
In the formalism we require another function, Duration(si, a j), which returns the duration of
an action in a given state. Similarly to cost, duration is often treated as state independent:
∀i, j,kDuration(si,a j) = Duration(sk,a j).
Cost-optimizing planning is the problem of finding plans that attempt to minimize cost (or
maximize reward) according to a single specified metric. A common class of optimal planners
[21, 27] focus on the specific case in which the cost of a plan is simply the sum of the fixed
costs of its constituent actions. For these planning problems, the solution sought is a single
plan with optimal cost. Optimal planning is an area of automated planning where the generated
plans have to be optimal according to an evaluation function. This evaluation typically uses
the plan length as the metric to minimize. Some approaches also extend this model and use a
context independent, constant cost action model. There is currently no optimal planner which
evaluates the plan based on the plan metric composed of metric fluents. Optimal planners have
become more powerful in recent years [33] [63] but there remain two limitations on their use
in the context of generating pareto-frontiers. Firstly, they are currently designed to work with
a simple cost scheme in which each action is assigned a fixed additive cost, which means that
they are not useful for solving problems where action costs vary according to the state in which
they are applied. Secondly, the restriction to single cost actions makes it much more difficult
to use them in multi-objective cases, where the costs of single actions must be computed using
an appropriate combination of costs generated in each of the metric dimensions.
If the focus is on the speed, not on optimality, and the user is satisfied with a suboptimal
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solution, satisficing planning offers a more practical approach to solving larger instances of
problems. Satisficing planning is concerned with quickly finding feasible plans, with less
concern about the cost than the efficiency in discovery of the plans. Quality of the plan remains
an important property. Although there are no quality guarantees, some planners tend to find
solutions close enough to optimal for many applications. For small and simple problems,
current satisficing planners often generate optimal or very close to optimal plans.
2.2 PDDL
Planning Domain Description Language (PDDL) [40] is the main modelling language used by
the planning community. Across years, many features have been added to PDDL and captured
in its different specifications. PDDL is used as the language to describe problems for the Inter-
national Planning Competition (IPC). A lot of research effort in planning is directed towards
the extension of the expressiveness of PDDL. This is reflected in the regular updates to PDDL,
such as PDDL 2.1 [16], PDDL+ [15] and PDDL 3 [22], to name but a few. Below, two of the
most significant versions of PDDL for this work are presented.
2.2.1 PDDL 1.2
From the outset, PDDL separated the domain description from the problem description. The
domain description consists of
• Domain name - gives a distinct name to the domain being described.
• Requirements - specifies parts of the language actually used in the description such as
fluents, numbers, time etc.
• Object types - a hierarchy of types of objects used in this domain and any problem file
associated with it.
• Constants - a list of objects which appear in all problems associated with this domain.
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• Predicates - a list of predicates defining the state propositional variables.
• Functions - list of function schemas defining the numeric state variables of the domain.
• Actions - a list of actions. Each action has its preconditions, which must be met for the
action to be applicable, and effects which become true when the action is applied.
In general action effects can be conditional or probabilistic, however, in this work we only
consider non-conditional action effects.
2.2.2 PDDL 2.1
In their specification of PDDL2.1, Fox and Long [16] introduced plan metrics, which are func-
tions of the metric parameters of a planning problem used to evaluate the cost or reward value
of a solution plan. Plan metrics are composed of metric fluents. An example expression speci-
fying a metric to minimise is:
(:metric minimize (+ (* 4 (energy)) (+ (labor) (* 9 (pollution)))))
The format of defining the metric function forces the user of the planning system to explicitly
state weights between the metrics. All metrics composing the main metric, which is minimised
or maximised, have fixed weights throughout the planning process.
2.2.3 Multiple metrics in PDDL
This work extends the specification of planning problems to allow multiple metrics in the same
problem file. This frees the user from defining relative weights between metrics.
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Metric functions without weights give greater flexibility to the planner. They also eliminate the
issue of a human decision maker making errors of judgement in the weightings affecting the
relative quality of the solutions. The objective for a planner faced with multiple metrics is to
present the user with alternative solutions trading-off between the different metrics. This can
be achieved in various ways and is further discussed in chapter 5.
2.3 Metrics in planning
This section discuses further the use of metric fluents and plan metrics, where these terms refer
to Definition 2.1 and Definition 2.2 from page 11.
As mentioned, PDDL 2.1 allows the specification of plan metrics using metric fluents. The plan
metric is used to evaluate the quality of the plan and, without loss of generality, we can assume
we always use minimisation. An example of a plan metric composed of two metric fluents
(walked) and ( f uel-used) is:
(:metric minimize (+ (* (walked) 5) (* (* (fuel-used) (fuel-used)) 4))))
which is equivalent to the mathematical formula (5∗walked +4∗ f uel-used2).
An action can either increment or decrement metric fluents, therefore it could either increase
or decrease the plan metric. Although plan metric can be composed of metric fluents using
arbitrary aggregation methods, linear combinations of metric fluents are typically used. This
limits the practical expressiveness of the plan metric.
2.3.1 Metric solution space
Definition 2.3. A metric solution space is an N dimensional space where each of the dimen-
sion is defined by a metric fluent or a plan metric (composed of metric fluents).
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FIGURE 2.1: Example Driverlog problem. The goal is to deliver package P1 to location S1,
package P2 to S2 and to make sure driver D1 is at location S1.
Metric solution space, Definition 2.3, is different to the search space and solution space where
the former is defined by the set of possible states a planner can explore and the latter is a set of
feasible solutions. The metric solution space can be seen as a projection of a solution space onto
a metric space. A solution space can be projected onto any metric space. Using this definition
we can present a plan in the N dimensional metric solution space as a point, whose coordinates
are determined by the values of the metric fluents, or combinations of metric fluents, which
define the dimensions.
Consider a problem as depicted in Figure 2.1. This is an instance of a modified Driverlog
problem where there are two types of trucks, electric and diesel, two drivers, and two packages
at location S0. There are three locations, S0, S1 and S2, and all of them are connected. Table
2.1 illustrates four different plans solving this problem. For the sake of simplicity let us assume
that driving a truck between locations consumes the amount of resource (electricity or petrol)
equal to the distance between these two locations. Therefore driving between location S0 and
S2 costs 5 units of electricity or petrol.
With this assumption Plan 1, from Table 2.1, has the cost of 0 electricity and 10 units of fuel,
which we denote as a tuple (0, 10). The other three plans, Plan 2, Plan 3, and Plan 4, have the
following resource costs respectively (10, 0), (5, 10), (10, 5). These plans can be graphically
represented as points on a metric space as illustrated in Figure 2.2. This is how we construct a
graphical metric solution space.
In planning it is common to obtain a concave solution space. Consider a Driverlog domain
with an additional electric vehicle, please see Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 (Page 18) for an image
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TABLE 2.1: Four plans solving a simple Driverlog problem represented in Figure 2.1. Every
time an action uses truck TP it uses a diesel truck and each time truck TE is used it refers to
an electric truck.
Step Plan 1 Plan 2
1 (LOAD P2 TP S0) (LOAD P2 TE S0)
2 (LOAD P1 TP S0) (LOAD P1 TE S0)
3 (BOARD D1 TP S0) (BOARD D1 TE S0)
4 (DRIVE TP S0 S2 D1) (DRIVE TE S0 S2 D1)
5 (UNLOAD P2 TP S2) (UNLOAD P2 TE S2)
6 (DRIVE TP S2 S1 D1) (DRIVE TE S2 S1 D1)
7 (UNLOAD P1 TP S1) (UNLOAD P1 TE S1)
8 (DISEMBARK D1 TP S1) (DISEMBARK D1 TE S1)
Step Plan 3 Plan 4
1 (LOAD P2 TE S0) (LOAD P2 TP S0)
2 (LOAD P1 TP S0) (LOAD P1 TE S0)
3 (BOARD D1 TP S0) (BOARD D1 TE S0)
4 (BOARD D2 TE S0) (BOARD D2 TP S0)
5 (DRIVE TP S0 S2 D1) (DRIVE TE S0 S2 D1)
6 (DRIVE TE S0 S2 D2) (DRIVE TP S0 S2 D2)
7 (UNLOAD P2 TE S2) (UNLOAD P2 TP S2)
8 (DRIVE TP S2 S1 D1) (DRIVE TE S2 S1 D1)
9 (UNLOAD P1 TP S1) (UNLOAD P1 TE S1)
10 (DISEMBARK D1 TP S1) (DISEMBARK D1 TE S1)
representation of the domain and the non-dominated solution space respectively. In this exam-
ple, when a planner attempts to use two resources simultaneously the solution obtained can not
be better than the solution obtained using only one, due to the need of arriving to S1.
Consider a domain with two interchangeable resources, where solutions using N units of the
first or N units of the second resource exists. In such domains, although it is not always the case,
it is common that a solution using two resources simultaneously incurs a cost of N2 + cost1 of
the first resource and N2 +cost2 of the second resource. This is the reason why concave solution
spaces are common.
Using a linear combination of metric fluents cannot find all solutions within a concave metric
solution space. For example, plans 3 and 4 cannot be found, by an optimal solver, for any linear
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FIGURE 2.2: Metric space with four plans from Table 2.1 solving problem illustrated in
Figure 2.1
weighting of metric1 and metric2.
Further discussion of linear combinations of functions and how the can be used to find solutions
in convex and concave metric solution spaces is shown in Chapter 5. In planning, we are not
able to compute a place in the metric space where a solution should be without going through
the planning process and obtaining a solution first. Therefore, in planning a linear combination
of metric fluents is usually sufficient, which is also shown in the result section for Chapter 5.
2.3.2 Metrics and plan length
Plan quality is often closely linked to plan length, but the interactions can be subtle. The classes
of interaction can be used to classify current planning problems based on their properties. Al-
though, in terms of syntactic representation, all of the classes can be expressed using the same
PDDL constructs, each of the classes represent a significantly different challenge to planners.
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Radzi [50] distinguishes different interactions between plan lengths and plan metrics. The four
classes, equivalent to those presented in Radzi’s thesis, are presented below. In the following
we use pi and pi;σ to stand for executable sequences of actions, where the latter is a concate-
nation of two sub-sequences, c(pi) as the cost of pi and |pi| as the length of pi .
1. Strictly straightforward metric function ∀pi1pi2 · |pi1|6 |pi2| ⇔ c(pi1)6 c(pi2)
2. Straightforward metric function ∀pi1pi2 · |pi1|< |pi2| ⇒ c(pi1)< c(pi2)
3. Semi-straightforward metric function ∀piσ · c(pi)≤ c(pi;σ)
4. Expressive metric function ∃piσ · c(pi)> c(pi;σ)
The first class of interaction occurs when by minimising the plan length we also minimise the
plan metric. By obtaining the shortest possible plan we also obtain the best quality, optimal,
plan.
The second class of interaction is similar to the first. The best quality plan is also the shortest.
However, within this class, finding the shortest plan is not a guarantee of finding an optimal
plan. There may exist two plans of equal length but with different quality. Therefore it is not
sufficient to find the shortest plan to guarantee optimality. The optimal plan cannot be longer
than the shortest plan.
The shortest solutions for domains in the third class do not guarantee to be optimal. Although
the metric is monotonic, which means that the shorter plans tendt to be better quality, there is
a possibility of obtaining longer plans, using low cost actions, which are better quality than
some very short plans which utilise expensive actions.
The fourth, expressive metric function class of domains, creates more interesting challenges as
it is possible for the plan to lower the cost by applying additional actions.
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Based on Radzi’s work the current planners can be grouped by the class of metrics which they
can minimise in an informed way. For the classification, we abbreviate the list by merging
Radzi’s first and second class. From now on we use the following metric and plan length
interaction.
Definition 2.4. We say a plan metric, c, is:
1. Strictly length-correlated if ∀pi1pi2 · |pi1|< |pi2| ⇒ c(pi1)< c(pi2).
2. Monotonic if ∀piσ · c(pi)≤ c(pi;σ).
3. Non-monotonic if ∃piσ · c(pi)> c(pi;σ).
While some planners optimise quality only when the plan metric is strictly length-correlated,
only metric sensitive planners can effectively deal with monotonic metrics. There are currently
no planners that deal effectively with non-monotonic metrics.
In addition to the above classification, planners can be divided depending on their ability to
handle context-dependent action costs. In this research we focus on planners which can effec-
tively reason with domains with such cost models.
2.4 Plan distance
It is important to be able to compare plans based on their relative qualities, but also to assess
differences between plans. This section describes various methods for measuring distance
between plans. Some of these methods are successfully used in generation of sets of distinct
plans [45, 46], where the distances are measured in terms of actions, causal links, or states
visited. At the end of this section we propose to measure the plan difference in terms of the
metrics by which the plans are evaluated in a given domain. The details of this method are
presented below.
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2.4.1 Action distance
Action distance between plans is defined based on the similarity measure of the sets of actions
contained within those plans. Actions in the plan can be considered as ordered sequences
or unordered sets. When dealing with sequences of actions, the score depends on how close
to each other the sequences are. This can be measured by calculating the hamming distance
(Definition 2.5) or Damerau–Levenshtein distance (Definition 2.6) between them.
Definition 2.5. Hamming distance between plans pi1 and pi2 of equal length is the number
of positions at which the corresponding actions are different. In another way, it measures the
minimum number of substitutions required to change one plan into the other.
Definition 2.6. Damerau–Levenshtein distance between plans pi1 and pi2 is based on the
Damerau distance [10] and Levenshteins edit distance [37] and can be defined as the amount
of operations required to transform pi1 into pi2, where the allowed operations are: insertion,
deletion, or substitution of a single action, or a transposition of two adjacent actions.
Alternatively, for all actions a distance can be calculated between the positions of occurrences
of the action in respective sequences, or a certain values if an action appears only in one. When
plans are considered as sets of actions the distance might be calculated as the Jaccard index,
pi1∩pi2
pi1∪pi2
, for plans pi1 and pi2
The appropriate method is always stated whenever this measure is used and is denoted as da.
One of the benefits of this method is that no additional knowledge of the domain structure is
required.
2.4.2 States visited distance
In this measure the ordered sequences of states visited by the execution of plans are compared.
This distance is denoted as ds. Similarly to the action distance, comparison of the sequences
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of states can be defined in a number of ways, and the same methods are applicable here. One
improvement, compared to the action distances, is to consider the similarity of states at cor-
responding positions in two sequences. Since states contain more information than actions,
the similarity measure between them is more informed than the similarity score between two
actions. When two plans arrive at a goal via similar states, they can be considered similar.
The similarity of states can be measured using the hamming distance (Definition 2.5) or Dam-
erau–Levenshtein distance (Definition 2.6) or one of the set similarity measures such as the
Jaccard index or the bag of words model. These measures, when aimed at similarity of states,
are applied to facts true in the states being compared.
2.4.3 Causal links distance
A causal link is a tuple (ai, p,a j), where ai,a j ⊂ A and p ⊂ P∪V and where p ⊂ Add(ai)
and p⊂ Precondition(a j). This measure, denoted by dcl , represents the difference in a causal
structure of one plan comparing to the other. A causal link gives information about which facts
enable an action and which facts are achieved by an action. Plans are expanded into sequences
of causal links representing how each action contributes to the goal. The distance measure
using causal link sequences can be computed in a similar way to the two previous measures.
2.4.4 Metric distance
A more practical distance between two plans is defined based on their relative position in a
metric space. This distance is equivalent to an euclidean distance between the plans on the
selected metric space. Definition 2.7 presents a more formal definition of this metric.
Definition 2.7. Metric distance between plans pi1 and pi2 is a Euclidean distance in the space
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This distance depends on the set of plan metrics selected. In order to calculate this distance, the
coordinates on the metric space must be known. These are calculated using the plan metrics
defined by the user. Therefore the choice of the plan metrics determines the metric distance
between plans. It is often the case that for a choice of plan metrics, plans which appear the
same in terms of metrics are different in terms of actions, states or causal links.
Due to the fact that the user specifies the plan metrics which are of interest and these measures
are used to evaluate the difference between plans, plans considered the same represent trade-
offs between resources that are not interesting to the user. At the same time, if a plan affects
plan metrics which the user is interested in, the plans appear distinct.
2.5 Multi-objective domains
Previous sections present the components for a planner. These components include the mod-
elling language, the concept of metrics and plan quality measures. In this section a selection
of multi-objective domains is presented. These domains act as benchmark tests to illustrate the
difficulty and challenge in multi-objective planning with metrics.
By multi-objective domains we mean domains where the solution plan is evaluated using a set
of plan metrics. Although many current benchmark domains contain metrics, evaluating the
solution using these metrics does not yield interesting results. The main reason for that is the
coupling between the plan length and plan metric function value. Also, the current benchmark
does not offer interesting trade-offs in arriving to the goal by means of different metrics. This
usually means that there is a single plan minimising all metrics at the same time, without any
interesting trade-off. Domains presented here all offer multiple paths to the goal, where the
paths significantly differ in terms of the plan metric function value. The domains Production
and Bread were introduced by Radzi [50] and Driverlog is a modified IPC Driverlog domain.
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2.5.1 Driverlog
The Driverlog domain [38], used in the planning competition, models a simple transportation
problem. The domain contains the following objects: truck, driver, package and location.
Drivers can walk between locations and a problem description typically contains one additional
intermediate location which must be used when walking. A truck can drive between locations
only when a driver is driving the truck and the locations are connected. A package can be
loaded and unloaded from a truck. A usual goal is to deliver certain packages to a certain
location and to assure that drivers are at specific locations.
The domain is also available in a metric version. The metric version of the domain walking
and driving between cities is associated with a cost. The planner is required to optimize the
linear combination of these two costs. Both of them are correlated with the plan length, and
the package must be transported using a truck. This means there is no alternative routes of
achieving the goal but to load the packages onto one of the trucks and drive it to the goal.
The Driverlog domain used in experiments is the standard benchmark but differentiates electric
and diesel trucks in order to create a trade-off between diesel and electricity consumption used
for transportation of packages. The planner can choose whether to transport packages using
electric or diesel vehicles, and therefore the resulting plan can exploit the trade-off between
these resources. For example, in cases where electricity is an expensive resource, expressed
through application of a high weighting on the metric fluent representing the electricity used,
the planner should favour plans using diesel trucks.
The Driverlog domain with context dependent action cost, used in this research, is available in
Appendix F.
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2.5.2 Driverlog metric
Driverlog_metric is a further modified version of the Driverlog domain. For the purpose of
creating a domain where the cost and plan length are not strictly length-correlated, as in Def-
inition 2.4, the following modification is applied: three of the locations in the domain, s0, s1
and s2, are connected by very short routes with two intermediate steps. These short steps allow
the planner to take shorter routes, which consumes less resource, and at the same time requires
more actions. Instead of a single drive action, a truck must drive through two intermediate
locations using three drive actions. This change tests whether a planner is metric sensitive and
uses cheap actions, as opposed to relying on correlation between plan length and cost.
2.5.3 Production
The aim in the Production [50] domain is to obtain a certain amount of materials and ready
products in stock. There are various ways of creating the same product. In order to build a
product, we need to produce necessary materials for it. Creating materials can also be achieved
in many ways, for example we can obtain materials from “recycled material” in a recycling
process or from “raw material” by processing it. The planner has flexibility to use various
methods to arrive at the same goal which differs in labour, hazard or machine-cost values.
These three functions are our primary metric functions to minimise, using different weightings.
2.5.4 Bread
The Bread [50] domain describes a process of baking bread and buns. We start with flour
which we turn into a mix. The mix is used to create a dough. Dough is either created by hand
or using a machine. Using the machine increases energy consumption and the machine needs
cleaning, but can create twice more dough comparing to doing it by hand. The next stage is to
make a bun or a bread from the dough. From the same amount of dough we can form either
two loaves of bread or five buns. They can be then baked using either an electric oven or on
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charcoal. An electric oven uses one unit of energy and charcoal increases the pollution by one
unit. An electric oven can bake ten buns or four loaves while charcoal only two buns or two
loaves. Our metric functions to minimise are energy, labour and pollution.
2.6 Relaxed Planning Graph
Many current planners use a Relaxed Planning Graph (RPG) as the basis for heuristic calcula-
tion. This approach has proven to work remarkably well for the purpose of generating informed
heuristics very fast. We now present an example RPG for a sample problem.
RPG contains interleaved Fact and Action layers, where fact layers contain propositions which
are true at a given state. In metric planners, the fact layer also contains estimated values, sets
of values or intervals of metric fluents. Action layers contain actions which are applicable in a
“state” described by the previous fact layer. The first layer of the Relaxed Planning Graph is
constructed from the state being evaluated. The first action layer contains all actions applicable
in the first fact layer.
After this collection of initial steps, every next fact layer is a union of the previous fact layer
with all positive effects of all preceding action layer effects. This method ignores delete effects.
For planners handling metric fluents, the most common approach is to keep lower and upper
bounds on the value of each metric. Every time a metric increases, its upper bound is also
increased by the same value. Similarly, every time a metric is decreased its lower bound is also
decreased by the same value. This ensures that the value of the metric, no matter which actions
are selected from the relaxed planning graph, is always between the computed lower and upper
bounds.
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FIGURE 2.3: Diagram represents an example problem for a Driverlog domain.
FIGURE 2.4: Diagram represents extract of RPG built for problem represented by Figure 2.3
2.6.1 Example construction of the RPG
Figure 2.3 represents a start state of a problem for Driverlog domain. In this state, at location
L0 there is a truck, t1, a driver, d1, and a package, p1, which have to be delivered to location L5.
There are two possible roads, via L2 and via L1. The road via L2 is much longer in terms of
the distance, and the road via L1 is shorter in terms of the distance, but requires more actions.
The RPG-based heuristic constructs an RPG as shown in Figure 2.4.
We can see that the path via L1,L3,L4 would not be considered as the path via L2 achieves the
goal earlier in the RPG, therefore action (drive d1 t1 L0 L2) is the most preferred action in the
initial state, which will then result in the entire plan going via L2.
2.6.2 Temporal Relaxed Planning Graph
In this section we briefly discuss the Temporal Relaxed Plan Graph (TRPG) [9] The idea in
the temporal setting, which is similar to the construction used in Sapa [14], is to extend the
plan graph, during construction, with applicable action start points, queueing their end points
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to occur at the corresponding action duration interval after the start. Once all applicable action
starts have been identified and applied, arriving at a fixed point for this stage, the earliest
queued action end point is applied and then the process is repeated, until this queue is empty
(or the goals are achieved). Critically, each layer of the TRPG is labelled with the time at which
it is reached. This means that the makespan of the relaxed plan can be identified directly within
the TRPG and this leads to an informative temporal heuristic.
2.7 Satisficing planners
A selection of state-of-the-art satisficing planners, which are capable of reasoning with metric
fluents, is described in this section. Reasoning with metrics is a crucial requirement in terms
of this research. Satisficing planners, due to their speed, offer a very promising approach to
solving larger problem instances. Many satisficing planners can generate high quality plans
for domains containing metrics. Some planners aim at generating high quality solutions by
minimising plan length and do not support metric fluents. Those planners generate the same
plan for two instances of a problem, which differ only in the plan metric. Therefore they are not
interesting for comparison with planner which aim at reasoning with metrics. In some cases
[26, 53] planners allow a special predefined metrics fluent to be used as a cost. Incrementing
this metric fluent is used to increment the cost, where the increment on the metric is equal to
the increment of the cost of the plan. This approach is analogous to using constant cost as it
also ignores all other metrics.
Our work focuses on providing the flexibility for the user of the planning system to define
functions against which the plan is evaluated. Therefore the fixed action cost approaches are not
applicable, since the planner must generate good quality plans depending on the plan metric.
The candidates among satisficing planners which are interesting from the perspective of this
research are presented below.
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2.7.1 LPG-td
LPG-td [23] is a metric modification of the LPG [24] planner. LPG is a local search, stochastic
planner. It creates its search space based on a graph with interleaved proposition and action
layers called a numerical action graph (NAG). Its heuristic consists of two elements; search cost
and execution cost, where search cost is an estimate cost to resolve all inconsistencies created
by inserting a new action. It is estimated by solving a relaxed NAG. Execution cost is the total
cost of executing actions in the plan and it represents plan quality. There are two weights on
these two components which allow trade-off between finding a solution quickly or searching
for a good quality solution, depending on the need and constraints. LPG has been adapted to
generate sets of plans [45,46]. The adaptation is to use the Integrated Convex Preference (ICP)
measure, shown in Definition 2.8, inside its heuristic, instead of the standard execution cost.
The ICP is a convex combination of plan cost and plan makespan.
Definition 2.8. Integrated Convex Preference (ICP) is a special case of Integrated Preference
Function (IPF) [6]. For a set of plans pi ∈ φ and cost and makespan of plans denoted as cpi





h(w)(w× tpii +(1−w)× cpii)dw
Where h(w) is a probability distribution for the parameter vector w such that ∫w h(w)dw = 1.
In this work we often use different configurations of LPG. The main option with which we
experiment is -n <number>. This option allows LPG to generate a solution and if <number> is
greater than 1 it then attempts to improve the solution <number>-1 times.
2.7.2 MetricFF
MetricFF [28] is an extension of the FF planner [30]. As an extension to a delete relaxation,
removing all negative effects of actions, it handles linear numerical effects by relaxing the
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metric variables to their lower and upper bounds. Therefore, if at some point in the RPG
construction, x>2 becomes true, it remains true for all of the following layers. When the goal
is reached in the RPG, the planner extracts the relaxed plan backwards from the last RPG layer.
Although its heuristic considers numeric effects, in practice it aims at minimising the plan
length. This is because storing upper and lower bounds on the metric fluents is not sufficient
to reason about their actual values, so manipulation of resources is not optimised.
A more recent version of MetricFF [29] is enhanced with an A*-epsilon [49] search strategy to
better handle the additive metric cost.
2.7.3 CBP
Cost-Based Planner (CBP) [19] is a deterministic, any-time planner which uses multiple heuris-
tics. It implements a cost-oriented heuristic by altering an RPG expansion. An additional list
of opened applicable actions, OpenApp, is stored. When creating the RPG, OpenApp contains
all actions which preconditions are satisfied in the latest fact layer. The next action layer is
created from the cheapest actions from the OpenApp and not, as it is done in the standard ver-
sion of RPG, from all of the applicable actions in the latest fact layer. This results in an RPG
construction algorithm based on Dijkstra algorithm, as opposed to the breadth-first search for
the standard RPG.
The planner uses look-ahead state [60] to improve its performance. The look-ahead states are
obtained by applying a selection of actions from the relaxed plan, extracted from the RPG. The
gain from applying this technique depends on the similarity of the relaxed plan extracted from
the RPG and the actual plan satisfying the goal condition.
The search algorithm used is a weighted Best-First Search (BFS) with Branch and Bound
(B&B). The heuristic evaluation for the weighted BFS algorithm is f (x) = g(x)+ωh(x). The
B&B algorithm finds a solution, and then tries to improve it. It prunes states based on the g(x)
value only because the heuristic evaluation is inadmissible. The nodes are expanded based on
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three lists. First an open list is expanded, and every time a node from that list is expanded its
look-ahead state is added back to open. Helpful actions from the relaxed plan, stored with the
state, are added to sec−ha. Non-helpful successors of the state are added to the sec−non−ha.
When open list is empty, states from sec− ha are used. When sec− ha is empty, states from
the sec−non−ha are used.
This strategy proved to work well on domains with constant action costs.
2.7.4 POPF
POPF2 [9] is a forward search planner which exploits some partial ordering of actions to avoid
searching all orderings. That means it does not enforce a strict total ordering on actions before
the final stage of planning. For all facts and variables it keeps a list of propositions it has to
support in order to execute the plan. While expanding a node, which is a partial-order plan,
it adds actions and creates new partial-order plans accessible from the current one. POPF2
attempts to find minimum makespan plans. It uses a Simple Temporal Network (STN) to
handle temporal constraints between actions and schedule them in a feasible way. It handles
metric fluents, as for PDDL 2.1, using methods based on MetricFF.
2.7.5 LPRPG
LPRPG [8] uses a relaxed planning graph (RPG) heuristic combined with linear programming
(LP) methods. It solves a number of LPs for every decision it makes to calculate bounds on
resources and to improve its numeric reasoning. Thanks to solving the LP, LPRPG has more
precise information about bounds on resources than other planners and therefore is designed for
use in domains with numeric resource flows. Its heuristic calculates the upper and lower bounds
on metric fluents much more precisely than other planners, through the LPs it constructs to tie
together resource production and consumption, allowing it to more efficiently solve problems
involving resources than many other planners.
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2.7.6 YAHSP
YAHSP (Yet Another Heuristic Search Planner) [61] is a satisficing STRIPS planner. It achieved
2nd place in the suboptimal track of the IPC 2004 [38]. Its heuristic is built in a similar way
to that of MetricFF. YAHSP also uses a RPG and it extracts information about helpful actions.
Actions that appear in the first action layer of the RPG, and also are part of a relaxed plan,
are considered helpful. These actions are used with higher priority than others in search. In
addition to helpful actions, YAHSP uses look-ahead states [60] to speed up plan discovery. A
best-first search strategy is used to favour states achieved by applying helpful actions.
This planner has been adapted by a multi-objective planner, MO-DAE, as a sub-solver. MO-
DAE is further discussed in Section 5.1.
2.8 Pareto frontier
Typically planners output a single plan for a given problem. In multi-objective domains, as
described in Section 2.5, a single solution is no longer sufficient. The new task for the planner
is to generate a set of solutions which illustrate the different trade-offs possible within the
domain.
For simplicity, and without the loss of generality, let us only consider minimising plan metrics.
When minimising a single objective function, it is easy to determine a better solution by simply
calculating the plan metric function at the end of the plan execution. Having the plan metric
value, the better plan is the one with a smaller plan metric value, therefore for two plans pi1 and
pi2, pi1 is better if θ(pi1)< θ(pi2) for a plan metric function θ .
In multi-objective domains the relations between plans are more complex. We say that a plan
pi1 dominates pi2 if it is better in all plan metrics as in Definition 2.9.
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Definition 2.9. Plan pi1 dominates pi2 for a set of plan metrics (θ1,θ2, ...θN ,) if:
∀i=1..Nθi(pi1)< θi(pi2).
We also say that a plan pi1 weakly dominates pi2 if it is better in at least one plan metric and no
worse in all others as in Definition 2.10.
Definition 2.10. Plan pi1 weakly dominates pi2 for a set of plan metrics (θ1,θ2, ...θN ,) if:
∀i=1..Nθi(pi1)6 θi(pi2) and ∃iθi(pi1)< θi(pi2).
A set of all non-dominated plans is called a pareto frontier (PF). A pareto frontier typically
denotes a set of non-dominated and optimal plans.
When using satisficing planners optimality is not guaranteed. The goal of the planning process
is to generate a good approximation of the PF. What we mean by good approximation is dis-
cussed in Chapter 5.3. In order to approximate the PF we introduce a notion of Approximation
of Pareto Frontier in Definition 2.11:
Definition 2.11. Approximation of Pareto Frontier (APF) is a set where any element does
not weakly dominate any other element.
This definition does not speak about the quality of the set, and how far does it lie from the
actual optimal PF. This is further discussed in the Section 5.3 about the quality of APFs.
Chapter 3
Metric sensitivity
In this chapter we present a definition of metric sensitivity [55] and discuss its meaning, as
well as a method for quantitative evaluation of the metric sensitivity of planners. Current
state-of-the-art planners are discussed and an evaluation of their metric sensitivity is presented.
The results show that metric sensitivity is a rare, although desirable, property of satisficing
planners. We go on to consider the impact of stochasticity on metric sensitivity and whether
we can enhance metric sensitivity by adding stochastic behaviour to deterministic planners.
Metric sensitivity is a crucial element in the weighted sum approach to planning with multiple
objectives. This method, described in Chapter 5, needs to have some control over where, in the
metric space, the planner generates solutions.
3.1 Example
We now present a simple concrete example problem that illustrates some of the issues involved
in finding high quality plans under different metric functions. Suppose we want to transport two
packages from location L0 to location L5. We have three vehicles available, one electric, Te1,
and two diesel, Tf1 and Tf2, and two drivers available. The amount of diesel or electricity used
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by a vehicle is equal to the distance driven multiplied by the square of the loaded truck weight
(number of packages plus one) and its resource (diesel or electricity) consumption (we use 1
diesel or 1 electricity for this example). This problem is represented in Figure 3.1. Assume
we are using the metrics within the weighted metric function, namely, (electricity-used) and
(fuel-used ).
FIGURE 3.1: A simple problem with different vehicle types to transport packages P1 and P2
to L5.
Five plans solving this problem are summarised below:
1. Load both packages into Tf1 and then drive them to L5 via L2 using driver D1. Cost:
180 diesel, 0 electricity.
2. Load both packages into Tf2 and drive them to L5 via L2 using D1. Cost: 180 diesel, 0
electricity.
3. Load both packages into Tf1 and drive to L5 via L1, L3 and L4, using D1. Cost: 54
diesel, 0 electricity.
4. Load both packages into Te1 and drive to L5 via L1, L3 and L4, using D1. Cost: 0 diesel,
54 electricity.
5. Load one package into Tf1 and one into Tf2 and drive both to L5 via L1. Cost: 48 diesel,
0 electricity.
The first two plans illustrate the difficulty in comparing plans based on the number of different
actions: these plans are considered quite different, because they use different vehicles, but are
identical with respect to the metrics (so separated by distance 0 according to Definition 2.7).
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They do not offer interesting alternatives in an APF. A similar problem arises for plans using
the alternative driver.
Plans 1, 3, 4 and 5 are all different, both qualitatively and quantitatively (by Definition 2.7).
It is clear that the optimal cost plan, under any combination of metrics, will involve using the
shorter path. The fact that this uses more actions is a problem for many planners, which attempt
to minimise plan length as a proxy for the plan quality. Plan 5 dominates plans 1, 2 and 3, while
plan 4 does not dominate any and is not dominated by any other plan presented above.
Finally, using a single metric combining fuel cost and electricity cost with respective weights
of 9 and 8, the optimal plan uses one diesel truck and the electric truck, each carrying one
package (cost 24 diesel and 24 electricity, with total weighted cost of 408, while both plans
4 and 5 have weighted cost of 432). This example illustrates how interesting choices arise
according to the trade-offs between resources being used depending on the plan metric.
3.2 What is metric sensitivity
Metric sensitivity is the ability of a planner to generate good quality solutions for the metric
defined in the problem description. This requires the planner to respond to changes in the
metric by generating good quality plans under alternative metrics.
We call a planner metric sensitive if, presented with two different (cost) metrics, m1 and m2, it
produces different plans: pi1 and pi2 for the same problem instance, such that m1(pi1)< m1(pi2)
and m2(pi1) > m2(pi2). In practice, a metric sensitive planner will not always be able to find
two different plans that are each better under their respective metrics. Therefore we need to
relax the above strict inequalities to: m1(pi1)6 m1(pi2) and m2(pi1)> m2(pi2).
Definition 3.1. A planner is metric sensitive if for all domains, for all problems, for every
two metrics m1 and m2, two plans, pi1 and pi2 generated using metrics m1 and m2 respectively,
the following holds: m1(pi1)6 m1(pi2) and m2(pi1)> m2(pi2).
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The impact of this property on a planner for the purpose of generating a frontier of plans is to
increase the control over where, for a given plan metric, a plan is found in the metric space.
Suppose we have a problem where we can trade-off labour and financial cost metrics and that
a solution, which is cheap in terms of financial cost but requires high labour, is known. In
order to generate a set of plans capturing the trade-off between the two resources a solution
with lower labour cost is required. A metric sensitive planner, given a plan metric with high
weights on labour, should generate a solution that is cheaper in terms of labour, provided such
a solution is feasible. Following the property above, it would generate no worse solution in
terms of the amount of labour required.
For stochastic planners, metric sensitivity as defined in Definition 3.1 sometimes does not
apply, even though the planner does respond to the change of the metrics. This behaviour can
be seen in Figure 3.3 where sets of plans generated for the same metric function are present.
The weighted metric function is (α ∗ ( f uel−used)+(1−α)∗ (electricity−used)), but in the
actual experiment, to avoid floating point numbers, we use the integer part of 10∗α . As can be
seen for this stochastic planner, for a given two weights α1 and α2 it is possible to find plans
from the set Π1, generated using α1, which are better, in terms of metric defined by weights α2,
than some of the plans from set Π2, generated using α2. This means that we can find cases that
contradict the metric sensitivity of the planner. However, we can clearly see from the results
that the planner does respond to the change of the metric. Therefore the definition of metric
sensitivity for stochastic planners must be extended. We propose the use of centroids of clouds
of plans as in Definition 3.2 and to extend the definition of metric sensitivity, Definition 3.1, to
stochastic metric sensitivity as in Definition 3.3 which can be applied to stochastic planners.
Definition 3.2. Metric Centroid of a sets of plans, pi j ⊆Π where N is the number of metrics,
mi(pi) is the value of plan pi under the i-th metric, and−→mi is a unit vector towards the i-th metric,
is N-dimensional vector −→pi computed as: −→pi = ∑
N
j=1 ∑|Π|i=1 mi(pi j)∗−→mi
|Π| .
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Definition 3.3. A stochastic planner is metric sensitive if for all domains, for all problems
and any two metrics m1 and m2 under which it generates the following sets of plans, Π1 and
Π2 respectively. Two sets of plans have centroids pi1 and pi2 respectively. The metric cost of
the centroids of the plan sets satisfies: m1(pi1)6 m1(pi2) and m2(pi1)> m2(pi2).
The centroid of the set of plans, Definition 3.2, in the metric space can be calculated as an
average value of each of the metrics for each of the plans from the set.
The definition for metric sensitivity presented above is very strict. In practice it is useful to also
determine whether a planner exhibits metric sensitive behaviour. For this purpose we relax this
definition and propose the following:
Definition 3.4. A planner exhibits metric sensitive behaviour if, when faced with problem
instances containing different plan metrics, it sometimes generates better plans in response to
the change of the metric. Formally: ∃pi1,pi2∈Π∃m1,m2−metricm1(pi1)< m1(pi2)∧m2(pi1)> m2(pi2)
where pi1 is generated for the planning metric m1 and pi2 is generated for the planning metric
m2.
The Definition 3.4 can be used to discuss properties of planners which do not exhibit full
metric sensitivity as in Definition 3.1 and 3.3 but are promising candidates for generating plans
in response to the plan metric.
3.3 How to measure metric sensitivity
We have shown how to determine whether a planner is metric sensitive. Now we focus on a
method to qualitatively assess the degree of metric sensitivity in comparison with other plan-
ners.
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The method we propose to use to evaluate metric sensitivity is based on the scoring metric used
in recent International Planning Competitions. After a set of planners is run on a problem in-
stance derived from a multi-objective problem by combining the metrics into a single weighted
sum, the solutions are gathered and compared with each other. We denote the cost of plan pii
under metric m as Θi. We only compare plans using the same metric and for simplicity we omit
metric indexes. For each weighting scheme we calculate the value of the best plan across all
of the planners, Θbest , and then we assign a score to each planner, i, producing a plan for this
problem with value Θi, using the relative metric sensitivity with relation to the best plan found
for the particular problem and plan metric.




For the planner which generated the best solution, the value of Θi is 0, and it grows with the
distance from the best solution found. To avoid division by 0, for the cases where Θbest = 0 we
take Θi as the score, which is equivalent to subtracting 0 and dividing by 1.
For comparison when a planner does not generate a solution for a specific weighting for a
problem the results are discarded for this weighting.
Generating multiple versions of the same problem, by using different weighted metric func-
tions, allows confirmation that a planner does not perform best on a specific instance of the
problem and metric as a side effect of its other properties. For example, sometimes the best
plan under a given metric might be found by minimising plan makespan. In other cases it
is possible that best solutions to a problem are found for a given metric function by chance.
However, when presented with a different metric, the planner might generate only poor plans
because, it tends to search in the areas where plans happen to be of high quality in terms of the
former metric, but are poorer in terms of the second metric. By not using different weightings
we could be biased towards a planner which is metric insensitive but, due to its design or other
properties, performs well on a subset of weightings.
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In this work we typically use solutions to the following simplex as weights: ∑Ni=o αi = 10
where all weights αi are required to be integers. This yields 11 weights for two dimensional
problems, namely (0,10), (1,9), (2,8), (3,7), (4,6), (5,5), (6,4), (7,3), (8,2), (9,1), (10,0). For
three dimensional problems it yields 66 weights: (0, 0, 10), (0, 1, 9), ..., (10, 0, 0).
3.4 Current planners
A selection of current state-of-the-art planners presented in section 2.7 is further discussed and
evaluated in this section. The selection was made based on the potential ability of each planner
to exhibit metric sensitive behaviour. The section first focuses on optimal planners as solving
a problem optimally must also mean responding to the change of the metric function. Before a
final conclusion, we discuss properties of planners which might affect their metric sensitivity
and present results showing which planners are and which are not metric sensitive.
3.4.1 Optimal planners
The problem of generating high quality plans is central to the population of APFs as defined
in Definition 2.11. Optimal planners, by definition, find plans with minimum costs. Using
different weights should give us optimal plans in different areas of the search space while
optimising the cost. These plans merged together should give us the pareto frontier of plans.
Therefore, optimal planners seem to be good candidates for that task. Below we present some
state-of-the-art optimal planners properties and some of their current application relevant to
metric sensitivity.
Optimal planners have become more powerful in recent years [33] and have been successfully
applied to speed up the process of finding optimal plans when preferences change, using opti-
mal plans already generated for alternative sets of preferences [63]. This has been applied to
a personalised vehicle routing problem, where drivers can express preferences about the route.
This approach scales well for this particular path planning problem.
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Although the above examples look promising, there remain some limitations on the use of op-
timal planners in the context of generating pareto frontiers. Firstly, they are currently designed
to work with a simple cost scheme in which each action is assigned a fixed additive cost. This
means that they are not useful for solving problems with state dependent action costs, which
are the main focus of this thesis. Secondly, the current domain independent state-of-the-art op-
timal planners are impractical for solving large instances of domains, or domains with complex
cost models.
Currently many planners do not allow metric fluents. In order to simulate action costs, these
planners allow a single metric state variable, total-cost. The increment of total-cost is consid-
ered to be the cost of an action. This approach is equivalent to using constant cost, but instead
of explicitly assigning the cost to an action, it is implicitly assigned by the increment effect of
actions on the total-cost. Since, in such domains, there exists only one metric fluent, total-cost,
the plan metric is fixed. While optimal planners have improved in performance, satisficing
planners offer a more practical approach to the generation of the large sets of plans required to
populate an APF.
3.4.2 Satisficing planners
Among satisficing planners there are some that are very promising in terms of being metric
sensitive. Satisficing planners, due to their speed, are able to solve larger problem instances and
quickly explore different areas of the search space. Many satisficing planners can generate high
quality plans for domains containing metrics. Many of them do it as a side effect of optimising
plan length, and therefore only work for domains with plan metric strictly length-correlated.
In this section we present an experiment which aims at determining which of the satisficing
planners are truly metric sensitive. Planners described in Section 2.7 are tested for their metric
sensitivity. After a brief description of the experiments carried out, further sections present the
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results and discussion of metric sensitivity and properties influencing metric sensitivity of the
planners.
3.4.2.1 Metric sensitivity experiment
A metric sensitive planner should respond to the change of a metric, therefore in this experi-
ment all planners are run on the same planning problem with a different metric function. This
will indicate whether a planner takes the metric into consideration when planning. A prob-
lem is selected from Driverlog numeric domain described in Section 2.5.2 with both diesel and
electric trucks, and a series of 11 problem instances is generated. This domain contains context
dependent action costs. Such a choice of a domain tests not only for metric sensitivity, but for
metric sensitivity in a richer cost models. Each problem instance differs from the others only
in the metric function the planner has to minimise. This metric function is composed of two
metrics, fuel-used and electricity-used. The metric is a weighted sum of these two, as described
earlier.
We run each of the planners, MetricFF with optimisation mode on, LPRPG, POPF2, CBP and
LPG in configuration with -n 3. All of them are described in Section 2.7.
The results are present in Figure 3.2. Results suggest that MetricFF, LPRPG, CBP and POPF2
are not metric sensitive as each of them generates a set of 11 solutions where each has the
same plan metric values. This is expressed by all 11 plans lying in the same place on the
metric space. It is important to note that the plans might differ under other distance metrics
like actions used from Definition 2.5. This means that they do not change their behaviour with
the change in the plan metric. The reason for this behaviour is the fact that these planners
ignore the context-dependent plan metrics when searching for the solution. We suspect that
experiencing metric insensitivity from MetricFF and CBP is mainly caused by the presence of
context-dependent action costs.
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FIGURE 3.2: Results for 11 runs of each of the planners using 11 different weighted metric
functions. Plans generated by LPG N1 contain additional annotation with the weights on the
plan metrics under which the plans are generated.
In contrast, LPG did find multiple solutions. In fact, LPG N3 generated around 10 different
solutions among the total of 30 solutions generated, because option -n 3 generates three plans
each time it is invoked. Many plans overlap due to the small size of the problem, therefore, in
the figure, less solutions is visible. For LPG N1 the solutions are annotated in Figure 3.2 with
the weights on plan metrics which generated respective solutions. An interesting observation
here is that solution with metric value (1523, 0), representing a plan which uses 1523 units of
electricity and 0 units of fuel, was generated with the plan metric 8*(electricity) + 2*(fuel),
meaning that a unit of electricity is 4 times more expensive than a unit of fuel. Similarly, the
plan with coordinates (0, 1909) was generated using two weightings: (9, 1) and (0, 10). This
demonstrates how unpredictable the solutions of LPG are.
To understand the mechanisms which help LPG generate a frontier of plans we have conducted
further experiments where, for each of the 11 weights, we have run LPG multiple times. Figure
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3.3 represents the results obtained by doing so. Here we can see that many of the plans gener-
ated violate Definition 3.1, that a metric sensitive planner should generate plans such that if a
plan pi1 is generated under metric m1, then there should not exist a plan pi2 generated under a
different metric m2 for which the evaluation using m1 gives m1(pi1)> m1(pi2).
α = 9 α = 8 α = 7
α = 6 α = 5 α = 4
α = 3 α = 2 α = 1
FIGURE 3.3: Representation of results for multiple runs of LPG on sets of objectives. Plan
metric is constructed as: α ∗ (electricity-used)+(10−α)∗ ( f uel-used).
However, since LPG is a stochastic planner we can use Definition 3.3. It can be seen that the
centroids of the sets from Figure 3.3 meet the criterion.
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3.4.3 Conclusion on current state-of-the-art
In this section we have presented a survey of current state-of-the-art planners including LPRPG,
POPF2, CBP, LPG, MetricFF, and discussion of optimal planners. This discussion is presented
in the context of domains with state dependent action cost. We have stated that the main
limitation of many current optimal planners is the lack of support for metric fluents, and the
fact that the action cost is limited to constant predefined values. Due to their speed, they can
be only used on small instances of problems. This makes generating multiple plans, for the
purpose of building sets of plans, impractical. The satisficing planners have all been described
in more detail in Section 2.7. By a simple example we could see that only LPG behaved in
a metric sensitive way. Unfortunately many current state-of-the-art planners use plan length
as a proxy for plan quality. In many current benchmark domains, this approach is sufficient
to generate good quality solutions and therefore achieve a sense of metric sensitivity. Some
planners, like CBP, which use metrics to guide them in their search, appear metric insensitive
due to their current inability to reason with state dependent action costs. We also assume
that metric sensitive behaviour of LPG can be at least partly attributed to its stochasticity. We
investigate this further in Section 3.7.
3.5 Related work
This section briefly presents work related to finding plans using non-constant action costs. It
highlights the importance of domains containing this property as they become more widely
used to solve real world problems.
An example of a domain where the ability to reason with a consideration of a plan metric mat-
ters is machine tool calibration [47, 48]. Machine tools are used to cut metal in manufacturing
processes. As part of their maintenance, these tools need calibrating. In order to calibrate the
tool, the precision of its components is measured. This process requires a calibration plan,
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which is traditionally constructed by an engineer. The process of creating a calibration plan
by hand is difficult, time consuming and increases the period required for maintenance. Au-
tomatic calibration plan generation, similarly to the manual method, aims at minimizing the
time it takes to calibrate the machine and the accumulated uncertainty of the measurement. In
their work, Parkinson et al. [48], used LPG to generate calibration plans which would mini-
mize a plan metric made of the measurement uncertainty and the plan makespan, where the
plan makespan is used as a proxy for the calibration time. Both metrics are weighted equally.
However, the authors claim that this is not a constraint and, potentially, a user could alter these
weights. This is consistent with findings in this thesis associated with the use of LPG.
Keyder and Geffner [34] present one approach to solving domains with monotonic plan met-
rics. First the method constructs the RPG for a given problem. Then, using calculated action
costs, it constructs the cheapest plan achieving the goal within the RPG. This is done backward
from the goal, taking the cheapest achiever for each open goal or precondition. An important
observation here is that the action candidates for fact achievers are only the actions which ap-
pear in the RPG. The outcome of the heuristic is better than simply taking arbitrary achievers,
and the approach favours cheaper plans. However, it is still prone to the bias demonstrated in
the Example 3.1. The actions that do not appear in the RPG, such as driving via L1, are not
considered in the construction of the relaxed plan. Therefore the method cannot find cheap
solutions if there exists an expensive but short solution. The method does well on domains
where the plan cost and plan length are strictly correlated, Definition 2.4.
An effort to overcome the limitations of RPG has been first visible in the work of Sapena and
Onaindia [54]. They propose a modified RPG construction where the actions are added as in
the standard RPG and action effects are postponed by the cost of the action achieving them.
In order to calculate the cost by which effects of an action a are postponed a sum is taken
of two components: the cost of achieving a, and the cost of applying a. Where the cost of
achieving a is the sum of the costs of all of its preconditions. The new RPG prefers plans
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TABLE 3.1: Summary of heuristic functions used in comparison between their quality and
time [18].
Heuristic Based on Description
hadd Classical RPG, Cost of goals ∑g∈Goal cost(g)
hmax Classical RPG, Last RPG layer ∑p∈LastRPGLayer cost(p)
hm f f Classical RPG, Relaxed plan ∑p∈RelaxedPlan cost(p)
hsin Cost RPG, Relaxed plan ∑p∈CostRelaxedPlan cost(p)
hlevel1 Cost RPG, Relaxed plan ∑p∈CostRelaxedPlan cost(p)
hlevel2 Cost RPG, Relaxed plan ∑p∈CostRelaxedPlan cost(p)
cheaper in terms of the cost rather than shorter plans. The authors mention a problem with the
context-dependent action cost, but do not offer a solution.
A similar construction is explored by Fuentetaja et al. in the construction of a Cost-Based
Planner (CBP) [19]. The difference between their approaches is that Fuentetaja et al. postpone
the application of an action, whereas Sapena and Onaindia the insertion of action effects. Their
planner is further described in Section 2.7.3. In their work Fuentetaja et al. [17, 18] examine
the trade-off between the runtime and the quality of solutions. The experiment is based on
two search algorithms, A∗ and CEHC, where the latter is a version of Enforced Hill Climbing
(EHC) adapted to handle cost more effectively. Five heuristic functions are used in the com-
parison. These functions are summarized in Table 3.1. Where hlevel1 and hlevel2 differ in how
a cost_limiti for RPG layers is computed. For hlevel1, the cost of the next RPG layer is calcu-
lated as: cost_limiti = mina(cost(a)+cost_limiti−1) for a ∈OpenAdd, where OpenAdd is the
list of actions pending to be inserted. This means that the hlevel1 heuristic assumes the cost of
an action to be the cost of applying it plus the cost of its preconditions as represented by the
cost at the previous fact layer. The cost for the next action layer within the hlevel2 heuristic is
calculated as cost_limiti = mina(cost(a)+cost_limitk), where the cost_limitk is the cost of the
first fact layer in which all of the preconditions of a appear. Based on their findings the hlevel1
heuristic gives the best quality estimate and takes a comparable amount of time.
The work of Sapena and Onaindia and Fuentetaja et al. deals effectively with domains with a
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simple cost model. Although the main limitations of the state-of-the-art planners to constant
action cost is addressed, there remains the limitation on the context-dependent action cost,
which occurs in more realistic models. What is more, all of the domains, used in the evaluation
of the work presented above, can be grounded, given the initial state description, to abstract the
cost of actions from values of the metric fluents.
3.6 Simulating metric sensitivity
This section presents a method for generating diverse solutions using planners, which are not
metric sensitive. The planners used in this experiment did not respond to the change of the
metric, as demonstrated in Section 3.4.2.1. The focus of this experiment is to examine whether
MetricFF or LPRPG can behave in a way which simulates metric sensitivity.
The approach is to impose bounds on plan metrics, including any of the lower or upper bounds
on one or multiple objectives/resources at the same time. By limiting the value of a plan
metric, it is forced to find alternative solutions. Therefore, the planners can be “pushed” to
explore different areas of the search space. Because these bounds use metric fluents, if the
behaviour of a planner changes, it means the planner has modified its behaviour in response
to the metrics and this could be seen as metric sensitive behaviour. It is important to note
that although we say that the planner becomes metric sensitive, it does not generate different
solutions for different metrics without imposing the special bounds on the metrics.
It it obvious that imposing an upper bound on certain metrics causes the planner to search
in different areas. In practice, this usually involves arriving into many dead-ends, which fur-
ther demonstrates that planners do not reason well with metrics. We now try a less intuitive
approach which generates fewer dead-ends and has less impact on the performance of the plan-
ners we consider. Instead of upper bounds on plan metrics, we impose lower bounds.
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In order to demonstrate the impact of the lower bounds on the output of the planner for
each considered plan metric we impose a lower bound by adding the following to the goal:
(>= (plan-metric-name)N) Where N is the bound. In this experiment we use lower bounds of
minimum 0, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 units on fuel and electricity and all of their combinations,
which gave us 36 different bounds. Starting with (0,0) meaning use at least 0 fuel and 0 elec-
tricity units, then (0, 10), (0, 20) until (50, 50) meaning use at least 50 units of fuel and 50 units
of electricity.
In Figure 3.4 we present sets of results for planners which were unable to generate good quality
sets in a weighted approach. We show a frontier of plans generated by LPG for the same
problem instance for reference. MetricFF and LPRPG were given lower bounds on the plan
metrics which forced them to use minimum amounts of each plan metrics and therefore exhibits
the trade-off between these metric.
It is clear that this approach of adding bounds on plan metrics increased the variety of the
results achieved by these planners. They are also comparable with the plans found by LPG in
the approach where multiple objectives were present.
Although this approach could successfully generate sets of diverse plans, lack of control on
where the plans were found does not allow for comparison with metric sensitive approaches.
3.7 The impact of stochasticity on the quality of plans
One way to attempt to generate plans that populate an APF is to generate plans non-deterministically
and hope that the random sample of solutions includes plans that are of high quality with re-
spect to some combination of the metrics. This approach can be taken in combination with a
genuine sensitivity to the metric (producing plans that are intended to be better, but also might
be better by chance), or ignoring the metric. LPG is an example of a stochastic planner, but it
does not ignore the metric. An interesting question, to which we return in our experimental
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FIGURE 3.4: Results for runs of each of the planners using lower bounds on metrics as
described in Section 3.6.
evaluation, is the extent to which LPG can populate an APF because of its efforts to optimise
the plan metric and the extent to which it is a consequence of its stochastic behaviour leading
to diversity in its solutions. Stochasticity does not provide significant benefits when dealing
with a single metric problem, but when populating an APF within the framework described
in Section 5.6, the collection of all plans produced is kept and searched for non-dominated
solutions. Therefore it is possible, that a plan produced for one weighting scheme might be the
best solution under a different weighting scheme.
In Section 5.7.3, on the generation of frontiers of plans, it is shown that adding stochasticity
to a planner significantly improves APF generation in terms of quality and distribution of the
frontier. In this chapter we aim to measure whether this improvement in APF quality comes
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from increased metric sensitivity of stochastic planners, or maybe their other properties.
3.7.1 Impact of stochasticity on performance of LPG
As mentioned LPG is a stochastic planner, and from the previous experiments, it seems like
stochastic behaviour does help it in generating good solutions. In order to test how LPG would
perform as a deterministic planner, we fake the determinism by seeding the random search
with a constant value for every run. That gives consistently the same results every time the
planner is run. Although it appears to be a deterministic planner what we effectively do is take
a snapshot of a stochastic planner. This means that we cannot claim it to be fully deterministic
even though it always outputs the same results for the same input. By using different value as
the seed it is possible to manipulate the quality of the plans generated by LPG. Despite this
ambiguity, whether LPG is or is not acting as a deterministic planner, we believe it gives a good
indication on the impact on results when compared with the truly stochastic version re-run
multiple times.
To check the difference in the generation of plans with and without stochasticity, a planner
is run in its stochastic and deterministic version. The experiment is carried out for domains
Bread, Production, Driverlog and Driverlog Metric, as described in Section 2.5. For each of
the problems from each of the domains a set of 66 plan metric functions is generated, equivalent
to the 66 solutions of a simplex A+B+C=10, for A,B,C all integers. The plan metrics for each
weighting, depending on the domain are presented in Table 3.2.
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(a) Results for LPG -n 1 and domain Bread (b) Results for LPG -n 1 and domain Production
(c) Results for LPG -n 2 and domain Bread (d) Results for LPG -n 2 and domain Production
(e) Results for LPG -n 3 and domain Bread (f) Results for LPG -n 3 and domain Production
FIGURE 3.5: Results for all weights and all problems and weightings aggregated by domain.
Images a), c), e) represent comparison of stochastic and seeded version of LPG -n 1, -n 2 and
-n 3 respectively on domain Bread. Images b), d) and f) represent the same comparison for
Production domain.
Deterministic planners are run once, and stochastic planners are run ten times for each weight-
ing, for each problem, for each domain. The resulting quality of a solution is then compared
on a graph where the X axis represents the values for stochastic configuration and the Y axis
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(a) Results for LPG -n 1 and domain Driverlog (b) Results for LPG -n 1 and domain Driverlog met-
ric
(c) Results for LPG -n 2 and domain Driverlog (d) Results for LPG -n 2 and domain Driverlog met-
ric
(e) Results for LPG -n 3 and domain Driverlog (f) Results for LPG -n 3 and domain Driverlog met-
ric
FIGURE 3.6: Results for all weights and all problems and weighting aggregated by domain.
Images a), c), e) represent comparison of stochastic and seeded version of LPG -n 1, -n 2 and
-n 3 respectively on domain Driverlog. Images b), d) and f) represent the same comparison
for Driverlog metric domain.
for deterministic. Each image contains an X=Y line to separate the areas where the determin-
istic configuration generates better solutions, from the areas where the stochastic configuration
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(a) Results for LPG -n 1 and domain Bread (b) Results for LPG -n 1 and domain Production
(c) Results for LPG -n 2 and domain Bread (d) Results for LPG -n 2 and domain Production
(e) Results for LPG -n 3 and domain Bread (f) Results for LPG -n 3 and domain Production
FIGURE 3.7: Logarithmic scale results for all weights and all problems and weightings ag-
gregated by domain. Images a), c), e) represent comparison of stochastic and seeded version
of LPG -n 1, -n 2 and -n 3 respectively on domain Bread. Images b), d) and f) represent the
same comparison for Production domain.
generates better solutions which coincides with below and above the X=Y line respectively.
Therefore if more plans are shown below the X=Y line, then more of the plans generated by
the deterministic configuration for the same weights have better quality.
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(a) Results for LPG -n 1 and domain Driverlog (b) Results for LPG -n 1 and domain Driverlog met-
ric
(c) Results for LPG -n 2 and domain Driverlog (d) Results for LPG -n 2 and domain Driverlog met-
ric
(e) Results for LPG -n 3 and domain Driverlog (f) Results for LPG -n 3 and domain Driverlog met-
ric
FIGURE 3.8: Logarithmic scale results for all weights and all problems and weightings ag-
gregated by domain. Images a), c), e) represent comparison of stochastic and seeded version
of LPG -n 1, -n 2 and -n 3 respectively on domain Driverlog. Images b), d) and f) represent
the same comparison for Driverlog metric domain.
The results for these experiments are presented in Figures 3.5 on page 52 and 3.6 on page 53
using a linear scale and in Figures 3.7 on page 54 and 3.8 on page 55 using a logarithmic scale
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to focus on different areas of the solution space.
An interesting observation is the change from the deterministic version of LPG performing
better, to the stochastic version of LPG performing better which can be observed as the optimi-
sation option changes from -n 1 to -n 3. This is visible for domains Production Figure 3.5 b),
d), f) on page 52 and Figure 3.7 b), d), f) on page 54 and both Driverlog domains presented
in Figures 3.6 on page 53 and 3.8 on page 55. Although this property is not clearly visible for
the Bread domain in Figure 3.5 a), c), e) on page 52 and Figure 3.7 a), c), e) on page 54, it
shows that the stochastic decisions in search help it to find solutions of high quality which are
not found when run with a seed, when used in configuration with -n 3 option.
Aggregated numerical results for this section are presented in Appendix C.
3.7.2 Stochastic POPF2
This section describes a second experiment which aims at measuring the impact of stochasticity
on the metric sensitivity of POPF2. The purpose of this experiment is to show how the metric
sensitivity of the planner is influenced by uninformed stochasticity. Two versions of POPF2 are
used; original and with added stochasticity.
The changes to POPF2 were minimal and only included adding stochasticity in two places.
First, in heuristic evaluation, where every heuristic value is incremented or decremented by a
small random number. The second place where stochasticity is introduced is in branch order-
ing: the order in which actions are considered when expanding a state from which heuristic
gives no clear guidance. As opposed to LPG, POPF2 is a deterministic planner and the stochas-
ticity which is added is not integrated with its search in a clever way. LPG uses stochasticity in
an informed way in the sense that it helps it in discovering areas of the search space that would
not normally be discovered, but might also be helpful.
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Similarly to the previous experiment to check the difference in generation of plans with and
without stochasticity, a planner is run in its stochastic and deterministic version. The experi-
ment is conducted in the same way as before using 66 weightings for all problems and domains.
The plan metrics for each weighting, depending on the domain are presented in Table 3.2 on
page 51.
The results are present in Figure 3.9 on page 57 using a linear scale and in Figure 4.9 on page
88 using a logarithmic scale to focus on different areas of the solution space.
(a) Results for POPF2 and domain Bread (b) Results for POPF2 and domain Production
(c) Results for POPF2 and domain Driverlog (d) Results for domain POPF2 and Driverlog metric
FIGURE 3.9: Results for all weights and all problems and weightings aggregated by domain.
Images represent comparison of stochastic and deterministic version of POPF2 on domains
Bread, Production, Driverlog and Driverlog metric pictured on images a), b), c) and d) re-
spectively.
The opposite behaviour to the one exhibited by LPG, when stochasticity is introduced and
removed, can be seen for POPF2 presented in Figures 3.9 on page 57 and 3.10 on page 58.
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(a) Results for POPF2 and domain Bread (b) Results for POPF2 and domain Production
(c) Results for POPF2 and domain Driverlog (d) Results for POPF2 and domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 3.10: Logarithmic scale results for all weights and all problems and weightings
aggregated by domain. Images represent comparison of stochastic and deterministic version
of POPF2 on domains Bread, Production, Driverlog and Driverlog metric pictured on images
a), b), c) and d) respectively.
A possible explanation is the difference between the way stochasticity is introduced into POPF2
and LPG. In LPG stochasticity is an integral part of the search algorithm which helps it to avoid
getting stuck in dead ends and helps in exploring more areas of the search space. The stochas-
ticity in POPF2 only reorders the way in which it explores states slightly and is completely
uninformed. This is reflected in the results where we can see that it both improves and deteri-
orates the quality of a solution in a stochastic way.
Although the quality of solutions is not significantly affected by the introduction of stochas-
ticity, POPF2 with stochasticity could generate a larger variety of solutions which we show, in
Section 5.5, is a very useful for the APF generation.
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3.8 Conclusion
In this chapter we define metric sensitivity and discuss the current state-of-the-art planning
technologies in terms of exhibiting metric sensitive behaviour. The chapter starts with an ex-
ample which highlights the importance of using metric fluents for plan evaluation. We describe
planners which can handle domains where plan quality is defined by cost of actions and not
plan length. Context-dependent action cost is a serious limitation of the current state-of-the-art
planners. These planners, in most cases, did not exhibit metric sensitive behaviour when faced
with a problem containing context-dependent action cost, which had to be calculated from
metric fluents. An evaluation of their performance is presented in section 3.4.2.1 and the best
candidate, LPG is selected for further comparison.
The importance of solving problems containing context-dependent action cost is currently be-
coming more visible in various research areas. These areas, along with the related research,
are discussed in Section 3.5. Solutions to many real life problems requires the use of more
sophisticated action cost schemas.
The main contributions from this chapter are:
• Definition of metric sensitivity.
• Exploration of the impact of stochasticity on metric sensitivity of planners.
Chapter 4
Achieving metric sensitivity
The need for control over where, in the metric space, the planner generates solutions is among
the reasons for developing a metric sensitive planner. In the previous chapter (Chapter 3),
it is shown that, among the state-of-the-art satisficing planners, the only planners which ex-
hibit metric sensitive behaviour, in domains with state dependent action cost, are stochastic.
The coupling between the stochasticity and metric sensitivity impacts on the precision of the
planner.
In this chapter we present a novel method for obtaining a deterministic metric sensitivity. This
method is based on a cost-based Relaxed Planning Graph (cRPG) [57] and can effectively
reason with context-dependent action costs. An implementation of the cRPG via translation
to temporal domains and evaluation of this method in comparison with the metric sensitive
state-of-the-art concludes this chapter. The evaluation of the method contains a discussion on
the impact of adding stochasticity to the new compilation method.
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4.1 New cost-based RPG as an approach for metric sensitivity
In order to overcome the limitations of most current planners in reasoning with context-dependent
metrics, we propose a new approach to calculating a heuristic that favours cheaper plans in
terms of defined metric cost instead of plan makespan. Following the description of the RPG,
presented in Section 2.6, we propose an extension to the RPG to enhance its metric sensitivity.
We conclude with a discussion of its capabilities and limitations.
4.1.1 Pitfall of RPG
Consider domain represented in Figure 2.3 and the RPG constructed for this domain as shown
in Figure 2.4. As can be seen from this example, the RPG approach is biased towards shorter
plans in terms of the number of actions, or layers in the RPG. Current RPG based planners
which handle metric fluents, are also prone to this bias because, although they keep metric
values, they still expand the RPG according to the same algorithm. This means that at the stage
where the goal is satisfied by a layer in RPG, the expansion stops. However, there still might
be a better plan, in a metric sense, which cannot be extracted from the RPG. In order to find
this plan the RPG must be expanded further.
4.1.2 The cost-based RPG
In this section we introduce a new idea of obtaining a metric sensitive heuristic using a modified
version of the RPG. The modification of RPG is similar to the one introduced by Sapena and
Onaindia [54] and Fuentetaja et al. [19]. Where the two approaches differs in postponing the
insertion of actions or action effects into RPG. We propose an extension where to each of the
fact layers in the RPG a cost label is added. These labels are used to denote the cheapest
cost of achieving each fact layer, similar to hmax heuristic, for all facts in the layer. Assigning
cost labels to different layers of the RPG is similar to the approaches taken by Sapen [54] and
Fuentetaja [19], which is also similar to the TRPG in POPF which uses time as the label. It
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allows the new heuristic, generated using the new cost-based RPG, to be more metric oriented.
In contrary to the work of Sapena and Onaindia, and Fuentetaja et al. we split each action
into the start and end of an action. A more detailed description of the algorithm including the
handling of context-dependent action cost is given below.
We start by describing the cRPG, an example of the cRPG and later focus on the method in
more details by describing how context-dependent action cost is handled.
4.1.2.1 General idea
The key difference between the cRPG and the RPG is the additional information, associated
with the cost, carried with every fact layer of the graph. Each fact layer is now labelled with
the cost of achieving the facts in this fact layer. When constructing the graph we make sure
that we only apply the cheapest actions that achieve the facts. We can now determine what is
the minimum cost of achieving each of the facts within cRPG.
The algorithm for construction of the cRPG can be summarized as:
1. Split all actions into start and end action such that:
The start-action contains all preconditions of the action and its disabling metric
effects.
The end-action contains all enabling effects of the actions
2. Construct the first fact layer of the cRPG using facts and metric fluent values from the
initial state, and assign it cost label of 0.
3. Add all starts of actions applicable in the state described by the previous fact layer. Push
all ends of these actions on a priority queue based on the action cost.
4. Create next fact layer by merging the previous fact layer with all effects of the start
actions applied in the previous step.
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5. Create a new action layer by popping the cheapest action ends from the priority queue.
6. Create a new fact layer using the effects of end actions from the previous step and all
facts from the previous fact layer. This fact layer is labelled with the cost equal to the
cost of a layer when the start actions were applied plus the cost of the actions applied.
7. Repeat from step 3.
The construction method of the cRPG, the method for selecting which action to apply and the
process of extracting the relaxed plan, is similar to the TRPG used in POPF. Each action is
split into a start and an end action. The start of the action becomes applicable whenever all
preconditions for the original actions appear in the preceding fact layer. The end of an action
is applicable when the start of the action was applied and the cost of the current fact layer is
distant, from when the start action was applied, by the cost of applying the action.
There are differences between these two approaches. For example, the end action in the TRPG
is applicable after a certain time elapses from when the start of the action was applied and its
end preconditions are met. In the cRPG the end action is always applicable after a certain cost
is incurred, and it does not depend on any additional conditions. That makes scheduling of
actions much simpler as the end actions do not need to move in the metric space.
4.1.2.2 Example cRPG
In this section we present an example cRPG constructed for the problem described in Figure











which means that each action that uses 1 unit of electricity or fuel increases the metric function
by 1; also if an action requires a person to walk it increases the metric function by 8 units.
Therefore using fuel or electricity is more desirable within this weighting.
Figure 4.1 represents an extract of the cost-based RPG. Action costs for the cRPG as in Fig-
ure 4.1, for the purpose of illustrating the cRPG construction, are all assumed to be at least
one. Using the above metric function the drive action has cost equal to the distance driven, as
depicted by Figure 2.3, multiplied by one (the usage of fuel or electricity).
As opposed to the RPG (Figure 2.4 on Page 2.4), the cRPG (Figure 4.1 on Page 4.1) recognises
that applying drive action from L0 to L2, after fact layer with cost label 1, consumes much
more resource (in terms of the current metric) and postpones its completion. The plan in
which trucks drive through locations L1, L3, L4, L5 is obviously cheaper in terms of resource
consumption and is preferred under this metric.
4.1.2.3 Handling context-dependent action costs
Handling context-dependent action costs is a very important aspect of this work. As we have
seen in the Example 3.1, action costs can depend on the context in which they are applied. In
the case of the aforementioned example, it was the load of the truck. We do not know how
much a drive action is going to cost until the time of application, when it is possible to check
the load of the truck being driven.
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FIGURE 4.1: Diagram represents extract of the cRPG build for problem represented by Fig-
ure 2.3 from Page 27
While building the cRPG, the action cost is calculated in every state, just before the cRPG con-
struction, and used through the construction of the cRPG. It is possible that, while constructing
the cRPG, the actual cost of the action varies between action layers (in the previous example,
that would happen if previous cRPG layers contain a load action). In this case we continue to
use the pre-calculated cost as an estimate in that given state. This means that in the further lay-
ers of the cRPG, context-dependent action costs are prone to error. At the same time, with the
progression of the state in search, this error is alleviated. This is caused by the more accurate
estimation of metric fluents at the start of the cRPG creation in a state. Therefore by advancing
in the search space we eventually eliminate the error in the cost.
This behaviour causes some limitations which are further discussed in Section 4.1.2.7.
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4.1.2.4 Metric fluents in the cRPG
Another important aspect of reasoning with numbers is the handling of values of metric fluents
in the RPG. The most common approach is to represent each metric fluent using upper and
lower bounds. Every time the fluent is increased, the upper bound is updated. Every time
the fluent is decreased the lower bound is updated. The issue with this approach is that the
bounds diverge very quickly. A reasonable, possible value of a metric fluent is then difficult to
determine. An action becomes applicable if any value between the bounds on the metric fluent
satisfies its preconditions.
Consider the RPG constructed in Figure 2.4, and fuel used by an action given as (fuel-used) =
(distance ?L1 ?L2)*(load ?t). After action layer 2, where two drive actions take place (drive t1
L0 L1) and (drive t1 L0 L2), the upper bound on (fuel-used) is increased by both actions. This
creates the following bounds on the value of (fuel-used) ∈ [0..11], because (load ?t) is assumed
to be equal to 1 at start. The bounds on (load ?t) are [1..2], however having more packages at
location L0 would cause this load to grow significantly.
This large growth of bounds on metric fluents is one of the reasons for handling context-
dependent action costs before the cRPG construction starts.
4.1.2.5 Incrementing metrics
One important aspect of splitting the action into two and constructing the cRPG is how metric
change is treated. If an increment/decrement of a metric function appears in the effects of the
original action, when constructing the start and end action we need to make sure that the en-
abling effects are applied with the end-action and disabling changes with the start-action. By
enabling changes to the metrics we do not mean positive changes, but a change which could
make other actions applicable. For example incrementing an amount of dough in the Bread
domain [50] enables action for forming buns. At the same time decreasing the amount of load
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of a truck, when full, enables more load-truck actions to be applied. We can detect when in-
crementing or decrementing should be treated as en enabling effect by searching preconditions
of actions for expressions involving the metric function being incremented/decremented. Sim-
ilarly for disabling effects, which do not mean decreasing the value of a metrics but making
actions not applicable. This situation occurs when an action uses up resources needed by other
actions. This situation can also be detected by checking preconditions of actions for expres-
sions such as (< (metric) #VALUE).
A more complex situation arises when one metric appears with a enabling and disabling effect.
In other words, some actions require smaller and some actions require larger values of the
metric. In that case, for completeness, the algorithm replaces this metric with two new metrics
metric+ and metric− which are the metrics with enabling and disabling effects respectively,
and use them throughout the problem description.
Every time the metric was increased or decreased we increment or decrement both metric+ and
metric− by the same value. Although both metrics hold the same value, they are incremented
and decremented at a different stage of action execution. This keeps the problem consistent
with the original one. The enabling metric+ metric is altered always at the end of an action,
and the metric− is altered at the beginning of an action. Every occurrence of the metric in an
enabling precondition is replaced with metric+. Similarly, every occurrence of the metric in a
disabling precondition is replaced with metric−.
4.1.2.6 Heuristic extraction
When the cRPG is built and the last layer of the cRPG satisfies the goal condition, a heuristic
value can be extracted from it. There are multiple ways in which a heuristic function can be
extracted. We first describe two methods of extracting heuristic values and then focus on what
information is carried by each of them.
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The first, and simplest, choice of value to use as a heuristic function is the cost label of the
last cRPG layer, similar to hmax heuristic. Since the cRPG was built with a monotonic cost
increase, the last layer has a cost label “close” to the cost of the plan. This method does not
provide information about the costs incurred by actions executed in parallel. For example, for
two different trucks starting and finishing drive actions at the same layers, and each of them
contributing ∆cost to the overall cost, the effects of both actions are available after ∆cost cost.
However, the actual resource consumption, and therefore the actual cost of applying these two
actions, is 2 ∗∆cost . Hence the second method for extracting heuristic value as the sum of all
costs of actions from the relaxed plan from the cRPG is considered. This is similar to the hadd
heuristic. The relaxed plan is extracted by starting from the layer containing the goal, and
selecting the earliest achievers for all facts.
Consider a case where we have two identical trucks, t1 and t2, in location L0, two packages p1
and p2 which have to be delivered to L2 and L5 respectively and the network of connections
between locations as in Figure 2.3 on Page 27. For the sake of argument, consider a simplified
Driverlog domain where the fuel consumption depends only on the distance between cities,
and not on the load of the trucks. The following two relaxed plans solve this problem:
• Load p1 onto truck t1, load p2 onto t2. Drive t1 to L2 and t2 to L5 via L3. Unload
packages.
• Load p1 and p2 onto truck t1, Drive t1 to L5 via L3. Unload Package p2. Drive t1 to L2.
Unload p1.
For the metric considered (fuel-used), the first plan is found at the cost layer 10 of the cRPG
with cost of relaxed plan equal to 16. The second plan would be found on the cost layer 16 and
the cost of relaxed plan is 16 as well.
This simple example illustrates that both values, the cost label of the layer containing the goal
state and the relaxed plan cost can be treated as bounds on the actual cost.
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The algorithm of finding the more accurate value involves the following steps:
• Expand the cRPG until a goal is reached.
• Extract the cost of the relaxed plan.
• Expand the cRPG until the layer with cost equal to the previously extracted relaxed plan
cost.
• Use the cheapest relaxed plan from the expanded cRPG.
This algorithm helps us get more accurate heuristic evaluation and prevents us from falling into
the problems of the initial approach.
4.1.2.7 Interesting cases and limitations of the cRPG
Some limitations and interesting cases of the use of the cRPG heuristic are discussed in this
Section. Methods to overcome them are presented in the discussion.
Cyclic context-dependent cost switch Consider a simple Driverlog example with two trucks,
diesel and electric, one driver and one package. A diagram illustrating this domain is present
in Figure 4.2 a). For the purpose of this example, the cost of electricity and fuel is equal to
10, the distance between the two locations is 10. The cost of driving a truck depends on the
weight of the truck, its resource consumption speed, the distance and the cost of the resource.
Where the cost of the resource is determined by the weight on a plan metric containing this
resource. The weight of the truck is the sum of its initial weight and its load. Each truck
has an initial weight of 10 units and consumes fuel in the speed of 10 units. The formula to
calculate the total resource consumption is: total-consumption = weight ∗ distance ∗ diesel-
consumption+weight ∗ distance ∗ electricity-consumption. For the initial set-up, driving the
electric truck from location L0 to L1, under a metric: 10 * total-consumption, evaluates to 10
* 10 * 10 * 10 = 10000. The cost of driving the diesel truck is the same.
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(a) Initial situation (b) Situation when electric car is loaded with a
package.
FIGURE 4.2: Diagram representing a simple Driverlog problem with diesel and electric truck.
At that stage the planner can select either of the actions as there is no difference between
driving either of the trucks. Consider the case when the planner decides to use the electric
truck. The first action in the plan is to load the package on to the truck; the state describing this
situation is pictured in Figure 4.2 b). In this state the weight of the electric truck is increased
by 1, to 11 units, to account for the package. Now the costs of driving to the destination using
the electric vehicle is 11000 while using the diesel vehicle the cost is lowered to 10000. At this
stage the planner decides to use the cheaper, diesel, vehicle and heuristic function produces
(unload-truck p1 t-el L0) as a helpful action. This takes the planner back to the initial state,
from which, when the diesel truck is loaded, a mirror situation occurs.
This problem can be overcome using states memoisation in search. When an action leads to the
already visited state, it is not applied, and another best action is selected. If no helpful actions
lead to a state which has not been visited, all actions are considered.
In the above example, this solution would try driving a loaded truck to the goal location, L1.
This would allow the planner to notice that unloading the package achieves the goal and is
therefore a good plan.
Context-dependent cost pitfall This issue is related to the context-dependent cost switch.
Consider the Driverlog domain with electric and diesel trucks. For the sake of this example,
consider the weighting under which electricity is much more expensive than diesel and there-
fore driving diesel trucks is more desirable. In this example, we also consider drive actions
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where the amount of resources consumed depends partly on the load of the truck: load actions
cause the drive actions to be more expensive. When evaluating a heuristic value from a state in
which both trucks are empty, the method gives a relaxed plan using the diesel vehicle. This is
a desired behaviour. Now, back in search, action (load ?p ?t_diesel) increases the load of the
diesel truck, and therefore, when evaluating the state resulting from applying this action, the
heuristic value is much higher than in a state resulting from applying (load ?p ?t_electric). The
cheapest plan is still going to use a diesel vehicle. However, the load taken into consideration
when calculating action costs is lower when the electric vehicle is loaded, as it does not appear
in the relaxed plan, and therefore in the evaluation. This issue is overcome by using helpful
actions. A pruning strategy is used in which only helpful actions are considered. This allows
a much more focused exploration of the search space, and limits the branching factor of the
search.
4.1.2.8 The cRPG construction summary
In this section we have presented an approach to building a cost-based RPG. This approach
allows the planner to reason more effectively with plan metrics. Some of the limitations of
the approach are also discussed with methods of overcoming them. We also give a method of
reasoning with context-dependent action costs, using valuation of metric fluents in each state.
4.1.3 A comparison of the cRPG and the TRPG
The main difference between the cRPG and the TRPG is in the meaning and properties of their
RPG layer labels. In the TRPG, parallel use of time is desirable and the total time taken by
parallel actions is the maximum of the duration of the two. For the cost RPG, in contrast,
using two actions in parallel consumes the sum of the costs incurred by both actions. This
is an important difference, especially for the compilation based implementation of the cRPG,
described in the next section.
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A second important difference is when we satisfy all goal conditions in a certain layer of the
RPG. In the cRPG the cost label gives a lower bound on the cost of the heuristic (and the
relaxed plan), whereas in the TRPG the time label is equivalent to the duration of the relaxed
plan.
There are many similarities in the way we construct both graphs. When building a TRPG an
external check must be made to ensure that the time points of applying actions are feasible in
POPF2. This is done using Simple Temporal Networks [12]. With regards to the cost, it needs
to ensure that it is only possible to apply the enabling effects of an action if the cost of the
action has been paid. This is similar to the duration of an action elapsed. In the cRPG, this is
achieved by adding all enabling effects at the end and disabling metric effects at the start as
described in Section 4.1.2.5.
Both the TRPG and the cRPG must deal with the problem of separating two start actions
where one start of an action can enable the other. In the TRPG, it is achieved by separating
both actions by a small time ε and we follow a similar strategy in the cRPG. If the duration/cost
of both actions is equal, then the TRPG/cRPG must also separate their end by ε .
4.1.4 cRPG summary
This section presents a new approach to constructing a relaxed planning graph. The new con-
struction allows for calculation of a more metric sensitive heuristic value. The cRPG construc-
tion is based on a well known, and very successful RPG. The modification of RPG is similar to
the one introduced by Sapena and Onaindia [54] and Fuentetaja et al. [19]. It is also similar to
the TRPG construction and the differences between both are further discussed in Section 4.1.3.
A discussion of limitations and methods to deal with them is present in Section 4.1.2.7.
A method for extracting a relaxed plan from the new structure is presented and discussed in
detail. There are multiple ways in which this can be achieved and some benefits and limitations
of each are discussed.
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In addition to the heuristic, a method of handling context-dependent action costs, by calculating
values for all metric fluents before each cRPG construction, is presented. Support for context-
dependent action costs can be easily integrated with the cost-based RPG. This allows the cRPG
approach to reason with complex metrics.
4.2 Compilation based implementation of the cRPG
In this section we focus on methods of implementing the cRPG. A novel compilation from
metric to temporal domains is proposed. It is presented as a mean of exploiting the current
temporal planners for implementation of the cRPG heuristic algorithm.
4.2.1 Compilation to temporal domain
This compilation exploits the similarity of the cRPG and the TRPG. Due to this similarity if we
could translate the action costs into their durations, the TRPG built by POPF2 would therefore
be very similar to the cRPG described in previous section.
Due to some differences between the cRPG and the TRPG, as described in Section 4.1.3,
special care is required in formulating durative actions. Below we describe two cases where
special care is required. The first is when the values of metric fluents change. The second is
when calculating the heuristic. This is due to the fact that, when used in parallel, cost is an
additive metric whereas time is not. We will now briefly discuss these two cases.
As mentioned in Section 4.1.2.5 positive metric changes should take place at the end, and neg-
ative at the start, of each action. If this is violated, the cRPG might add unnecessary actions
too early (positive changes enable other action starts) which can result in expansion of unnec-
essary states in search. This is avoided by grouping functions into positively and negatively
affected metrics where positive and negative are interpreted according to whether they enable
or disable other actions from being applied. When translating our domain from metric to tem-
poral we then need to take care of which metrics are incremented/decremented at action starts
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and which at action ends. The compilation proposed here addresses these issues by checking
preconditions of all actions and determining whether an increase of a metric is used to enable
an action, disable an action or enable some and disable other actions from being applicable.
The two former cases are relatively easy to handle as we only need to remember to apply the
increase or decrease at the start for disabling (negative) changes and at the end for enabling
(positive) changes of the metrics. The later case, where a change of a metric can be used to en-
able some and disable other actions is more complex, and we deal with it by splitting the metric
into its positive and negative versions, then applying them as described in Section 4.1.2.5.
One additional detail to consider is the applicability of an end of an action. We have already
noted that, after an appropriate cost is paid, the end action is always applicable in the metric
based RPG. This is not always the case for the temporal RPG, after a certain amount of time
elapsed, equivalent to the cost. When an end action is not applicable in the TRPG, although its
duration passed, the action is rescheduled to start or end at a different time point. Therefore in
the compilation we need to ensure that there are no end-preconditions that would make the end
action not applicable. This is achieved by always setting all conditions at the start of an action,
the end-action preconditions are then left empty.
4.2.1.1 Example action compilation
Based on the complexity of the translation, we divide the translation into two main categories:
context-dependent and context-independent. Where a context-independent category also in-
cludes domains where the cost of an action is expressed as a function of a metric fluent, and
this metric fluent is constant for all possible state transitions. We now present an example
translation of both cases.
Consider the simplified action which can be translated to context-independent costs:
(:action DRIVE-ELECTRICTRUCK
:parameters (?v - electrictruck ?f ?t - location ?d - driver)
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:precondition (and (at ?v ?f) (driving ?d ?v)(link ?f ?t))
:effect (and (not (at ?v ?f)) (at ?v ?t)
(increase (electricity-used) (time-to-drive ?f ?t))) )










The cost of the DRIV E-ELECT RICT RUCK action is its impact on the plan metric. The
plan metric θ=10∗(electricity-used)+(fuel-used)+(walked). Using an operator ∆, which de-
notes the difference between the evaluation of the function before and after the action is ap-
plied, we can write the following formula for the impact of the action on the plan metric:
∆θ = 10 ∗ ∆(electricity-used)+∆(fuel-used)+∆(walked). This is equal to the difference of
the plan metric value between the state where the action is applied and the state to which
the action leads. We can compute the values for: ∆(electricity-used)=(time-to-drive ?f ?t),
∆(fuel−used) = 0, ∆(walked) = 0. This leads to the cost of the action being expressed as
cost(DRIVE-ELECTRICTRUCK)= 10∗(time-to-drive ?f ?t).
When the metric fluent, (time-to-drive ?f ?t), is grounded, all its possible values are known in
the initial state, and do not change during the plan execution. Therefore this action is compiled
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into multiple durative actions, one for each of the values of (time-to-drive ?f ?t). One of the
translated actions is:
(:durative-action drive-electrictruck_l0-l2
:parameters ( ?v - electrictruck ?d - driver)
:duration (= ?duration 100.0)
:condition
(and (at start(at ?v s0)) (at start(driving ?d ?v))
(at start(link s0 s2)) )
:effect
(and (at start(not (at ?v s0))) (at end (at ?v s2))
(at end (increase (electricity-used) 10.0)))
)
Similarly if the action cannot be fully grounded we obtain a context-dependent duration. For
example, when translating the action:
(:action DRIVE-ELECTRICTRUCK
:parameters (?v - electrictruck ?f ?t - location ?d - driver)
:precondition (and (at ?v ?f) (driving ?d ?v)(link ?f ?t))
:effect (and (not (at ?v ?f)) (at ?v ?t)
(increase (electricity-used) (* (load ?t) (time-to-drive ?f ?t)))) )
The impact on the plan metric can be expressed as: 10∗(load?t)∗(time-to-drive ?f ?t). Because
(load ?t) can be altered by the load-truck action, and therefore is context-dependent. This part
of the cost must be left until a state where it is applied is known. Therefore, in the compiled
domain description, one of the actions obtained by compilation is presented below:
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(:durative-action drive-electrictruck_l0-l2
:parameters ( ?v - electrictruck ?d - driver)
:duration (= ?duration (* 100.0 (load ?t)))
:condition
(and (at start(at ?v s0)) (at start(driving ?d ?v))
(at start(link s0 s2))
)
:effect
(and (at start(not (at ?v s0))) (at end (at ?v s2))
(at end (increase (electricity-used) (* 10.0 (load ?t))))
)
)
These examples illustrate that it is not always possible to fully ground the action prior to plan-
ning and therefore the planner is required to handle context-dependent action cost or, as it
is in this case, action duration. All actions derived from the same action differ only in cost,
expressed as duration.
4.2.2 Formal description of the algorithm
Formally speaking, the compilation takes as an input a metric problem description in the form
of a tuple < V,A,P, i,g,Cost(si,a j) > where V is a set of metric fluents, A is a set of lifted
actions (as described in PDDL domain), P is a set of propositions, i and g ∈ {P∪V} are
initial and goal description respectively and can contain an assignment for some of the metric
fluents from V . Cost(si, a j ) is the cost function returning a cost of a given action in a given
state. For such a tuple the compilation returns a new temporal domain in PDDL, represented
by < V,Ta,P, i,g,Duration(si,a j) >, where Ta is a set of partially grounded temporal actions.
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The compilation does not change the initial state or the goal. Duration(si, a j ) is the function
returning a duration of a given action in a given state.
The compilation detects a set of invariants across metric fluents, denoted as Vi, and uses this
information when generating compiled actions. For all actions a ∈ A, states s ∈ P∪V , and a
cost function cost(a, s), where the cost function does not depend on any metric fluent from Vi,
it generates a temporal action a for which the duration(a, s) = cost(a, s). For all actions, a,
where the cost function depends on some of the metric fluents from Vi, it enumerates all of the
possible valuation of the set of metric fluents, on which the action depends, V ji , obtaining K
valuations ( j = [1..K]), and create K actions a j where their durations are given by cost(a j, s
given V ji ). For many actions the cost can be fully grounded, therefore: cost(a j, s given V ji ) =
constant.
Using the information about assignment for metric fluents from the initial state the compilation
infers the contribution to the increment of the plan metric from each of the actions, and if, by
partially grounding an action, it is possible to determine the increase of the plan metric, the
compilation partially grounds the action. It is possible for the compilation to fully ground
some or all of the actions.
Actions for which the initial state contains insufficient information to determine cost, or the
costs are context-dependent and cannot be calculated until the context in which the actions are
applied is known, the algorithm leaves lifted. Actions, for which the initial state contains a
partial information on the metric fluents required to ground an action, the algorithm partially
grounds.
PDDL action is a tuple <name, Param, Duration, Condition, Effect> where name is the name
of the action, Param is a set of parameters, Duration is a duration of the action, Condition is a
set of preconditions that can contain propositions that must be true or bounds on metric values,
Effects is a set of effects of the action which can be propositions that become true or false after
the action is applied or increment or decrement effects on metric fluents.
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Based on the increment or decrement of metric fluents which affect the plan metric, the algo-
rithm infers the metric cost of the action as described previously in Section 4.2.1.1. This cost
is then used as a duration for the temporal action. A temporal action is represented by a tuple
<name, Param, Duration, Start_Condition, End_Condition, Start_Effect, End_Effect>, where
Param - is the set of parameters, Start_Condition and End_Condition are preconditions for start
and end of the action to be applicable, Start_Effect and End_Effect are the effects at start and
end respectively. For the purpose of this work we do not require prevail conditions which must
be satisfied during the execution of an action.
The translation can then be characterised as Γ :< V,A,P,s,g >→< Vt ,Ta,Pt ,st ,gt > such that
V = Vt ,P = Pt ,s = st ,g = gt and for every action ∈ A the compilation creates a set of actions
{action1t , ...,action
Nat
t } ∈ Ta such that, for a set of possible substitutions, Sub ∈ Sub∗ (this set
might only include substitution for a subset of the parameters) actionit is an effect of substitu-
tion Subi for action, such that:
• actionit−duration◮ is equal to the increment of plan metrics calculated based on effects
of grounded (or partially grounded) action. Duration can be expressed as a function of
metric fluents for a context-dependent cost.
• actionit −Start_Condition◮ are all preconditions of action.
• actionit −End_Condition◮ are empty.
• actionit − Start_E f f ects ◮ are all negative effects of action, as described in Section
4.1.2.5.
• actionit − End_E f f ects ◮ are all positive effects of action, as described in Section
4.1.2.5.
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From the application point of view, the process only changes the PDDL domain and leaves the
PDDL problem file unchanged. The planner has now information about both the plan metrics
and plan metrics expressed as duration.
4.2.3 Summary of compilation from cost to temporal domains
This section introduces a novel compilation from cost to temporal domains. This compilation is
a method for implementing the cRPG presented in Section 4.1. By exploiting some similarities
between the construction of the TRPG and the cRPG, the compilation enables us to use an
existing planners which build the TRPG as a proxy for the implementation of the cRPG.
A description of how each action is translated is presented, including a method for partially
grounding actions to remove some complexity from the cost (duration) calculation. This sim-
ple technique allows the planner to quickly select an appropriate action and gives it more
information about the action costs (durations).
For illustration purpose this section also contains examples of actions and their corresponding
actions in the compiled, partially grounded, domain. Further evaluation of the impact of this
compilation method on planners, and the quality of solutions, is presented in the next section.
4.3 Experiments and results
This section describes experiments carried out to evaluate the metric sensitivity of POPF2 and
LPG in various configurations based on the ideas discussed and presents their results.
It begins with the investigation of how the compilation from metric to temporal domains im-
pacts the quality and checks whether it enhances metric sensitivity as expected. Followed by
the exploration of the impact of stochasticity on the quality of the results. We conclude with
a discussion of the aforementioned approaches and their impact on quality of solutions and
metric sensitivity of planners.
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4.3.1 Compilation
In order to test how a compilation impacts on the quality of POPF2 and the metric sensitivity
of planners we contrast it with results for LPG. The experiments are performed on the set of
domains which exhibit interesting metric properties and, to some extent, decouple plan quality
and plan length. These domains have been described in Section 2.5. They are also used in the
previous experiment.
For the purpose of this experiment, similarly to the experiment on the impact of stochasticity,
a set of problem files is generated from each problem file from each of the domains. Each of
the problem files generated from the same problem file differs only in the plan metric function.
To check the difference in generation of plans with and without the use of compilation, both
POPF2 and LPG are run with compilation. In the results section we refer to the version of POPF2
using compilation as "POPF2 with compilation" or "metric sensitive POPF2", (MS-POPF2).
From each of domains a set of 66 plan metric functions is generated, equivalent to 66 solu-
tions of a simplex A+B+C=10, for A,B,C all integers. The plan metrics for each weighting,
depending on the domain are presented in Table 3.2.
Stochastic planners are run ten times for each weighting for each problem for each domain.
The resulting quality of solution is then compared on a graph where the Y axis represents
the values for compilation configuration and the X axis for the original results. Each image
contains an X=Y line to separate the areas where compilation configuration generates better
solutions, from the areas where compilation configuration generates worse solutions which
coincides with below and above the X=Y line respectively. Therefore if more plans are shown
below the X=Y line then more of the plans generated by compilation configuration for the same
weights have better quality.
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(a) Results for LPG -n 1 and domain Bread (b) Results for LPG -n 1 and domain Production
(c) Results for LPG -n 2 and domain Bread (d) Results for LPG -n 2 and domain Production
(e) Results for LPG -n 3 and domain Bread (f) Results for LPG -n 3 and domain Production
FIGURE 4.3: Impact of compilation results for all weights and all problems and weightings
aggregated by domain. Images a), c), e) represent comparison of compilation versus original
version of LPG -n 1, -n 2 and -n 3 respectively on domain Bread. Images b), d) and f) represent
the same comparison for Production domain.
4.3.2 Results and discussion
The results for the experiments described are presented in Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6.
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(a) Results for LPG -n 1 and domain Driverlog (b) Results for LPG -n 1 and domain Driverlog met-
ric
(c) Results for LPG -n 2 and domain Driverlog (d) Results for LPG -n 2 and domain Driverlog met-
ric
(e) Results for LPG -n 3 and domain Driverlog (f) Results for LPG -n 3 and domain Driverlog met-
ric
FIGURE 4.4: Impact of compilation results for all weights and all problems and weightings
aggregated by domain. Images a), c), e) represent comparison of compilation versus original
version of LPG -n 1, -n 2 and -n 3 respectively on domain Driverlog. Images b), d) and f)
represent the same comparison for Driverlog metric domain.
The results suggest that there is no impact on the behaviour of LPG when presented with do-
mains where the compilation was used to change the context-dependent cost to a duration of
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(a) Results for POPF2 and domain Bread (b) Results for POPF2 and domain Production
(c) Results for POPF2 and domain Driverlog (d) Results for POPF2 and domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 4.5: Impact of compilation results for all weights and all problems and weightings
aggregated by domain. Images represent comparison of compilation and original version of
POPF2 on domains Bread, Production, Driverlog and Driverlog metric pictured on images a),
b), c) and d) respectively.
actions. This was to be expected as the compilation is designed to work best with POPF2
mechanism which, combined with the compilation, simulates the actual cost-RPG heuristic
calculation.
In Figures 4.5 and 4.6 it is clear that the compilation significantly improves the quality of
solutions.
What is more, when compared with the quality achieved by LPG, the quality of the solutions
generated using the compilation with POPF2 performs better than LPG, which is a great im-
provement considering that we have started from a metric insensitive planner. This comparison
is presented in Figure 4.7. An important fact to note is the large amount of solutions displayed
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(a) Results for POPF2-stochastic and domain Bread(b) Results for POPF2-stochastic and domain Pro-
duction
(c) Results for POPF2-stochastic and domain
Driverlog
(d) Results for POPF2-stochastic and domain
Driverlog metric
FIGURE 4.6: Impact of compilation results for all weights and all problems and weightings
aggregated by domain. Images represent comparison of compilation and original version of
POPF2 stochastic on domains Bread, Production, Driverlog and Driverlog metric pictured on
images a), b), c) and d) respectively.
on the X axis. These are the solutions for which POPF2 found the best plan among all of the
planners, and LPG found relatively bad solution. The large amount of these plans significantly
affects the average quality score of both planners.
Aggregated numeric results for these experiments are presented in Appendix C. From the Ap-
pendix the most notable results are the comparisons of all of the approaches presented in Tables
7.3, 7.15, 7.11 and 7.7. These tables present averages of all of the results for each domain. The
experiment is repeated ten times to show that the values are stable. The very big differences
for Driverlog domains between the compilation and other approaches come from the fact that
the compilation performs particularly well in finding the closest paths as demonstrated in the
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(a) Results for domain Bread (b) Results for domain Production
(c) Results for domain Driverlog (d) Results for domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 4.7: Impact of compilation results for all weights and all problems and weightings
aggregated by domain. Images represent comparison of POPF2 with compilation and original
version of LPG in configuration with -n 1, in red, and -n 3, in green, on domains Bread,
Production, Driverlog and Driverlog metric pictured on images a), b), c) and d) respectively.
example above. This generates the best solution for many weightings, and LPG, due to its
stochastic behaviour, in many cases finds much poorer solutions resulting in the relative score
function returning huge values. When all of the weightings for which POPF2 returns best re-
sults are removed, the difference between LPG N3 and POPF2 is 2.65 and 1.69 respectively,
which still evaluates in favour of POPF2 with compilation.
4.3.3 Impact of stochasticity on POPF2-compilation
This section describes an experiment which aims at measuring the impact of stochasticity on
the metric sensitivity of a planner, where the metric sensitivity is obtained using the compi-
lation described in Section 4.2. The purpose of this experiment is to show how the metric
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(a) Results for MS-POPF2 and domain Bread (b) Results for MS-POPF2 and domain Production
(c) Results for MS-POPF2 and domain Driverlog (d) Results for MS-POPF2 and domain Driverlog
metric
FIGURE 4.8: Results for all weights and all problems and weightings aggregated by domain.
Images represent comparison of stochastic and deterministic version of POPF2 on domains
Bread, Production, Driverlog and Driverlog metric pictured on images a), b), c) and d) re-
spectively.
sensitivity of a planner is influenced by uninformed stochasticity. Two versions of POPF2 are
used; original and with added stochasticity.
The changes to POPF2 are the same as described in Section 4.3.3 and include adding stochas-
ticity in two places. First, in heuristic evaluation, and the second is branch ordering. The order
in which actions are considered when expanding a state from which heuristic gives no clear
guidance. It is important to note that opposed to LPG, POPF2 is a deterministic planner and
the stochasticity which is added is not integrated with its search as well as in the case of LPG.
Stochasticity in LPG is informed in a sense that it helps it in tie breaking and discovering areas
of search space which would not normally be discovered, but might also be helpful.
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(a) Results for MS-POPF2 and domain Bread (b) Results for MS-POPF2 and domain Production
(c) Results for MS-POPF2 and domain Driverlog (d) Results for MS-POPF2 and domain Driverlog
metric
FIGURE 4.9: Logarithmic scale results for all weights and all problems and weightings ag-
gregated by domain. Images represent comparison of stochastic and deterministic version
of POPF2 with compilation on domains Bread, Production, Driverlog and Driverlog metric
pictured on images a), b), c) and d) respectively.
The experiment is run for domains Bread, Production, Driverlog and Driverlog Metric. For
each of the problems from each of domains, a set of 66 plan metric functions is generated,
equivalent to the 66 solutions of a simplex A+B+C=10, for A,B,C all integers. The plan metrics
for each weighting, depending on the domain, are presented in Table 3.2.
The results are present in Figure 4.8, on Page 87 using a linear scale and in Figure 4.9, on Page
88 , using a logarithmic scale to focus on different areas of the solution space.
Similarily to the experiments from Section 4.3.3, introducing stochasticity into POPF2 with
the compilation did deteriorate the average quality of solutions. The plans did not suffer a
big drop in quality. These results indicate that, when the search heuristic is cost oriented,
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making stochastic decisions diverges the search from the path towards a high quality solution.
This slight dip in the quality is visible in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 for linear and logarithmic scale
respectively.
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4.4 Conclusion
This chapter presents a new cost-RPG heuristic. It is based on an RPG approach, but by
expanding the graph by cost rather than by layers the heuristic favours cheaper rather than
shorter plans. Therefore, the new heuristics extends the class of problems which it can solve
effectively from length correlated to monotonic cost (Definition 2.4). This approach is similar
to the other cost-based RPG approaches presented by Sapena and Onaindia [54] and Fuentetaja
et al [19]. The main difference between these approaches is how action cost in the cRPG is
calculated, and whether the insertion of an action or the action effects is postponed by the cost.
In this work we present a method which works with the context-dependent action costs.
The cost-RPG heuristic works particularly well, in comparison with the state-of-the-art, in
finding plans where the number of actions does not correlate well with the change of cost.
In the example presented in Section 3.1 there are two routes, A: L0− L2− L5 and B: L0−
L1−L3−L4−L5. It is common for planners to favour the shorter action sequence, but more
expensive, route A. In constructing the cost-RPG, the end of the action (drive-electrictruck ?v
L0 L2 ?d) would not be added to the plan graph until after the cheaper route via L1 is already in
place. As part of the heuristic we present a novel method of reasoning with context-dependent
action cost. This is a very simple technique of calculating the action costs just before heuristic
calculation starts, which proved to work well. The downside of this method is the fact that it
fixes the action costs for the duration of heuristic function calculation. The benefits include an
informed method of dealing with context-dependent action costs.
The comparison of performance shows that although cost-RPG requires more time to find a
solution, it finds a solution of higher quality than LPG. The comparison is limited to LPG
because most planners do not handle context/metric dependent action costs.
Results, presented in Section 4.3, show that the use of cRPG leads to a metric sensitive perfor-
mance that generates plans of a higher quality than the closest competitor. We have shown that
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LPG, as other planners, favours shorter plans over cheaper in terms of plan metrics. Our cRPG
heuristic overcomes this limitation. The heuristic has been also implemented using a current
temporal planner, POPF2, and a novel compilation from metric to temporal models.
The main contributions described in this chapter are:
• Cost-based RPG heuristic.
• Method for handling the context-dependent action cost by calculating cost in each state.
• Implementation of cost-RPG using a novel translation from cost to temporal models.
Chapter 5
Multi-objective planning and
generation of APF of plans
Generation and evaluation of approximations of pareto frontiers (APF) is the main focus in
this chapter. Current research in AI planning related to generation of Pareto Frontier (PF),
APF and sets of plans is described. All of this work focuses on presenting the user with a
selection of different and good quality plans. The meaning of a different and good quality
plans is also discussed in the context of sets of plans. A survey of methods for evaluation of
frontiers of plans is presented. Based on the methods surveyed, a selection is made of the most
appropriate evaluation indicators for the purpose of comparison of multi-objective planning
systems. A Multi-Objective Planning System (MOPS) is then described and evaluated with
different configurations. The impact of stochasticity on the process of generating APF and the
APF’s quality is discussed. We present a method of exploiting stochasticity to further enhance
the quality of APF. The chapter concludes with a discussion of these results in the context of
the current state-of-the-art of multi-objective planning.
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5.1 Current work
This section presents some current approaches to generating sets of solution diverse plans in
response to a planning problem. The work presented here tackles the problem, or part of the
problem, of answering the user’s needs by generation and presentation of sets of diverse or high
quality plans. It starts from MO-GRT, which introduces the notion of planning with multiple
criteria. It follows up with the description of a recent research in generating high quality pareto
frontier approximation sets using evolutionary algorithms. This is followed by a description of
a work on generating sets, with set cardinality, of diverse plans where each of the plans must
be distant from other plans by a given amount, as measured by a distance measure we define.
This section concludes with a survey of related methods for the generation of pareto frontiers
as used in operational research.
5.1.1 MO-GRT
GRT [51] is a domain independent heuristic STRIPS planner. It works in two phases, where
the first phase estimates costs of arriving to the goal state from each of the facts. The cost is
expressed in the number of actions that needs to be applied. During the search, the heuristic
evaluation of a state is then based on the estimates of each of the facts from a given state and
related facts, as defined by the authors. The multi-objective version of GRT, MO-GRT [52] is
an extension of GRT to reason with multiple-objectives. It creates a tree of criteria (objectives),
such that the leaves of the tree are basic criteria for which a measure is defined. All other
nodes in the tree are a higher level criteria, called compound criteria, which are composed of
an aggregation of basic and non-basic criteria. MO-GRT uses a weighted sum of criteria as the
aggregation method. MO-GRT uses a multi-criteria A* search algorithm where the cost of the
already found plan, and the estimate of the cost to the goal, are computed using two different
criteria hierarchies. The cost for both of them is calculated bottom up, starting from the basic
criteria and aggregating them into compound criteria.
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Similarly to GRT, MO-GRT pre-calculates the cost of arriving to the goal from each of the facts.
However, in multi-objective domains the cost is no longer a single number but a vector of costs,
where the first cost is always plan length and is treated separately. In both single-objective and
multi-objective GRT versions, the heuristic evaluation is inadmissible and is therefore not used
for pruning.
The planner is evaluated using a modified Logistic domain and the criteria considered are
length, cost and duration.
In their work, Refanidis and Vlahavas [52] introduce a very interesting way of hierarchically
combining objectives. In theory, the aggregation function used does not have to be a weighted
sum and therefore creates a possibility of obtaining a complex cost function representation. In
practice, only a weighted combination of cost and time is used. This can be explained by the
lack of multi-objective domains and the lack of expressive power (like metric fluents) of the
language at that time.
5.1.2 Evolutionary algorithms
In their work, Khouadjia et al. [35] describe a multi-objective Divide-and-Evolve algorithm for
the generation of pareto frontiers of plans. Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) mimic processes
which occur in natural evolution. In principle, EA comprises two stages: reproduction and sur-
vival. In the first stage the population of individuals is randomly expanded. This step explores
new possibilities. The second step evaluates each of the new members of the population and
allows only the fittest to survive. In planning, these two stages are equivalent to exploring the
search space by random expansions of states and pruning states which are poor in terms of
heuristic value.
During the evaluation phase of a multi-objective EA, not one but multiple objectives are used to
evaluate the new members. The result of this evaluation should be similar to a single objective,
a fitness function introducing a total ordering. Due to the fact that simple dominance, as defined
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in Section 5.3, does not introduce total order, indicators are used to assign scores to the new
population members.
An evolutionary Divide-and-Evolve (DAE) [3] planner is adapted to reason with multiple ob-
jectives. DAEX is used in configuration with a planner X. It uses the additional planner to solve
sub-problems between intermediate states on the path from an initial state to a goal state. When
a goal is reached, the sub-plans are compressed and the fitness function is calculated.
The multi-objective configuration of DAE, the MO-DAEYAHSP, uses YAHSP as an internal plan-
ner. The modifications of the original algorithm are done in two main steps. First, the selection
function is now multi-objective. In their work Khoudjia et al. use HVI, described in Section
5.3.1, for the evaluation due to its pareto-dominance completeness. The second is that the
internal planner must now return values for all objectives.
MO-DAEYAHSP is evaluated on selected instances of modified ZenoTravel (introduced at the
third International Planning Competition [38]), Elevators, and Openstacks domains. The eval-
uation of the very small number of problems shows that in most cases the MO-DAE approach is
better than LPG with -n 1 option. For an instance of a problem from the Floortile domain LPG
performs better, and for Elevators the resulting frontiers are equal. MO-DAE performs better on
a problem instance from Openstacks and the MultiZeno domains, where MultiZeno domain is
a multi-objective version of ZenoTravel domain.
Despite the claims that this approach can handle multi-objective domains, it only minimises
total-cost and makespan of the plan. There is no support for a cost expressed in metric fluents.
This is mainly due to the fact that DAE relies on the internal planner to calculate the values of
each objective and YAHSP only deals with minimising the cost expressed in the total-cost and
the makespan. The good quality of plans obtained is an artefact of the types of domains used
for comparison.
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5.1.3 dDISTkSETs
In this section we presents the work on dDISTANTkSETs [45] which offers a different ap-
proach at generating sets of plans. The sets and the method of generating them is described
below. At the end of the section this approach is evaluated against a simple weight sampling
approach, and the results are discussed.
Nguyen et al. [45, 46] propose an approach to the generation of sets of plans spanning across
the search space. The idea is based on the assumption that the user cannot explicitly specify
preferences. The output of the planning process is a dDISTANTkSET of plans, where a dDIS-
TANTkSET contains k plans and each plan is at least a distance d from the other plans in the
set. The distance is defined based on actions, causal links or the states visited, as described in
Section 2.4.
LPG is used to generate the set of plans. One observation that follows this use is that LPG
produces plans that are different according to the pressure placed on its search through the
heuristic it uses to guide its local search behaviour. This pressure comes from the new way of
evaluation of the output set of plans. The alteration is the use of Integrated Convex Preference
(ICP), Definition 2.8. This measure is used inside LPG’s heuristic instead of the standard
execution cost. This set of plans is not intended to be optimal as the focus is on generating
a variety of different solutions in terms of their plan distance measure. The good quality of
solutions should come from the fact that LPG naturally searches for good quality plans.
The output set is evaluated based on ICP which is defined in Definition 2.8. For each plan from
the set φ , a weighted sum of time tpii and cost cpii of that plan is calculated. For more details
please refer to [45] section 3.2.
The ICP score is integrated into LPG and is used to drive its search towards plans different from
the ones already found. This produces a good range of different plans. However, our exper-
iments suggest that this is achieved at the cost of quality. Nguyen et al. are concerned with
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generating distinct plans and not specifically the quality of those plans (although this is con-
sidered). Therefore the resulting sets presenting different solutions are usually of poor quality.
The reason why the quality of the solution found is deteriorated by increasing its qualitative
difference is that it is much easier for the planner to find qualitatively different solutions further
from the pareto-optimal set than it is on it, or close to it. In a close proximity to the pareto-
optimal set solutions are often close to each other (in terms of the metrics used by Nguyen et
al.). When the solutions lie close together the pressure to find new and significantly distinct
solutions forces the planner to ignore the high quality solutions from the close proximity of
the ones already found. As a consequence the planner searches in different areas of the search
space, further away from where the good quality solutions lie.
To demonstrate how the approach taken by dDISTANTkSETs compares to a simple weighted
approach we have conducted the following experiment: for a problem from Driverlog domain,
we run LPG with dDISTANTkSET’s algorithm, and a sampling approach based on an aggre-
gated metric function with different weights on two metrics. The metrics used in the experi-
ment are (electricity-used) and ( f uel-used). Again the modified version of Driverlog domain,
described in Section 2.5.1, has been used.
The distance measure used by Nguyen et al is biased towards plans which appear different by
using different actions, but which use exactly the same amount of resources. An alternative
measure of distance between plans, based on the plan metric space, is shown in Definition 2.7
and is equivalent to the euclidean distance in the space described by the metrics. This definition
considers plans to be distant if they have different values under one or more of the plan metrics.
When evaluating the dDISTANTkSETs using this distance metric (an example output is shown
in Figure 5.1) we observe that plans typically lie in the same place in the metric space. They
are also, as expected, being pushed away from the area where good quality solutions lie due
to the difficulty of finding good quality solutions distinct from each other. This reveals that
the distance based on actions, causal links or states visited does not correspond to the distance
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FIGURE 5.1: Difference between Pareto Sampling method and dDISTANTkSET generated
using LPG. Connections indicate the order in which points were generated.
within an APF and, therefore, dDISTANTkSETs are not a good mechanism for generating
APFs.
5.1.4 Mathematical methods for pareto frontier generation
Mathematical methods for calculating the pareto frontier are described in many papers such
as [59], [31], [39] and [64]. They all explore various mathematical methods for calculating
the pareto frontier. These methods are divided into 3 main categories depending on when the
user preferences are known. These categories are: a priori articulation of preferences, a poste-
riori articulation of preferences and no articulation of preferences. Surveyed methods include
various weighting approaches, lexicographic method, bounded objective function, goal pro-
gramming, physical programming (PP), normal boundary intersection (NBI), normal constraint
method (NC), and genetic algorithms. The most interesting methods are Normal Boundary In-
tersection and Physical Programming. The reason why these are the most interesting is that
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they can be used to calculate an even distribution of points as in [44]. The algorithm for PP
is further explained in [42]. The reason why most weighted methods do not work well, con-
sidering the even distribution of points on the pareto frontier is examined in [11]. In [11] Das
and Dennis examine various cases of pareto frontier shapes (concave and convex) and point
out cases where most weighted, linear, methods cannot find points on convex parts of pareto
frontiers. Physical Programming [41, 42] is the method which allows to calculate an even dis-
tribution of points across the pareto frontier. One of its benefits is that the decision maker does
not have to specify weights between functions. The decision maker expresses his preferences
by giving bounds on resources within which he would like the resource consumption or the
price to be.
For example, a decision maker can say that using 100 units of fuel is ideal, between 100 and 120
is desirable, between 120 and 160 is acceptable but undesirable and above 160 is unacceptable.
PP uses this information, and therefore a DM is required to provide these bounds on resources.
There are 8 classes of criteria classification in PP, divided into 2 main subclasses: soft and
hard constraints. These classes are for soft constraints: smaller is better, larger is better,
value is better, range is better, which favours smaller, larger, exactly X, and any X within
the range values respectively. Similarly for the hard constraints we have must be smaller,
must be larger, must be equal, must be in range. For each of the soft classes the DM is
required to specify 6 ranges of preferences: Ideal, Desirable, Tolerable, Undesirable, Highly
Undesirable, Unacceptable. For the hard criteria only 2 ranges are defined: Acceptable and
Unacceptable. Then based on these preferences PP uses Linear Physical Programming Weight
(LPPW) algorithm to compute weights. These weights are then used in a new LP problem
which tries to minimise the deviation from the most desirable ranges. The actual algorithm
of calculating these weights and then formulating the LP problem is different for each of the
classes of criteria. It is ommited here because the discussion of all cases is out of the scope
and focus of this thesis. It is important to note that in [44] Messac and Mattson describe a
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slightly different way of using PP; they generate the weights rather than computing them and
then, based on their weights, they are able to generate even spread of Pareto points.
5.2 Presentation of PF
Once an APF is constructed, the presentation of it for human evaluation is also a challenge.
Once all of the plans are generated and the trade-offs are known, the main concern is how
to communicate the alternatives in a clear way, allowing the user to understand the trade-offs
and make appropriate decisions. There has been good progress in representation of solutions,
presented in the work of Giuliano et al. [25, 32]. The difficulty in presenting the distribution
of solutions greatly increases as we introduce more and more dimensions. Dealing with vi-
sualisation of up to 3D spaces is not very challenging, but as the dimensionality increases, it
is far harder to display the results. The approaches taken include projections of the PF onto
lower dimensions and presenting them as plots or histograms of objective values, or as explicit
values.
As an example, consider an APF for the 5th problem from the Bread domain, Figure 5.2. The
figure represents a 3D projection, on (energy), (labour) and (pollution) dimensions, of a set of
solutions which approximates the PF. Any higher dimensional projection is very hard to picture
and that is why projections are used. Even the 3D frontier is sometimes difficult to visualize
well. In Figure 5.3 three one dimensional histograms and three projections onto a 2D space are
present.
It is in some cases easier to spot tradeoffs by looking at lower dimensionality diagrams.
5.3 Evaluation and comparison of frontiers of plans
A qualitative evaluation of frontiers of solutions is a well explored topic in multiple fields,
including Operational Research, Multi-objective Scheduling and Planning, and various fields
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FIGURE 5.2: 3D APF for the fifth problem from the Bread domain. Projected onto a Pollu-
tion, Labout and Energy solution space.
in Engineering which deals with pareto frontiers. This section starts by introducing the notation
used for classifying indicators. An indicator is a function which assigns a value to a frontier of
solutions or a set of frontiers. The value assigned is regarded as the quality or relative quality,
if a reference frontier is given. Examples of unary indicators for evaluation of the frontier of
solutions and binary indicators for the comparison of two frontiers are then introduced. The
section is concluded with a discussion of a survey of a wide range of indicators and their
classification. Following Zietlers [65], we explain why a single indicator is not sufficient to
determine which APF is better.
For the purpose of this section, let us denote an approximation of a pareto frontier as φ , which
is a set of points, in our case plans pi , pi ∈ φ . To evaluate a frontier means to assign a value to φ .
This value can be used to directly compare it with other frontiers. Alternatively, a score can be
assigned for one frontier in relation to an other. These measures are referred to as indicators.
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(a) Domain Bread, histogram of Energy metric. (b) Domain Bread, projection on Energy x Pollu-
tion plain.
(c) Domain Bread, histogram of Labour metric (d) Domain Bread, projection on Labour x Energy
plain.
(e) Domain Bread, histogram of Pollution metric (f) Domain Bread, projection on Labour x Pollution
plain.
FIGURE 5.3: Projection of a 3D APF for domain Bread and problem 5. Images a, c
and e present histograms of Energy, Labour and Pollution respectively. Images b, d and
f present projections on two dimensional plans of Energy×Pollution, Labour×Energy and
Labour×Pollution respectively.
Some indicators require two or more of the frontiers to be merged together. When merging
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FIGURE 5.4: Diagram explaining domination relation. All the points within the blanc area
dominate point (5, 5), all points within the dashed areas are equally good as (5, 5), and all
points in the grey area are dominated by (5, 5). Points lying on lines (5, 5) to (5, 10) and (5,
5) to (10, 5) are weekly dominated by (5, 5). Points lying on lines (0, 5) to (5, 5) and (5, 0) to
(5, 5) weekly dominate (5, 5).
frontiers it is important to remove dominated solutions. For this purpose, we define an opera-
tion of removing the dominated solution and an operation of adding (merging) pareto frontiers.
Definition 5.1. RemoveDominated(Π) is a function which, for a given set of plans, Π, returns
a frontier of non-dominated solutions from Π.
RemoveDominated(Π) = {pi : pi ∈Π∧∄pi ′∈Πpi
′
≻ pi}
Where the plan domination relation ≻ is as defined in Definition 2.9 on Page 32.
Definition 5.2. Sum of two APF’s: φ1⊕φ2, also referred to as merging two APFs, is:
φ1⊕φ2 = RemoveDominated({pi : pi ∈ φ1∨pi ∈ φ2}).
The comparison of single plans in multi-objective domains is as complex as comparing the
entire APFs [65]. When comparing two plans in a multi-objective domain we need to consider
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multiple metrics at the same time, and therefore it is not always easy to say that a particular
plan is better than another. Figure 5.4 shows areas of the space where dominated, dominating,
and equivalent solutions exist. Following Zietlers [65] we define:
Definition 5.3. (Relations between plans) Given some set of metrics θ for plans pi1,pi2:
• pi1 ≻≻ pi2 ⇔ pi1 strongly dominates pi2 ⇔∀θi∈θ θi(pi1)< θi(pi2)
i.e. when all objectives are better.
• pi1 ≻ pi2 ⇔ pi1 dominates pi2 ⇔∀θi∈θ θi(pi1)6 θi(pi2)∧∃θi∈θ θi(pi1)< θi(pi2)
i.e. when all objectives are no worse, and at least one is better,
• pi1  pi2 ⇔ pi1 weakly dominates pi2 ⇔∀θi∈θ θi(pi1)6 θi(pi2).
i.e. all objectives are no worse.
• pi1 ‖ pi2 ⇔ pi1 is not comparable to pi2 ⇔∃θi∈θ θi(pi1)< θi(pi2)∧∃θ j∈θ θ j(pi1)> θ j(pi2).
i.e. when some objectives are better and some are worse,
• pi1 ⊲ pi2 ⇔ pi1 is better than pi2 ⇔ pi1  pi2 and pi2  pi1.
Definition 5.4. (Relations between frontiers) With respect to θ for frontiers φ1,φ2:
• φ1 ≻≻ φ2 ⇔ φ1 strongly dominates φ2 ⇔∀pi2∈φ2∃pi1∈φ1pi1 ≻≻ pi2.
i.e. when each plan from φ2 is strongly dominated by at least one plan from φ1,
• φ1 ≻ φ2 ⇔ φ1 dominates φ2 ⇔∀pi2∈φ2∃pi1∈φ1pi1 ≻ pi2.
i.e. when each plan from φ2 is dominated by at least one plan from φ1,
• φ1  φ2 ⇔ φ1 weakly dominates φ2 ⇔∀pi2∈φ2∃pi1∈φ1pi1  pi2 .
i.e. when each plan from φ2 is weakly dominated by at least one plan from φ1,
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FIGURE 5.5: Diagram representing dominance relation for single plans in metric space.
Based on the figure image we can say that: a ≻≻ d, a ≻ d, a  d, a ≻ b, a  b, a ≻ c,
a c, a a, b ‖ c, b≻ d, b d, b b, c≻ d, c d, c c, d  d
• φ1 ‖ φ2 ⇔ φ1 not comparable or equally good to φ2 ⇔∃pi1∈φ1,pi2∈φ2pi1 ≻ pi2∧∃pi1∈φ1,pi2∈φ2pi2 ≻ pi1.
i.e. when some plans are better and some are worse
• φ1 ⊲ φ2 ⇔ φ1 better than φ2 ⇔ φ1  φ2∧φ2  φ1.
i.e. when φ1 is no worse than φ2, but φ2 is not no worse than φ1 and φ1 6= φ2.
To better illustrate these relations, let us consider Figure 5.5 for plans, indicated by dots. The
coordinates of plans a, b, c, and d are (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2) respectively. Based on the
above definitions the following describes the relationship between plans: a≻≻ d, a≻ d, a d,
a≻ b, a b, a≻ c, a c, a a, b ‖ c, b≻ d, b d, b b, c≻ d, c d, c c, d  d.
To illustrate how these relations behave for frontiers of plans please refer to Figure 5.6. Some
examples of this relations include: PF ≻≻ APF1, PF ≻ APF1, PF  APF1, PF ⊲ APF1,
APF1 ≻≻ APF3, APF1 ≻ APF3, APF1  APF3, APF1 ⊲ APF3, APF2  APF3, APF2 ⊲
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FIGURE 5.6: Diagram explaining domination relation for frontiers of plans. We can say the
following about the frontiers from the image PF
≻≻ APF1, PF ≻ APF1, PF  APF1, PF ⊲ APF1,
APF1 ≻≻ APF3, APF1 ≻ APF3, APF1  APF3, APF1 ⊲ APF3,
APF2  APF3, APF2 ⊲ APF3,
APF1  APF2, APF1 ⊲ APF2,
And also APF1  APF1, APF2  APF2, APF3  APF3.
APF3, APF1  APF2, APF1 ⊲ APF2, APF1  APF1, APF2  APF2, APF3  APF3. What
is important to notice is that, although APF1 ≻≻ APF3, the following is not true: APF2 ≻≻
APF3. This is because the plan in APF3 with coordinates (10,4) is not strongly dominated by
any plan in APF2.
Before we can present the indicators, two important definitions are necessary. The compatibil-
ity and completeness with the above relations.
Definition 5.5. Indicator I is ◮-compatible, for an arbitrary binary relation ◮, if:
I(A)> I(B)⇒ A◮ B or I(A)> I(B)⇒ B◮ A
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Definition 5.6. Indicator I is ◮-complete, for an arbitrary binary relation ◮, if:
A◮ B⇒ I(A)> I(B) or B◮ A⇒ I(A)> I(B)
These two are used when discussing the properties and usefulness of indicators. A desired
property of an indicator is that the comparison of its values for two frontiers gives information
about the relation between the frontiers evaluated. Now we present a selection of methods used
in literature to evaluate the quality of APFs.
5.3.1 Unary indicators
Unary indicators assign a single value to a single frontier. They evaluate a frontier based on the
plans contained in the frontier, and do not use any additional information about other frontiers
or plans. Unary indicators flatten all aspects of a frontier into a single number. It is very hard to
find a descriptive and informative way of compressing an entire frontier into a single number.
Many indicators have been developed to capture various aspects of the frontier. Below we
present just a small selection of them. Further in this chapter we show how a comparison of
frontiers can utilize multiple unary indicators to obtain better comparison results, in terms of
⊲ compatibility and completeness.
Average distance to a reference point This is one of the simplest methods for comparing
the frontiers. For a given frontier φ and a reference point γ , we calculate a Cartesian distance
between each point from the frontier to the reference point and take their average as the score.
Definition 5.7. Average distance metric Iavg(φ) = ∑pii∈φ |pii−γ||φ | Where |pii − γ | is a distance
measure defined in 2.7 and |φ | is the cardinality of the set of plans, φ .
When comparing frontiers of plans, the above measure is not affected by the distribution of
the frontiers. This means that if two frontiers are in two different places of the space, they are
going to be compared in the same way, as if they were in the same one. Figure 5.7 a) shows
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FIGURE 5.7: Examples of frontiers
three frontiers which would be assigned the same average score, although we can see that they
are very different. In many cases plans from distinct areas of the metric solution space carry
a different value to the user. The benefit of including them in the frontier is not comparable.
A measure which ignores the placement of plans in the metric space, and their relations, is
loosing this information. Therefore this metric carries the danger of assigning a value to an
incomparable frontier such as frontier B and C from the Figure 5.7 a).
For the purpose of comparing the frontiers which lie in different areas of the solution space,
and to include the notion of coverage and distribution into the quality metric, a new metric is
proposed. The metric calculates the average distance from a reference point (typically the point
0), as shown in Figure 5.7 b), but this time the calculation is done separately for each of the
areas of the search space. The areas are determined by cuts originating in the reference point,
and their number vary depending on the method and application. For the comparison of two
frontiers, numbers from the same sections are taken.
Hyper-volume indicator A very popular measure used to evaluate frontiers is the Hyper-
volume Indicator (HVI) which is equivalent to Klee’s measure, first formed by Victor Klee
in his article [36]. This problem was then solved by John Bentley in 1977, whose notes are
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FIGURE 5.8: Graphical description of 2d Hyper-Volume Indicator and an example of 2d
Non-Dominated Hyper-Volume Indicator.
FIGURE 5.9: Graphical description of two 3d Non-Dominated Hyper-Volume Indicators.
unpublished. There have been many improvements to the algorithm [5, 7]. It is proven that for
one and two dimensional spaces the optimal algorithm to calculate the HVI takes O(nlog(n)).
For higher dimensions there exists an upper bound O(nd/2) [7]. However, no information on
faster algorithms exists. Figure 5.8 shows an example of the area covered by the HVI.
Non-dominated hyper-volume indicator Similar to the HVI, we present a Non-dominated
Hyper-volume Indicator (NDHVI) which conceptually is more appropriate for the planning
context. The NDHVI is calculated based on Definition 5.8.
Definition 5.8. Non-Dominated Hyper-Volume Indicator (NDVHI) for nadir point γ , utopia
point −→u = −→0 and APF = Π is INDHV I(γ ,Π) = V (γ)− IHVI(γ ,Π) Where V (γ) is the volume
enclosed by the nadir point.
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NDHVI is represented in Figure 5.8 b) and Figure 5.9. It is an analogous measure to HVI, how-
ever, it is easier to understand and more intuitive in terms of planning APFs. When calculated
it describes the hyper-volume of the part of the metric space which contains plans that are not
dominated by any of the plans from already found APF. Consequently, this is the hyper-volume
by which it is possible to increase the quality of the frontier.
What is more, it has the property that, when adding plans to a frontier (or merging two fron-
tiers), the NDHVI can only decrease. Proof for this property is shown below.
Theorem 5.9. NDVHI is monotonic when adding plans to the frontier.
Proof. Let us consider a frontier of plans Π and a plan pi ′ . There are three possible cases:
1. pi ′ is dominated by at least one plan from Π
When the plan pi ′ is added to the frontier, it is, at the same time, automatically removed
because it is dominated, and there cannot be dominated plans on the frontier. Therefore
the INDHV I(γ ,Π) = INDHV I(γ ,Π∪pi ′)
2. pi ′ is dominating at least one plan from Π
When pi ′ is added, the dominated plans are removed from Π and the new score is calcu-
lated. The new plan pi ′ must lie on the grey area of the NDHVI from Figure 5.9. Adding
it to the frontier is equivalent to “cutting out” part of the frontier. Plans dominated by pi ′
lie within the area ’cut out’ from the NDHVI, therefore the NDHVI decreases.
3. pi ′ is neither dominated nor dominating any plan from Π. This case includes pi ′ weakly
dominated/dominating some plans in Π.
When pi ′ is weakly dominated by one of the plans from Π, or weakly dominates one, pi ′
lies on the border between NDHVI and HVI, and adding pi ′ has no impact on the NDHVI
value.
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Based on the above, we can say that NDHVI is monotonic when adding new plans to the
frontier. The same holds when merging two frontiers, as this is equivalent to sequentially
adding all plans from the first frontier to the second.
Generation time Time of generation is an important metric when comparing frontier gen-
erators. It is the metric which directly impacts on how users interact with the system. Quick
generators can provide ad hoc results while slow ones require user to wait for an answer. This
might be crucial for the decision on which one to use.
In this work, the generation time is the time measured from the time the generator starts to
work until the time when it produces a frontier of plans.
Distribution Even distribution of solutions along the frontier in the utility space is also very
important. By “evenly distributed set of points” we mean a set where none of the areas is over
or under populated.
The example measure of distribution is present by Ziadloo and Ghamsary [62]. The solution
space is divided into equal size areas and the distribution is calculated based on the number of
solutions which exist in each of the areas of the utility space.
An alternative metric is presented by Messac and Mattson [43]. For each point on the frontier
we compute the radius of the smallest and largest spanning circle (Definition 5.10).
Definition 5.10. Spanning Circle, for a set of solutions Π and a point pi ∈ Π, is a circle that
does not enclose any pii ∈Π, pi lies on the circle, and there exists a point pi
′
∈Π that lies on the
opposite side of the circle. For a plan, pii, examples of smallest, dil , and largest, diu, spanning
circles for a point on a frontier are presented in Figure 5.10.
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FIGURE 5.10: Graphical description of factors contributing the evenness of a distribution of
points in 2D and 3D. Source: [43]
The variation coefficient of the lengths of the radius of those circles is our distribution measure,
denoted as IDistribution. Where the variation coefficient is the standard deviation divided by the
mean.
Definition 5.11. APF Distribution is defined as IDistribution(φ) = σd
ˆd
Where σd is the standard deviation and ˆd is the mean of the radii of the smallest and largest
spanning circles for all points on the APF as presented in Figure 5.10.
Coverage and size The motivation behind this measure is to estimate the degree to which
the sample of plans covers the shape of the pareto frontier. Due to the lack of knowledge about
the shape of the actual pareto frontier being sought, it is not possible to give an exact measure
of coverage. However, for the purpose of comparison of alternative APFs, we can say that, of
two APFs with the same distribution measure, the one with larger distances between points or
with more points will have better coverage. Therefore, as a proxy for coverage, we present two
metrics. The first is the average size of the radius of circles used for calculating the distribution
as in Definition 5.11. The second is the number of points on the frontier generated. Together
these two measures give a good indication of the coverage of the pareto frontier offered by an
APF.
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In general, for the same value of the average radius, more plans mean a better coverage, but
fewer plans often lead to a better distribution across the space. This reflects the difficulty in
finding plans uniformly distributed across the entire pareto frontier. Therefore, as a proxy for
coverage, the following indicators are used:




Definition 5.13. Variance of a radius of spanning circles, IVar(R) = Var(dl)+Var(du)2 .
Definition 5.14. Size of the frontier, I#−plans = |Π|.
Definition 5.15. Time of generation of the frontier, Itime, is the total time taken to generate
the APF measured from the point a planner is started, until it finishes execution.
5.3.2 Binary indicators
Below two binary indicators are presented. These indicators compare two frontiers together
and the value which they compute describes the relation of the two frontiers. These indicators
can convey more information about the relations between two or more APFs than comparing
the values of unary indicators.
ε-indicator Iε [65] is a qualitative measure which describes a distance between two frontiers.
More precisely, it calculates a factor by which an APF is worse than another. The value of
Iε(φ1,φ2) is equal to the smallest factor ε by which any point from φ2 is dominated by a point in
φ1. The factor of domination between pair of plans pi1 ∈ φ1 and pi2 ∈ φ2, for a metric vector θ(pi)
= [θ1(pi), ...θN(pi)], is given by the smallest ε such that: ∀i=[1..N]θi(pi1)6 ε ∗θi(pi2). Therefore
the ε-Indicator is defined as:
Definition 5.16. ε-Indicator of two frontiers φ1 and φ2 is given by:
Iε(φ1,φ2) = argminε ∀i=[1..|φ1|], j=[1..|φ2|],k=[1..N]θk(pi i1)6 ε ∗θk(pi j2) where pi i1 and pi j2 are i-th and
j-th plans from the frontier φ1 and φ2 respectively.
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Binary F-indicator F-Indicator is a binary indicator which for two APFs φ1 and φ2 returns
the fraction of φ1 which occurs in combined APF. It can be calculated as:
Definition 5.17. F-Indicator of two frontiers φ1 and φ2 is given by:
IF (φ1, φ2) = |φ1∩(RemoveDominated(φ1∪φ2))||RemoveDominated(φ1∪φ2))| .
5.3.3 Discussion of indicators
In their work, Zietzler et al [65] present a classification of a comparison method for APFs
derived from a set of indicators. To define a classification method we first need to define an
evaluation method as follows:
Definition 5.18. Evaluation Method, also called an interpretation method, is a function which,
for a set of indicators, returns a boolean. Formally denoted as: E(I1, ...IN) = true or f alse.
Where Ii is a vector of values for indicator Ii for all evaluated frontiers.
The evaluation method for two frontiers φ1 and φ2, and a set of two indicators I1 and I2, could
be used to determine whether the first frontier is better than the second. A definition of such
comparison method is: E(I1, I2) = true if Iφ11 < Iφ21 and Iφ12 < Iφ22 , false otherwise.
Using the evaluation method and a set of indicators a comparison method aims to answers the
question whether the first frontier is or is not better than the second.
Definition 5.19. Comparison Method: For two APF’s φ1 and φ2, a set of indicators I = I1, ..IN
and an evaluation function E(I), a comparison method is defined as:
CI,E(φ1,φ2) = E(I(φ1), I(φ2)) Where I(φi) is a vector of values of each of the indicators from
I I1(φi), ...IN(φi).
Ideally, a comparison method could be constructed for each of the relation operators. This
would allow to sort frontiers automatically. The most interesting relation is to determine
whether a frontier is better than the other: φ1 ⊲ φ2. The question which we try to answer
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FIGURE 5.11: Difference between NDVHI for APF1 and APF2 from Figure 5.6. Nadir point
(11, 8) was used for the construction of NDHVI.
is whether we can create such comparison method which would be both ⊲-compatible and
⊲-complete. Let us look at some examples of comparison methods.
An example of a comparison method is taking the values of NDHVI and concluding that a fron-
tier with a lower value is better. We would denote that as CINDHV I ,E<(φ1,φ2). We say that this
comparison is⊲-complete because APF1⊲APF2⇒ INDHV I(APF1)< INDHV I(APF2) but it is
not⊲-compatible. To show that let us consider APF1 and APF2 from Figure 5.6 and their ND-
HVI shown in Figure 5.11. The difference between NDHVI area is indicated by a dashed back-
ground. By calculating the NDHVI we obtain INDHV I(APF1) < INDHV I(APF2), but APF1 ⊲
APF2. This indicator is also ⋫-complete, meaning that if INDHV I(APF1) < INDHV I(APF2)
then we know that APF2⋫ APF1.
Many indicators which do not directly assess the quality of the frontier such as time, distribu-
tion or the number of plans on the frontier are neither⊲-complete nor⊲-compatible. However,
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they offer an important insight into how useful the method of generating APF actually is. Zi-
etzler et all also show that by using a single indicator, or even any finite set of indicators, it
is not possible to achieve ⊲-completeness and ⊲-compatibility at the same time. The best
we can achieve is either ⊲-complete and ⋫-compatible or only ≻≻-compatible but with no
completeness.
Therefore, in our comparisons we aim at presenting a range of indicators which give a good
insight into the quality and practicality of the frontier generated. In comparison and evaluation
of the method for the generation of APFs we will use INDHV I , Itime, IAvg(R), IVar(R), I#−plans. We
believe that this mix of indicators presents different aspects of the frontier and gives the user a
meaningful insight into which methods best suit their needs. It also allows us to qualitatively
compare different systems.
5.4 APF generation approach
5.4.1 Introduction
Section 5.1 presented some techniques used for generating frontiers of plans. In this section we
present a method for the generation of APFs of plans. It is based on a well known method in
operations research of combining metrics into a single one using a weighted sum. This single
objective is then used to constrain the solution space and calculate a solution on the frontier. In
planning this process cannot be applied directly. It is not possible to specify, based on the plan
metric, what the resource consumption of a plan is going to be. However, in certain conditions,
it is possible to use the plan metric to guide a search towards areas of the search space likely to
contain a plan which populates a specific area of the frontier. By repeatedly directing a planner
into different areas of the metric space, it is possible to obtain an APF of plans. We start by
discussing the most popular, weighted sum of metrics, approach to populating the frontier, its
different variants, strengths and weaknesses.
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5.4.2 Weighted sum approach
The weighted sum of plan metrics (WSPM) approach to generation of a frontier of plans is
a method for combining different plan metrics, used to evaluate plans, into one plan metric
using a weighted sum. A planner is then used to find a plan optimising this function and to
therefore obtain a plan on an APF. Repeating these steps, using a selection of weightings,
gives a populated APF of plans. The selection of weights to apply to different plan metrics
varies between approaches. After a short discussion of similarities between planning and OR
approaches, this section will present different methods that could be used in planning.
In OR, a weighted sum approach is very popular. It is used, in its different versions, by many
techniques for calculating the APF such as Physical Programming or Normal Boundary In-
tersection (described in Section 5.1.4). Where in PP [42] an algorithm is given to calculate
weights used to combine different metrics to generate an even distribution of points across,
also concave, frontier. As explained [11], depending on whether the frontier is convex or con-
cave, it is in many cases hard or impossible for a weighted sum approach to generate an even
distribution of points. In many cases large areas of concave frontiers are left under-represented.
It is important to note the difference between the effects of applying the WSPM method in OR
and planning. In OR after weighting different metrics, an algorithm is applied to calculate
the solution lying on the APF. Depending on the algorithm, points on an actual PF can be
generated. However, in planning, creating a problem with a weighted function does not mean
a planner will generate a plan in the expected area of the solution space. In fact, as shown in
Section 3.4 metric sensitivity is a very rare property for a state-of-the-art planner. This is an
important motivation for introducing the metric sensitive property for planners.
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5.4.3 Calculating weight vector
Planning metrics can be combined into a single function in a variety of ways. The one which
we use most often generates weights based on a solution to a simplex problem. For N metric
functions we will generate the weights αi by solving ∑Ni αi = 1. There is an infinite number of
solutions when αi ∈ R. To limit the number of solutions we impose bounds on each αi. For
example for αi ∈ {0,0.1,0.2,0.3, ...0.9,1} we obtain a limited number of solutions.
The weights can also be distributed non-uniformly. This approach might be useful when, for
example, we want to explore one area of the search space more than the others. This could be
due to expecting to find a higher density of solutions in this area.
5.4.3.1 Benefits
The weighted sum approach gives us many benefits. Its main benefit is the ease of use: the
only requirement is the vector of weights. The work associated with finding appropriate plans
is outsourced to a solver or a planner. It also gives us an easy mechanism for calculating
weights and deciding which areas of the search space to focus on. In comparison with many
other methods, calculating weights is computationally cheap.
5.4.4 Improving the distribution (ED strategy)
The weights can also be calculated to reflect the expected properties of the APF. We have
developed a method of iteratively calculating weights based on the current partial-APF and a
distribution measure from Section 5.3.1 defined in Definition 5.11. The aim of this method
is to obtain an even distribution (ED) of points on the APF. A weight vector −→α i based on a
partial APFi−1 is calculated by finding the most underpopulated area on the APF, expressed as
the largest spanning circle, as described in the algorithm for distribution represented in Figure
5.10 on Page 112. The centre of such a circle is used as the point of attraction. This algorithm
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aims at generating points in under-represented areas of the search space and achieves a better
distribution of plans in the APF.
For the largest spanning hypersphere H, with coordinates [h1, ...,hN], the vector of weights
which attracts search to the centre of this circle is: V = [v1, ...,vN] where vi = 1−hi/max(H),
and max(H) is the largest of hi. In other words, first, each of the coordinates is scaled to a
number from the range [0..1], then this number is subtracted from 1. The reasoning behind this
subtraction is that if a plan where the search should be directed has a high value of a particular
resource, the cost of this resource should be low. The weights in the vector represent the costs
of using a unit of a metric. Therefore, a plan with a scaled amount of used resource of 0.9 is
being sought for using a weight of 0.1 on this resource. Conversely, if a resource should not
be used, and its scaled usage is 0, the weight on that resource is 1 which makes it an expensive
resource and a metric sensitive planner should restrain from using this resource.
This algorithm is called the even distribution (ED) strategy.
5.4.5 Selecting an appropriate planner
To generate solutions in the areas of the search space indicated by the weight vector, a metric
sensitive planner is required. If a planner is not metric sensitive, it ignores the metric function
and therefore, no matter which weighting we provide, the resulting plan will be the same.
Interesting cost trade-offs leading to richer shapes of pareto frontiers are present in domains
with state dependent action cost. As shown in Figure 3.2 in Section 3.4.2.1 few planners
behaves in a metric sensitive way in such domains. Our choice is therefore limited to metric
sensitive planners. Later in this chapter, we answer the question of how metric sensitivity
impacts on the performance of planners in generation of APFs. Based on the experiment results
from Section 4.3, the following planners are used: LPG and POPF2 with compilation.
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5.4.6 Conclusion
We have described work in the OR community related to generating APF, and using the
weighted sum approach. The weighted sum approach is a simple, light in calculation, ap-
proach to generating APF. It can be applied in both OR and planning. However, the details of
the algorithm and its interpretation are different in both fields. A selection of approaches to
generating vectors of weights for the generation of APF was presented and briefly discussed.
Further, in this work, when we refer to the weighted sum approach we will mean the simplex
solution of weights and denote it the weighted sum of plan metrics (WSPM), unless explicitly
stated. This approach in combination with use of a metric sensitive planner should give us an
effective way of generating good quality APFs.
5.5 Improved APF for stochastic planners
Stochastic planners typically generate a different frontier every time they are run. Although
that might generate a poorer quality solution, it is a very interesting property. This section
describes a method for exploiting the stochastic behaviour of planners to further improve the
quality of the frontier. We start by describing operations for merging APFs and then describe
the method and its evaluation.
Merging two frontiers is an operation where an APF is obtained from merging sets of solutions
from two or more APFs. This requires removing duplicates and dominated solutions from the
resulting set. We denote this operation as φ = φ1⊕φ2, as stated in Definition 5.2.
Following the proof in Theorem 5.9, the resulting frontier φ is of no worse quality than any
of the composite frontiers. Therefore, by merging different APFs, it is possible, and often the
case, to obtain a higher quality frontier.
This process can be repeated iteratively and for each iteration an APF φ i is obtained. The
improvement on the frontier is bound by the optimal PF. In the next section, we show that it is
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also limited by the properties of a planner. Therefore, for large i, φ i is either going to converge
to a value, specific for the planner when the planner cannot generate higher quality solutions, or
to the optimal pareto frontier. We call the frontier to which merging multiple APFs converges
as the final approximation of pareto frontier.
Definition 5.20. Final Approximation of Pareto Frontier (FAPF), for a sequence of APFs
φi is the lim−→i→∞ φ i where φ i is:
φ 0 = φ1
φ i = φ i−1⊕φi
Section 5.7.4 contains an examination of the FAPF and the values it converges to for various
planners and domains.
5.6 MOPS
The Multi-Objective Planning System (MOPS) was designed and created to effectively plan
for multi-objective domains. It handles the extended PDDL 2.1 domains with multiple plan
metrics. The output of the system is a frontier of plans. MOPS can work with different weighted
sum strategies, such as the ones described in Section 5.4 or any other, more complex, strategy
designed by its user. It internally uses a metric sensitive planner to solve problems with single
metric.
The user can determine which plan metrics are relevant to them, what strategies they want to
use, as well as, which metric sensitive planner should be used. That gives the user the power to
shift between the speed, quality, distribution and number of plans required in the APF. All of the
components of MOPS are described in the coming sections starting with a general architecture,
followed by pre-defined strategies, planners and its various configurations.
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5.6.1 MOPS design
MOPS is designed with flexibility in mind. Its main feature is the ability to allow a user to easily
plug-in any new metric sensitive planner or a user defined strategy. Figure 5.12 shows a sim-
plified UML class diagram for MOPS. New planners and strategies can be easily implemented
following a defined interface and can then be plugged into the system. This allows anybody to
easily try their planner within the framework.
Steps taken by MOPS to solve a multi-objective planning problem are as follows:
• Parse domain and problem file.
• Using a strategy, generate a set of domains and problems with a single plan metric.
• Use a planner to solve these new planning problems.
• Evaluate the solutions, treating each of the original plan metrics as a dimension.
• Construct an APF from the set of generated plans.
Experiments are reported below with the weighted sum strategy executed. We assume that
there is a relatively small number of weights and, therefore, problems to solve. In practice, the
number of weights is usually under 100.
5.6.2 MOPS strategies
A strategy, as previously mentioned, is an interface for a generic experiment strategy. It pro-
vides a single method which, for a given problem and a domain, returns a set of problem
instances to solve. Conceptually, a strategy is a way of using the planner to obtain the APF.
For a given input domain and a problem file with multiple metrics, a strategy is responsible
for generating a set of domains and problem instances which, if solved with a metric sensitive
planner, generate a set of plans populating the metric space. The way that the metric space is
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FIGURE 5.12: Simplified UML class diagram which exhibits the main elements of the archi-
tecture. It shows how the components of MOPS, including Strategies and Planners, interact.
populated depends on the intention of the strategy. For the purpose of this research the most
common use of a strategy is to aim at generating a well populated approximation of a pareto
frontier. Currently implemented strategies include:
1) Simplex based, weighted sum of plan metrics
This strategy uses a simplex method to pre-calculate weights for plan metrics. Once all weights
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are known, it generates multiple problem instances with different weightings on the plan met-
rics. For example, one of the simplices for a problem with two plan metrics which we use is:
α1 +α2 = 1 for all αi ∈ {0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1}. This yields the following
11 pairs of weights on the metrics: {(0, 1) ,(0.1, 0.9), (0.2, 0.8), (0.3, 0.7), (0.4, 0.6), (0.5, 0.5),
(0.6, 0.4), (0.7, 0.3), (0.8, 0.2), (0.9, 0.1), (1, 0)}. The same technique is used for the three and
more dimensional problems. The simplex used for N dimensions is:
∑Ni=1 αi = 1,αi ∈ {0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1}.
This strategy is denoted as the Weighted Sum of Plan Metrics (WSPM).
2) Even distribution
The goal of this strategy is maximising even distribution across the entire APF. As a means of
achieving this, it uses the spanning hyper-spheres from each of the APF points as described
in Section 5.3.1. Then weights are calculated to lead the planners towards the middle of the
largest hyper-sphere. This is achieved by using the formula presented in Section 5.4.4. This
strategy is denoted as the Even Distribution (ED).
3) Rerun a planner This strategy was developed to test how well stochastic planners perform
using only stochasticity, and without any knowledge about the metrics. The planner is re-run
multiple times. However, neither the weights on plan metrics nor the plan metrics themselves
are present in the problem description. When comparing with other methods, a planner is
re-run a number of times corresponding to the number of executions within the method for
comparison. For example, if a simplex method is compared where 66 different weights are
used, a planner would also be run 66 times. This strategy is denoted as the Multiple Re-Runs
with No Plan Metrics (MRNPM).
5.6.3 MOPS planners
MOPS is designed for reuse and extensibility. It defines an interface for a planner which allows
any planner to be easily used within the framework. All planners that are used in MOPS must
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virtual std :: vector < std :: string , std :: allocator < std :: string > >
P_GetPlan (
std :: string s_problemInPDDL ,
std :: string s_domainFileName );
};
This method takes a plan and a problem description in PDDL as input, and returns a vector of
plans in text format. Actions in each plan are separated by a new line.
To make the use of MOPS even easier, it loads planners as dynamic libraries and there is no need
to recompile MOPS as a system. This allows planners to be plugged in quickly and efficiently
into MOPS. A simple way of making a planner discoverable for MOPS is described in the
documentation. The documentation is attached as an Appendix 7.2
5.6.4 MOPS configurations
In order to facilitate efficient comparison between planners and strategies the following plan-
ners have been tested: LPRPG, LPRPG-stochastic, POPF2, POPF2-stochastic, POPF2-compilation,
LPG with option -n 1, -n 2, and -n3 in settings as “deterministic” and stochastic, also with the
compilation method described in Section 4.2. The following strategies, discussed in the previ-
ous section, are also available: WSPM, ED, MRNPM.
The first two strategies can be used with any planner and their effectiveness is assessed in
the experiment result section. The multiple-re-run strategy can only be used with stochastic
planners. It offers a sense of how much stochasticity contributes to the overall performance
of a planner. If used with a deterministic planner, this strategy would always generate the
same solution for a given problem. This is not an interesting behaviour within the context of
generation of an APF.
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5.7 MOPS evaluation
In this section we present results for the evaluation of MOPS and metric sensitive planners
within MOPS. Domains for these experiments are selected based on their multi-objective prop-
erties. In order to test how well the planners generate pareto frontiers, we need to provide
domains which offer rich trade-off between resources and ways of achieving the goal. The
metric solution space for these domains is rich in solutions spanning through different areas,
representing the trade-offs within the domain. In most current benchmark domains, a single
solution usually dominates all others in terms of the cost expressed by the plan metric. This
happens due to the strong coupling between plan metrics and the plan length. These domains
do not offer scope for an interesting comparison between multi-objective systems.
Experiments are conducted on an Intel R©CoreTM i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40GHz x 8 machine with
4GB RAM memory for each planner.
We first present experiments and results for the comparison of methods of obtaining APFs of
plans. Then we go on to discuss specific properties of planners and how they impact on the
quality of the frontiers generated. First we show the impact of metric sensitivity, by testing
how planners perform with and without the new compilation from cost to temporal domains.
Then we go on to discuss the impact of metric sensitivity on the resulting frontiers. Finally, we
conclude with an example of how stochasticity can be used to further improve the quality of
the frontiers generated.
5.7.1 Qualitative comparison of PF generators
The first series of experiments aims at evaluating how different planners, given their metric
sensitive evaluation, perform in generating frontiers of plans. In order to test a planner, MOPS
takes as input a multi-objective domain and, using a strategy and the planner, which are its pa-
rameters, generates a frontier. Internally, as we described in the previous section, this involves
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running the planner multiple times on the same problem instance with different weights on the
plan metrics. After merging all plans, and removing dominated plans, a frontier of plans is
formed. This frontier is then presented for evaluation using methods described in Section 5.3.
For the purpose of this comparison we use the following planners: LPG in configuration with
option -n 1, 2, and 3, POPF2 with compilation from cost to temporal domains, described in
Section 4.2. For a fair comparison of all planners WSPM, a simplex based weighted sum of
plan metrics strategy, is used with each of them. The strategy generates 66 weights for a three
dimensional problems. Therefore, in order to generate a frontier, 66 problem instances are
to be solved. Each planner is given 100s to generate a solution to each of the sub-problems,
and therefore the total time taken to generate the frontier is limited to the maximum of 6600
seconds (110min). In practice, each planner terminates quicker. Time of generation of the
frontiers is presented in Figure 5.14.
The frontiers are evaluated using the following indicators INDHV I, ITIME , I#−PLANS, IAvg(R) and
IVar(R). This set of indicators covers various aspects of the generation of frontiers such as their
quality, time taken to generate, distribution and coverage of the space. I#−PLANS, representing
the number of plans in the frontier, together with IAvg(R) and IVar(R), is a proxy for coverage.
The number of plans, the variance and average radious of spanning circles, can be used instead
of coverage. For two frontiers with the same IAvg(R), the one with more plans covers a larger
area of the space and the one with fewer plans covers a smaller amount of the space. That is
because, if plans are equally distant from each other, then more plans must cover a larger area
of the space.
Since POPF2 with compilation performed so well in the metric sensitivity experiments, we
expect it to generate high quality frontiers. The higher metric sensitivity of POPF2 means that
it is more responsive to the change of the metrics. Therefore, it can be more precisely directed
to look for plans in specific areas of the metric space.
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Experiment The experiments were carried out using the MOPS framework with the settings
mentioned above. Variance and standard deviation of these results are presented in Appendix
7.4.
After all results are available, the calculation phase starts. For each problem file for each
domain, a reference frontier and a nadir point are calculated. The reference frontier is a frontier
resulting from merging all plans found by all planners for the problem. After removing all
dominated plans, we obtain an APF with a quality, expressed as INDHV I , no worse than any
other frontier obtained in a single run of MOPS. This reference frontier is referred to as the
final approximation of the pareto frontier (FAPF), Definition 5.20. It is later used to calculate
the relative quality of frontiers.
The nadir point is a plan dominated by all plans found in all of the experiments for the problem.
It is selected such that it is the best, in terms of INDHV I value, among all plans dominated by
all plans found. This plan is used as a reference when calculating the INDHV I for all frontiers
for the problem.
Results The results for INDHV I are presented in Figure 5.13, IT IME in Figure 5.14, I#−PLANS
in Figure 5.15, IAvg(R) in Figure 5.16, IVar(R) in Figure 5.17. A discussion of each of these
indicators is presented below. The section is concluded by a discussion of all of the indicators
as a whole.
NDHVI As expected, allowing LPG to take more time and improve on the solution yields
higher quality frontiers. This can be seen by the shift from right to left as the “n” parameter
increases from 1 to 3.
Although we expected to see a higher quality (smaller values of INDHV I) for the cost-oriented
approach of POPF2 with the compilation to temporal domains, the results for INDHV I in Figure
5.13 show that this is not always the case. When comparing frontiers formed out of the first
plans generated by both POPF2 and LPG -n 1, the quality of POPF2 is higher across all domains.
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(a) Results for domain Bread (b) Results for domain Production
(c) Results for domain Driverlog (d) Results for domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 5.13: Results showing the difference in INDHV I between APF generated by POPF2
with Compilation and LPG in its different configurations. Aggregated numerical values re-
sented in this table are also available in Appendix 7.4. Lower values are better.
When LPG is given more time, it can produce better plans, which result in a frontier of higher
quality than the one generated by POPF2. One additional factor which contributes to such a
big increase in the plan quality and the frontier quality generated by LPG is the fact that when
used with the -n 2 option it generates two plans for every problem and with the -n 3 option
it generates three plans for every problem. This effectively creates an APF from 132 and 198
plans for the options -n 2 and -n 3 respectively. As we will show later, variety of solutions
impacts on the quality of the APF.
What is also clear after examining the images in detail is that, when the experiment is repeated
multiple times, LPG generates different frontiers, of different quality. This creates a relatively
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large spectrum of qualities generated for a single problem. At the same time POPF2 consistently
generates frontiers of equal quality, which results in horizontal bars in the Figure 5.13.
Numerical results for these experiments are available in Appendix D, Section 7.4.
Time Figure 5.14 shows the difference in time it takes for each of the systems to generate the
frontier. Since the total time allowed for each plan is 100 seconds, and there are 66 problems
solved for each frontier, the maximum total time a planner could take is 6600seconds. The
figure suggests that planners took much less time than they were allowed to. However, exam-
ining each of the plan executions separately reveals that some weightings of the plan metrics
are harder to solve for a planner than others. Therefore, a high value for the total time usually
indicates that some of the plans were not generated and the planner timed out. For LPG with
the -n option higher than 1, that usually means a poorer quality plan is generated. However, for
POPF2 this usually means that no plan is produced, and therefore the frontier might be missing
some good solutions. This is one of the reasons why the quality of the frontier generated by
POPF2 sometimes differs between two runs, although it is a deterministic planner. On average,
POPF2 takes more time than LPG. All aggregated results are available in Appendix 7.4, and
show more accurately what the difference between these planners is.
Cardinality of APF The number of plans forming the APF, I#−PLANS, as represented in Fig-
ure 5.15, shows that the configuration of LPG which generates more plans (-n 2, -n 3), also
generates larger frontiers. When looking at these results it is important to keep in mind that
POPF2 and LPG -n 1 generated a maximum of 66 plans, whereas the configurations of LPG
with -n 2 and -n 3 generated 132 and 198 respectively. A value of 20 means that 20 out of
66, 132 or 198 plans were non-dominated and form the frontier. Frontiers with a higher cardi-
nality usually cover more areas of the metric space and therefore, if the quality is comparable,
offer better approximations of the PF. This makes higher values of I#−PLANS more desirable.
In order to make sure that there are no large clusters in one part of the metric space and a
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(a) Results for domain Bread (b) Results for domain Production
(c) Results for domain Driverlog (d) Results for domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 5.14: Results showing the difference in Itime between APF generated by POPF2 with
Compilation and LPG in its different configurations. Aggregated numerical values resented in
this table are also available in Appendix 7.4. Lower values are better.
lot of under-populated areas other metrics must be considered. One of these metrics, average
distance between plans on the frontier, is described below.
Average and variance of the radius of the spanning hypersphere Results for IAvg(R) are
presented in Figure 5.16. This measure tells us how far from each other are the plans forming
an APF. It is complemented by the variance of these radiuses, IVar(R), shown in Figure 5.17.
Both of them together give us a good notion of how dense the plans are on the frontier. The dis-
tance is incomparable between different problems or domains. For some domains, Bread and
Production in Figure 5.16 a,b), the distances are much smaller than for the Driverlog domain in
Figure 5.16 c,d). This does not mean that frontiers for Driverlog are more sparse. The reason
for such a big difference is the distance of all plans from the point~0. For Driverlog domain,
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(a) Results for domain Bread (b) Results for domain Production
(c) Results for domain Driverlog (d) Results for domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 5.15: Results showing the difference in I#−plans, the number of plans, on the APF
between APF generated by POPF2 with Compilation and LPG in its different configurations.
Aggregated numerical values resented in this table are also available in Appendix 7.4. Higher
values indicates more plans, but does not automatically mean the frontier is better.
all plans have very large values for all resources, which results in larger, nominal, distances
between plans.
For two frontiers for the same problem, all else equal, larger IAvg(R) means that the plans are
spanned across a larger area of the space. In practice, the larger values of IAvg(R) go in pair with
smaller values of I#−PLANS, which implies there are fewer plans on the frontier, and therefore
they are further from each other. High variance, IVar(R), is caused by some underpopulated,
or overpopulated areas of the metric space. It is usually more beneficial to produce evenly
populated frontiers with a low IVar(R) value.
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(a) Results for domain Bread (b) Results for domain Production
(c) Results for domain Driverlog (d) Results for domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 5.16: Results showing the difference in IAvg(R), the average radius of the spanning
hypersphere, of APF generated by POPF2 with Compilation and LPG in its different config-
urations. Aggregated numerical values resented in this table are also available in Appendix
7.4.
5.7.2 Impact of metric sensitivity
With the increase of metric sensitivity of a planner, there comes an increase of the precision
with which it is possible to direct the planner into various areas of the metric space. We believe
that this precision can help in more precisely targeting specific areas of the metric space and,
therefore, generate a well populated APF of high quality. In this section we present experiments
where we check how the implementation of the cost-based RPG, Section 4.1, using compilation
from cost to temporal domains, Section 4.2, impacts on the quality of the APFs found by both,
the POPF2 and LPG planners.
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(a) Results for domain Bread (b) Results for domain Production
(c) Results for domain Driverlog (d) Results for domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 5.17: Results showing the difference in IVar(R), the variance of the spanning hy-
persphere, of the APF between APF generated by POPF2 with Compilation and LPG in its
different configurations. Aggregated numerical values resented in this table are also available
in Appendix 7.4. Lower values are better.
In order to determine how the compilation method, Section 4.2, impacts on the ability to gen-
erate APFs, an experiment with both POPF2 and LPG is carried out in two configurations. The
first configuration is the basic version of each of the planners. The second, is the version of the
planner with an input being compiled into a temporal domain, as described in Section 4.2. This
compilation, in combination with the TRPG used in POPF2, should work as a construct similar
to the cost-based RPG as described in Section 4.1 and should increase the metric sensitivity
and therefore the quality of solutions. The same compilation is used with LPG. However, with
LPG we do not expect to see as high improvement. LPG considers both, the time and cost in its
heuristic. Therefore compiling cost into time should make LPG consider the same cost twice
while planning, first as the cost and also as the duration of the plan.
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(a) Results for domain Bread (b) Results for domain Production
(c) Results for domain Driverlog (d) Results for domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 5.18: Results showing the impact of compilation, from cost to temporal domains
described in Section 4.2, on the quality of the APF generated by POPF2 as measured by the
INDHV I . Aggregated numerical values resented in this table are also available in Appendix
7.4.
The experiments are conducted in the same set-up as before. For each domain and problem
instance there are 66 new problems created which differ only in the plan metric.
Results As expected, the quality of frontiers generated by POPF2 with compilation is much
better across all domains, as shown in Figure 5.18. Compilation clearly improved the perfor-
mance of POPF2. The results for LPG do not show signs of improvement for the configuration
with compilation. This has been anticipated as LPG does not construct the TRPG. The compi-
lation method is designed to exploit the TRPG in order to achieve a higher metric sensitivity.
From the experiments, we can conclude that the compilation from cost to temporal domains
successfully exploits the construction of the TRPG as a proxy for the cRPG heuristic. This
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(a) Results for domain Bread (b) Results for domain Production
(c) Results for domain Driverlog (d) Results for domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 5.19: Results showing the impact of compilation, from cost to temporal domains
described in Section 4.2, on the quality of the APF generated by LPG as measured by the
INDHV I . Aggregated numerical values resented in this table are also available in Appendix
7.4.
significantly enhances POPF2’s ability to generate high quality solutions for the purpose of
populating a frontier of plans. Therefore, metric sensitivity improves the ability of a planner
to generate good quality APFs. This behaviour is more apparent in the results for POPF2
than the results for LPG. There is not much effect of the novel compilation method on LPG’s
behaviour, which further confirms that the construction of the TRPG as a proxy for the cRPG
is a successful method.
5.7.3 Impact of stochasticity
The third set of experiments is designed to explore the impact of stochasticity of a planner
on its ability to generate an APF of plans. Two experiments are conducted. The first, where
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stochastic and deterministic versions of POPF2 and LPG are contrasted. The second, using a
stochastic planner, LPG, executed with and without the knowledge of plan metrics.
The execution of LPG without the knowledge of the plan metrics gives us information about
how well the stochastic behaviour performs alone. This is a good basis for comparison between
the quality of APFs generated by informed and uninformed search. This tells us how well LPG
performs, in generating APF, due to only its stochastic behaviour.
Stochastic vs deterministic First we compare the stochastic version of POPF2 with the de-
terministic version of POPF2. Stochasticity is introduced to POPF2 in an uninformed way,
contrary to stochasticity in LPG. Stochastic behaviour is introduced to change the order of
expanding states in the search phase. This does not help in avoiding dead ends, tie-breaking
or in any other way. Stochasticity here only allows the planner to randomly discover different
areas of the search space, without the consideration for their quality. As expected, this does
not lead to better states. However, this technique can greatly improve the quality of the APF
by generating a variety of solutions. The second part of this experiment is to run LPG in the
same two settings, stochastic and deterministic. Since LPG is naturally stochastic, it is seeded
in the same way as described in Section 4.3. This also carries the same pitfalls as described in
Section 4.3, but we believe it is a good proxy to show the simple dependency of APF quality
on stochasticity.
The set-up for the experiment is the same as for the previous experiments. LPG is used in
configuration with option -n 1, 2, and 3, POPF2 with compilation from cost to temporal do-
mains, described in Section 4.2, and in its standard version. The simplex strategy generates 66
weights for a three dimensional problem. Therefore, in order to generate a frontier, 66 prob-
lem instances are solved. Each planner is given 100s time to generate a solution to each of
the problems, and therefore the total time taken to generate the frontier is limited to the maxi-
mum of 6600 seconds (110 Min). After all planners finish the generation phase, the INDHV I is
calculated for each of the frontier.
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In Figure 5.20 aggregated results for all planner configurations are shown per domain. Clearly,
stochastic configurations perform better than deterministic ones for both planners. This is
represented by the majority of results being above the y=x line. These experiments show that
stochastic behaviour, enhanced by randomly adjusting heuristic value in POPF2, allows it to
generate higher quality frontiers of plans. This is contrary to our findings from the impact of
stochastic behaviour on metric sensitivity from Section 4.3. This has an easy explanation, as
the frontier of plans benefits from a higher variety of plans. As showed in Theorem 5.9, by
adding plans to the frontier we can only improve its quality. Therefore, by finding plans, even
randomly, it is possible to increase the quality of an APF. This is not the case when trying to
obtain a metric sensitive behaviour. Random steps change the quality of a solution in a non-
deterministic way, in some cases improving and in others deteriorating the quality of a single
solution. On average that does not carry any benefits. Therefore, although stochasticity is not
a useful mechanism for improving the quality of single plans, it is a very desirable property for
APF generators.
Stochasticity with no plan metric In this experiment LPG is run with and without the knowl-
edge of the plan metric. We expect LPG to generate a good APF without the knowledge of
metrics because its stochastic behaviour causes it to explore different areas of the search space.
In this experiment the ability of LPG to find a variety of plans without any knowledge of the
plan metric is contrasted with the quality of the frontier it finds when given plan metrics to
optimize.
The set-up for the experiment is the same as for the previous experiments. LPG is used in
configuration with option -n 1, 2, and 3. The simplex strategy generates 66 weights for a three
dimensional problem, for the informed configuration of LPG. Therefore in order to generate
a frontier, 66 problem instances are solved and the same number of chances is given to the
configuration without any knowledge about plan metrics.
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(a) Results for domain Bread (b) Results for domain Production
(c) Results for domain Driverlog (d) Results for domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 5.20: Results showing the impact of stochasticity on the quality, as measured by
the INDHV I , of the APF generated by a planner. Aggregated numerical values resented in this
table are also available in Appendix 7.4.
FIGURE 5.21: Results for experiment comparing using multiple re-run strategy with no plan
metric knowledge strategy (mr) with the weighted sum strategy (ws) for LPG planner. The
results are for domains Bread and Production. The X axis represents the quality of the Final
Approximation of the Pareto Frontier (FAPF) as expressed by INDHV I . This comparison shows
the difference between the quality of frontier generated by a strategy and the best frontier
found.
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POPF2 is not used in this experiment as it always generates the same plan for a configuration
with no metrics. This makes the comparison uninteresting.
Figure 5.21 shows the results for this experiment for domain Bread and Production. Although
frontiers generated by the strategy with no knowledge of the plan metric are poorer in quality
than the approach based on the weighted sum of plan metrics, the difference is relatively small.
Considering the fact that the plans are generated with no knowledge of the plan metrics, and
only using stochastic behaviour, it is interesting that these plans can populate a frontier of plans
to give a comparable quality with informed metrics. We can conclude that LPG’s stochastic
behaviour is very beneficial in generating good quality APFs.
5.7.4 Further improvement in PF quality
Stochastic planners can generate a different frontier every time they are run. The frontiers
resulting from different runs can be merged together to form a frontier of higher quality than
previous ones. Merging of the frontiers includes removing dominated plans. When merging
two frontiers, while using INDHV I as a measure of quality, the quality can only be increased
(smaller values of INDHV I) (Theorem 5.9). Therefore, by merging APFs we can obtain an APF
of a higher quality. We believe that this value for a given planner configuration converges to
a value specific to the configuration of the planner. This value is different for each planner
configuration and depends on internal properties of the planner.
The set-up for the experiment is similar to the previous experiments. LPG is used in config-
uration with option -n 1, 2, and 3. The simplex strategy generates 66 weights for a three di-
mensional problem. Therefore, in order to generate a frontier, 66 problem instances are solved.
LPG is given 100s time to generate a solution to each of the problems. After all configurations
of the planner finish the generation phase, the entire experiment is repeated multiple times.
Every time the experiment is repeated, a new iteration of φ i is created, as in Definition 5.20,
based on the INDHV I as the quality measure.
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(a) Results for domain Bread (b) Results for domain Production
(c) Results for domain Driverlog (d) Results for domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 5.22: Results showing the improvement of an APF after multiple merge iterations
as described in Section 5.5.
Figure 5.22 shows results aggregated for LPG over multiple repetitions of the experiment. The
three problems used in this experiment are Bread Figure 5.22 a), Production Figure 5.22 b) and
d) and Driverlog Figure 5.22 c). Where Figure 5.22 d) presented 100 repetitions of the experi-
ment for domain Production and selected problems. The problems were selected arbitrary out
of the ones which, after 30 runs, indicated that they could be improved further.
In all cases the improvement of the quality of the frontier slows down after about 5 to 10
iterations. Every next iteration gives little improvement in the quality of the frontier. The
quality after the 10th iteration is usually under 5% from the best quality achieved, after 30
iterations. For the Production domain the improvement between the 10th and 100th iteration
for three problems is around 10% which is more significant. However, the effort to generate 90
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(a) Results for domain Bread (b) Results for domain Production
(c) Results for domain Driverlog (d) Results for domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 5.23: Results showing the improvement of an APF after multiple merge iterations
for selected problems from each domain.
more frontiers is also very significant.
In order to show that each method for generating frontiers converges to a different value, results
for different configurations of planners are presented together in Figure 5.23. This compilation
of results demonstrates two things. First, that only stochastic planners produce the improve-
ment, which is highlighted by the horizontal lines for all deterministic planners; second, that
each planner produces quality at a different level.
In conclusion, merging of the APFs of plans is a good way to obtain higher quality frontiers
but this carries additional work. The quality of the resulting frontier appears to be limited by
the properties of the selected planner.
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5.7.5 Even distribution strategy
In this section we present a discussion of performance of a method for generating APFs based
on the ED strategy. The ED strategy uses weights on metrics calculated based on the algorithm
for even distribution presented in Section 5.4.4. The aim of this experiment is to examine what
is the impact of directing the search to under populated areas of the solution space. We expect
that the resulting frontier should be more evenly populated. This approach can potentially lose
some quality in favour of the distribution of plans.
The set up for this experiment is similar to the previously described experiments. Four config-
urations of planners are used: LPG N1, LPG N2, LPG N3 and POPF2-compilation. Each of the
planners is used in the following way:
1. Generate an initial APF by optimizing each of the plan metrics separate.
2. Find the largest spanning hypersphere on the current frontier.
3. Use the centre of the largest spanning hypersphere as a point of attraction.
4. Repeat from 2.
This method aims at producing new plans in the under populated areas of the search space. By
repeating this process we expect to eliminate the under populated areas of the solution space.
The results for INDHV I in Figure 5.24, indicate that the quality of the APF generated by the
ED is of poorer quality than the one generated by the WSPM strategy. This can be explained
by multiple factors which impact the value of INDHV I . A first important observation is that
the size of the frontier, I#−plans, is significantly smaller for the frontiers generated by the ED
strategy. Taking into consideration that it is possible to obtain a higher quality frontiers by
merging diverse solutions, as shown in Section 5.7.4, by finding fewer plans the ED strategy is
disadvantaged.
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(a) Results for domain Bread (b) Results for domain Production
(c) Results for domain Driverlog (d) Results for domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 5.24: Results showing the difference in INDHV I between the even distribution strat-
egy and WSPM strategy.
The reason for finding fewer solutions is not as obvious. Both strategies are allowed to run
the planner 66 times. The lower number of plans in the frontiers for the ED strategy can
be explained by considering what happens during the execution. We have noticed that when
a planner is directed to find a plan in an area of the search space with the largest spanning
hypersphere, often it is not able to find a plan that would decrease the hypersphere enough to
start looking for a plan in a different area of the search space. Therefore, a significant effort
is spent on repeatedly eliminating some of the large spanning hypersphere. This has a larger
impact on the results for POPF2 than LPG. This happens because POPF2, being deterministic,
generates the same plan for the same weights on plan metrics. This means that if it cannot find
a plan within the spanning hypersphere, which it is asked to decrease, it keeps searching for it
repeatedly. The stochastic behaviour of LPG helps it to avoid these situations, and when re-run
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(a) Results for domain Bread (b) Results for domain Production
(c) Results for domain Driverlog (d) Results for domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 5.25: Results showing the difference in IAvg(R) between the even distribution strategy
and WSPM strategy.
with the same metrics it eventually finds a solution reducing the largest spanning hypersphere.
This is also exhibited by a large number of cases where POPF2 timed out and had to be stopped.
This is visible in Figure 5.27 for the results for ITime.
The smaller number of plans for ED strategy is also reflected in higher values for IAvg(R). For
two frontiers generated for the same problem, plans in the smaller frontier are typically further
away from each other.
The only measure which is not in favour of any strategy is the variance of the radius for span-
ning hyperspheres. The results for IVar(R) are presented in Figure 5.26. It shows that although
the domains are of different density, the plans are roughly distributed in a similar way.
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(a) Results for domain Bread (b) Results for domain Production
(c) Results for domain Driverlog (d) Results for domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 5.26: Results showing the difference in IVar(R) between the even distribution strategy
and WSPM strategy.
This discussion shows how indicators complement each other and give better information about
the frontier when considered together. It is clear how the size of the frontier impacts on its
quality,INDHV I , or the average radious of a spanning hypersphere, IAvg(R).
5.8 Summary of the results and conclusion
All of the experiments in Section 5.7 are generated using the Multi-Objective Planning System,
MOPS, developed as part of this research. It is a system capable of solving multi-objective
planning problems by generating APFs as a means of communicating multiple solutions and
the trade-offs between them. It is a very generic system allowing multiple planners and various
experiment strategies to be used within a single system. The quality of the plans generated
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(a) Results for domain Bread (b) Results for domain Production
(c) Results for domain Driverlog (d) Results for domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 5.27: Results showing the difference in IT IME between the even distribution strategy
and WSPM strategy.
depends on both the planner and the strategy used. The experiments have confirmed two major
influencing factors on the quality of the APF generated by the system to be metric sensitivity
and stochasticity.
The notion of metric sensitivity is introduced in Section 3.2 and Section 4.1 contains a de-
scription of a cRPG heuristic which is designed to be metric sensitive. Implementation of this
heuristic using a compilation from cost to temporal domains, as described in Section 4.2, and
its impact on POPF2 and LPG is examined. The results confirm that the compilation is a suc-
cessful method of implementing a cRPG. It is also apparent that using the novel compilation
method, and therefore adding metric sensitivity to the planner, is a method of rising the quality
of the APF which the planner generates, where the quality of the APF is expressed as INDHV I .
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(a) Results for domain Bread (b) Results for domain Production
(c) Results for domain Driverlog (d) Results for domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 5.28: Results showing the difference in I#−plans between the even distribution strat-
egy and WSPM strategy.
The second factor impacting on the quality of the APFs is stochasticity of the planner. Stochas-
ticity can be used within a planner in multiple ways. It can be a tiebreaker for plateaus where
a heuristic function does not provide good guidance, encourage exploration in areas of the
search space previously left out by the heuristic function or change the order in which areas of
the search space are visited. It can be well integrated into the heuristic function where it allows
the planner to explore wider range of areas of the search space, where the quality of these areas
is still high, as is the case for LPG. Stochasticity can also allow the planner to explore various
areas of the search space, without the concern of the quality, as is the case in the variant of
POPF2 described in Section 4.3.3. In Section 5.7.3 both of these cases of stochastic behaviour,
result in a higher quality of APFs generated by MOPS in configuration with a planner.
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The impact of stochasticity implies the high influence of the variety of results on the quality
of APF. This is confirmed in Section 5.7.3 where a completely uninformed stochastic planner,
blind to the plan metric, generates APFs of comparable quality to the ones generated by the
same planner with plan metric information. Therefore stochasticity alone is a huge contributor
to the quality of the APF. One might speculate that really good metric sensitivity would obviate
the need for stochasticity. So that stochasticity is a substitute for precise metric sensitivity.
In this section we have determined two of the main factors impacting on the quality of the APF,
stochasticity and metric sensitivity. We are able to show that both improve the quality of APF
generated. It is also clear that the compilation based implementation of the cRPG improves the
quality of APF generated by POPF2. The quality of the frontiers is then of comparable quality
with the state-of-the-art planner. All of the results were obtained using MOPS, a system which
reasons in multi-objective domains using any of the state-of-the-art planners.
The main contributions of this chapter are:
• Generic system for the generation of frontier of plans.
• Approaches to generation of APF.
• Examination of properties impacting the quality of APF.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
As outlined in the thesis statement, the aim of this thesis is to convince the reader that metric
sensitive planners, in combination with plan metric aggregation methods, are an effective tool
for the generation of approximations of pareto frontiers of plans. When faced with a planning
problem containing context-dependent action costs and plan quality metrics which do not cor-
relate with the plan length, most current state-of-the-art planners ignore the cost completely.
In this thesis we introduce the notion of metric sensitivity. It is a property of planners that can
deal effectively with domains containing monotonic relations between the plan length and the
plan cost. Therefore, it overcomes the common limitation of assuring strictly correlated length
and cost. An extensive discussion of what metric sensitivity is and how it can be measure is
presented in Chapter 3. A novel method for obtaining a metric sensitive heuristic, by creating
a cRPG, is shown in Section 4.1. A selection of algorithms is presented, which combine plan
metrics into one and use metric sensitive planners, for the generation of diverse plans. Each
step of this process is evaluated, metric sensitivity in Section 4.3 and the qualitative evaluation
of frontiers of plans in Section 5.7.1. Below, a more detailed summary of each is presented.
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6.1 Metric sensitivity
Metric sensitivity is a desirable, but rare, property of current state-of-the-art planners. Metric
sensitivity is related to the precision with which it is possible to determine an area of the
solution space where the planner will generate a solution. The second factor affecting the
precision is stochasticity. A stochastic behaviour allows the planner to produce more diverse
plans, at the cost of precision, and usually without a loss of quality.
The notion of metric sensitivity is defined, in Definition 3.1, as the ability of the planner to
positively respond to the change of the plan metric. This definition is relaxed to include plan-
ners which exhibit the metric sensitive behaviour in Definition 3.4. In Section 3.4 we show
that most of the current state-of-the-art planners are not metric sensitive when faced with state
dependent action cost models. The only planner that exhibits a metric sensitive behaviour is
LPG. Metric sensitivity is a desirable property of planners used for the generation of frontiers
of plans. The higher the precision, with which a planner can be directed to specific areas of the
solution space, the easier it is to systematically populate the frontier of plans.
One way of attempting to exhibit metric sensitive behaviour is to generate plans stochastically,
hoping they are good for some of the metrics. This approach, as shown in Section 3.7, al-
lows metric insensitive planners such as POPF2 to generate different solutions and therefore
achieve a degree of metric sensitive behaviour. The results presented in Section 3.7 suggest
that stochasticity does not have an impact on the quality of solutions generated. However, the
variety of solutions obtained happens at the cost of precision in where the planner finds solu-
tions. This suggests that stochasticity negatively impacts on the metric sensitivity of a planner,
while at the same time increasing its ability to generate diverse solutions.
The impact of stochasticity and the metric sensitivity results of current state-of-the-art planners
suggest that a deterministic algorithm for generating a plan, while exhibiting a metric sensitive
behaviour, is necessary. In Section 4.1.2 we propose a novel, metric sensitive and deterministic,
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heuristic based on the cost oriented RPG construction. Optimal planners are, of course, metric
sensitive, but are limited to solving a specific class of problems. The heuristic presented in this
thesis handles context-dependent action costs.
As a means of implementing the cRPG, a compilation from cost-to-temporal domains is pro-
posed in Section 4.2. This compilation exploits the similarities between the construction of the
cRPG and the TPRG constructed by POPF2. Therefore, the compilation uses time as a proxy
for cost, the compilation aims at exploiting the TRPG construction in POPF2 and, as shown in
Section 4.3.2, there is no effect of the compilation on results generated by LPG, despite the fact
that LPG considers action duration in its heuristic.
6.2 Generating PF
One of the applications of metric sensitive planners is the precise generation of plans in differ-
ent areas of the metric solution space. We discuss the generation, evaluation and presentation
of APFs. Although the quality of frontiers of plans is considered, the focus of this research is
not on optimality. The generation methods are based on similar approaches to those used in
OR as described in Section 5.1.4.
The evaluation of APFs is, in itself, a multi-objective problem. As shown in Section 5.3.3, there
does not exist a single fully informative metric for the evaluation of APFs. The evaluation of
a set of solutions is meant to help the user to make an informed decision on which frontier
generator suits their needs best. Various indicators, used to evaluate frontiers of plans, are
presented in Section 5.3.1. Each of the indicators gives information about a different aspect of
the frontier. In order to capture a full spectrum of interesting information for the user, a set of
indicators must be presented. The indicators proposed in this thesis capture: an overview of the
quality of plans contained in the frontier (INDHV I), the cardinality of the set of plans (I#PLANS),
the time it takes for the generator to generate the frontier (IT IME), and the distribution and
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coverage of the frontier (IAvg(R) and IVar(R)). All of them presented together, allow the user to
make a decision on which of the generators is the most suitable for their task.
Currently in planning, there are two main approaches to generating APFs: evolutionary al-
gorithms and methods of aggregation of plan metrics into a single plan metric. Evolutionary
algorithms simultaneously generate plans populating the entire frontier. They can naturally
evolve multiple plans at the same time. The aggregation methods offer more flexibility in the
effort spend in searching for plans in particular areas of the metric solution space. They itera-
tively populate the frontier and, therefore, allow the user to obtain some plans on the frontier
at any time.
For the purpose of generating an APF of plans, we present the Multi-Objective Planning Sys-
tem (MOPS). It is capable of generating a frontier of plans using a method of aggregation of
plan metrics selected by its user. The strategies for the aggregation used in this thesis are the
Weighted Sum of Plan Metrics (WSPM), Multiple Re-runs Without Plan Metrics (MRWPM) and
Even Distribution (ED). The focus of each is to exploit a different property of a planner. The
WSPM and the ED strategies depend on the ability of a planner to precisely generate a solution
in a specified area of the metric space. By repeatedly executing the planner and systematically
selecting an even distribution of focus points, the WSPM strategy aims at generating an even
distribution of plans across the frontier. The ED strategy follows the measure of distribution
presented in Section 5.3.1, and iteratively attempts to improve this metric by focusing the plan-
ner on finding solutions in under populated areas of the metric solution space. In contrast,
the MRWPM strategy does not use any knowledge of the metric. It is designed to test how a
stochastic planner performs without the knowledge of a plan metric. It measures the properties
of a set of plans generated by a planner for a given problem. Contrasting the results for all of
these strategies can give us insight into how stochasticity and metric sensitivity impact on the
ability of a planner to generate APFs.
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Although a stochastic behaviour allows a planner to generate more variety of plans, as demon-
strated in Section 3.7, it has a negligible impact on the quality of the plans produced, as
demonstrated in Section 3.7. Therefore, it is interesting to note that, in multi-objective set-
ting, stochasticity improves the quality of the frontiers generated by a planner, as compared
with an equivalent deterministic algorithm. This can be observed in results in Section 5.7.3.
This brings us back to the question, to what extent can LPG attribute its good performance to
its stochastic behaviour? An answer to that question is in the results in Section 5.7.3, where a
comparable quality of results is generated for LPG with and without the knowledge of the plan
metrics, as represented by the WSPM and MRWPM strategies respectively.
Experiments with the WSPM and the ED strategies exhibit the properties of APF generators
based on LPG and POPF2 planners. The results in Section 5.7.2 show that the compilation
method of implementing the cRPG allows POPF2 to generate a much better quality APFs.
Simultaneously, these results show almost no impact of the compilation on the results for LPG.
This is explained, as mentioned previously, by the TRPG construction in POPF2. One might
speculate that really good metric sensitivity, providing a high precision in generating plans in
the metric solution space, would obviate the need for stochasticity. So that stochasticity is a
weak substitute for precise metric sensitivity.
6.3 Summary
Although the two previous sections describe each of the two main focus points of this research
separately, namely metric sensitivity and APF generation, it is clear how closely the two go
together. An interesting question to answer is to what extent is metric sensitivity correlated
with the quality of APF generated? Below we present the last set of results which combines
the qualitative results from both sections together.
Correlation between metric sensitivity and NDHVI of APF Here we present an interesting
comparison between the quality of plans generated for the experiments for metric sensitivity,
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(a) Results for domain Bread (b) Results for domain production
(c) Results for domain Driverlog (d) Results for domain Driverlog metric
FIGURE 6.1: Results showing the relation between metric sensitivity of a planner against the
relative NDHVI.
presented in Section 4.3, and the results for INDHV I , as the quality of APF presented in Section
5.7.1, is shown in Section 6.3.
All results from both of the sections are aggregated such that for each domain and problem
instance an average metric sensitivity score and average INDHV I , with relation to the best
INDHV I found, is calculated. The relation to the best INDHV I found is expressed as INDHV Iscore =
INDHV I−INDHV IBEST
INDHV IBEST
where the INDHV IBEST refers to the same problem instance as INDHV I . Set of points for
each domain where the x coordinate is the metric sensitivity and the y coordinate is INDHV Iscore is
presented in Figure 6.1.
There exists a correlation between the high metric sensitivity (low values on the x axis) and
high quality of the pareto frontier (low values on the y axis). Contrary to what we expected,
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these results suggest that metric sensitivity does not impact the ability to generate high quality
APF’s as much as some of LPG’s properties. We believe that this property is the informed
stochastic behaviour. As demonstrated in Section 5.7.3, even without the information about
plan metric, LPG generates a good quality APF.
This comparison shows that for a more metric sensitive planner the quality of APF is typically
higher (lower values on the Y axis). This correlation is clear when looking at the results for
LPG with changing the -n option from 1 to 3. Where for the option -n 3 both metrics, the
INDHV I of the APF and metric sensitivity, are of high quality. Although the improvement of the
quality of INDHV I of the APF is not as big as expected, metric sensitivity is an important factor
of generating a high quality APF.
The more metric sensitive the planner is, the higher quality APFs it generates, as is shown in
Section 5.7.2. However, as shown in Section 6.3, for two planners, the one with higher metric
sensitivity is not guaranteed to generate a better quality of APF. This is mainly attributed to
the fact that the quality of APF is influenced by multiple factors, such as distribution of points,
and different properties of the planner, such as stochasticity. Based on all of the results we can
conclude that metric sensitivity is a desirable property of planners.
Contributions The main contributions of this research are:
1. A definition and exploration of metric sensitivity in planning.
2. A context-dependent, cost-based relaxed planning graph and heuristic.
3. A compilation method from cost to temporal domains.
4. Examination of the impact of planners’ properties on the quality of plans and APFs.
In this thesis we have shown that metric sensitivity is an important property of planners. It can
be measured based on the relative quality of plans, as measured by the plan metrics. Planners
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exhibiting this property are good candidates for APF generators. This is due to the fact that
metric sensitivity corresponds with the ability to precisely direct the planner into an interesting
areas of the search space. For the purpose of generating an APF, a planner can be directed into
each of the interesting areas of the metric space. The results from each of the areas combined
give an approximated PF. We have showed that this approach works best if combined with




7.1 Appendix A. Software implemented for the purpose of this
work
7.1.1 Automated compilation from cost to temporal domains
The program for Compilation is implemented in Java. It is built on top of an extended version of
PDDL4J [1]. The main extensions which are implemented are the support for multiple metrics
in the problem description. After parsing the program performs the translation described in
Section 4.2. As an output the program generates two files. First, with a new temporal domain
containing temporal and partially grounded actions. Second, which is later used to map the
partially grounded actions back to their original names. This second file is a collection of
regular expressions which, when applied, automatically parse and change the plan generated
for the new domain to turn it into plan solving the original domain.
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7.1.2 MOPS
Multi-Objective Planning System (MOPS) is more extensively described in Section 5.6. MOPS
is a system which based on user defined strategy generates weighted sum of plan metrics and,
using an external metric sensitive planner to solve the single metric tasks, generates approx-
imations of pareto frontier of plans. The system can be used with any metric sensitive plan-
ner which complies with an interface defined by MOPS. MOPS can be used to qualitatively
compare planners on different domains and different scenarios. Multiple bash scripts that are
implemented around it help in conducting multiple experiments and gather data afterwards. In-
ternally MOPS uses a slightly modified version of VAL [2]. VAL is used to calculate the quality
of the plans generated in multi-objective domains.
7.1.3 POPF2-stochastic
POPF2-stochastic is a stochastic version of POPF2 [9]. The only difference between POPF2 and
POPF2-stochastic is the addition of stochastic behaviour in search. Stochasticity is added in
two different levels. First, it randomises branch ordering when expanding the state. Second, in
the heuristic evaluation. The first modification reorders actions which are considered equally
good in a given state, and therefore solves tie-breaks in a different ways every time it is run and
doesn’t get stuck in the same places more than once. The second is just an introduction of small
noise within the heuristic function which tries expanding actions which would not normally be
expanded due to their higher heuristic value. These changes have been implemented for the
purpose of testing how stochasticity impacts on metric sensitivity of planners.
7.1.4 LPRPG-stochastic
The changes to LPRPG are the same as to POPF2. Thanks to the fact that LPRPG and POPF2
share the same code base, the same two changes were done.
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7.2 Appendix B. MOPS documentation
7.2.1 Introduction
Current planners focus on finding a single solution to a given problem. The decision maker
(DM) has a choice of either finding the solution fast using a satisficing planner or finding a
high quality solution using an optimal planner. The quality of the solution is evaluated in terms
of a metric function given by the DM. That forces the DM to specify preferences in terms of a
single metric function which in many real life problems is hard.
This work is based on the need to relax this constraint and to allow the planning process to be
carried out without the need to specify the single metric function. A single plan is sufficient
when minimising a single objective function, however, it is very unlikely that a single solution
would minimize multiple objective functions at the same time. The solution for a problem
with multiple metric functions is no longer a single plan but a set of plans which represents the
trade-off between different objectives.
Satisficing planners are doing remarkably well in finding solutions to planning problems effi-
ciently. Although they are not optimal, the speed with which they find a solution makes them
very valuable. We explore how we can use them to quickly find solutions in various areas of
the search space, which combined together give a high quality solutions set.
Our system, the Multi-Objective Planning System (MOPS) is capable of generating sets of
qualitatively good plans using different planners within various strategies, developed together
with MOPS. MOPS is open source (Distributed under GNU General Public License) easy to
extend to use a new planner or a new strategy.
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7.2.2 Strategies in MOPS
Experiment strategies in MOPS describe the way in which we use the metric sensitive planner
to obtain a pareto-frontier. The basic strategies are using weighted sum of different objective
functions to direct a planner into various areas of the search space and re-running a stochastic
planner with all objective functions to obtain different results each run. All results in both cases
are merged, dominated plans are removed and the resulting set is the set of non-dominated
plans, with regards to selected objectives.
7.2.3 Compiling MOPS
The MOPS source code comes with a CMake file. So you only need to do:
cmake .
make
and the magic should happen automatically. The libraries required to compile it (listed in
CMake file) are boost_regex boost_filesystem boost_system pthread rt dl. Running MOPS
Along with MOPS we publish sample multi-objective domains and problem files which can
be downloaded from here and are described below. An example command to run MOPS can be:
./mops -pf input/pfile.pddl -d input/domain.pddl -o output_plans -pif planIndex.txt -strategy mr
-pp LPG-td
Where the options are:
• -pf problem file with multiple objectives.
• -d name of a file containing a PDDL domain
• -o name of a folder where non dominated plans are stored
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• -pif name of a file where an information about the plans stored in the output folder is
saved
• -strategy name of the strategy to be used. In a standard version there are two strategies
available: mr ( multiple re-run ) and ws ( weighted sum of objectives ).
• -n When mr strategy is used this option allows to specify how many times a planner
should be re-run to generate pareto-frontier.
• -pp name of the planner registered in a planner factory. Standard version of MOPS comes
with LPG-td planner.
7.2.4 Adding a new planner
MOPS loads planners as dynamic libraries. The libraries with planners should be in planners/
folder and have .so extension.
When MOPS is started is searches the planners/ folder for all .so files and expects them to load
themselves into the factory like pattern, using std::map factory. The factory map is defined
in iPlanner.h file provided with MOPS. Each planner should extend I_Planner interface and in
the file which creates the planner, it should contain the following to register the new planner
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// our, local, instance of the proxy
proxy p;
}
If you are using c_lpg_td.h for a header file and c_lpg_td.cpp for the class file, please compile
it as follows:
g++ -c -o c_lpg_td.o c_lpg_td.cpp -fPIC
g++ -shared -Wl,-soname,lib_lpg_td.so -o lib_lpg_td.so c_lpg_td.o
Then, place the lib_lpg_td.so file in planners/ folder, and MOPS will automatically detect it.
If you want to use your planner, when running MOPS add “-pp lpg-td” to it’s parameters. Then
from dynamically loaded map, it selects the planner which is stored with “lpg-td” key.
7.3 Appendix C. Metric sensitivity results
This section contains the following Tables: 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 7.8, 7.9, 7.10, 7.11,
7.12, 7.13, 7.14, 7.15, 7.16.
The Results for the quality experiment for domain Bread. An average over 66 different weights
is presented for each problem are presented in Table 7.1. The Results for the number of best
plans generated for domain Bread. A total number of 66 different weights is presented for each
problem are presented in Table 7.2. The Statistical results for 10 repetitions of the quality ex-
periment for domain Bread are presented in Table 7.3. The Statistical results for 10 repetitions
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of the quality experiment for domain Bread The table presents the total amount of best plans in
each experiment. are presented in Table 7.4. The Results for the quality experiment for domain
Production. An average over 66 different weights is presented for each problem are presented
in Table 7.5. The Results for the number of best plans generated for domain Production. A
total number of 66 different weights is presented for each problem are presented in Table 7.6.
The Statistical results for 10 repetitions of the quality experiment for domain Production are
presented in Table 7.7. The Statistical results for 10 repetitions of the quality experiment for
domain Production The table presents the total amount of best plans in each experiment. are
presented in Table 7.8. The Results for the quality experiment for domain Driverlog. An av-
erage over 66 different weights is presented for each problem are presented in Table 7.9. The
Results for the number of best plans generated for domain Driverlog. A total number of 66 dif-
ferent weights is presented for each problem are presented in Table 7.10. The Statistical results
for 10 repetitions of the quality experiment for domain Driverlog. are presented in Table 7.11.
The Statistical results for 10 repetitions of the quality experiment for domain Driverlog. The
table presents the total amount of best plans in each experiment are presented in Table 7.12.
The Results for the quality experiment for domain Driverlog Metric. An average over 66 dif-
ferent weights is presented for each problem are presented in Table 7.13. The Results for the
number of best plans generated for domain Driverlog Metric. A total number of 66 different
weights is presented for each problem are presented in Table 7.14. The Statistical results for
10 repetitions of the quality experiment for domain Driverlog Metric are presented in Table
7.15. The Statistical results for 10 repetitions of the quality experiment for domain Driverlog
Metric The table presents the total amount of best plans in each experiment are presented in
Table 7.16.
7.4 Appendix D. Approximate pareto frontier generation results








TABLE 7.1: Results for the quality experiment for domain Bread. An average over 66 different weights is presented for each problem.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 9.18 11.09 9.7 4.59 5.07 2.62 1.45 1.67 0.74 12.56 12.56 13.78 1.62 13.78
2 11.41 11.66 10.96 4.86 3.43 3.69 1.9 1.43 1.58 15.55 15.19 16.26 1.56 16.26
3 3.23 3.92 4.55 1.2 1.73 1.68 0.46 0.82 0.42 4.58 4.58 4.58 1.02 4.58
4 3.21 3.86 4.22 1.13 1.71 1.59 0.16 0.8 0.59 4.47 4.47 4.47 1.01 4.47
5 7.61 8.44 7.9 2.63 3.33 2 1.72 2.17 0.56 8.36 8.21 9.17 0.76 8.62
6 7.59 8.61 7.46 4.72 3.71 3.22 1.68 2.22 1.31 6.99 8 8.78 0.76 8.35
7 5.05 4.48 5.02 1.6 1.48 1.08 0.66 0.51 0.21 2.99 2.88 4.77 1.39 4.39
8 8.02 6.75 9.49 2.05 1.05 3.7 0.7 0.3 0.99 9.51 9.28 10.12 0.85 10.08
9 8.35 7.73 10.18 4.3 4.53 1.99 1.62 2.18 1.37 6.65 6.65 9.14 0.65 9.14
10 9.71 10.65 8.03 3.93 4.41 4.35 1.4 2.89 0.78 8.77 8.76 9.86 0.89 9.86
11 11.59 8.11 13.27 4.09 2.36 4.82 1.43 1.32 1.01 8.29 7.67 10.44 0.95 9.99
12 11.72 11.59 12.12 4.15 3.98 2.75 1.97 1.25 1.74 9.83 7.73 11.22 1.14 11.23
13 12.71 11.2 14.13 5.87 4.26 5.89 3.79 2.74 1.81 9.74 8.79 9.63 0.39 9.76
14 13.25 14.73 14.76 5.26 4.46 5.16 2.06 2.7 0.72 10.84 8.84 10.93 1.09 10.73
15 21.72 21.71 20.49 5.5 3.07 6.71 3.53 1.18 2.93 6.99 3.38 15.73 0.91 14.49
16 10.52 10.75 11.69 3.96 4.97 3.93 2.14 1.98 0.86 8.91 8.67 13.71 0.54 13.6
17 9.13 6.88 7.99 4.09 2.68 3.33 2.76 1.87 3.68 8.41 8.52 10.38 0.3 10.18
18 22.57 22.22 24.81 6.3 5.75 6.94 2 3.24 3.39 10.88 6.98 20.36 1.37 20.36
19 14.49 16.33 14.35 3.1 4.76 4.11 2.38 3.02 2.2 7.77 7.68 14.53 0.58 13.87
20 28.5 28.6 28.64 8.58 13.61 7.93 3.86 6.97 8.71 10.36 7.48 23.77 1.35 23








TABLE 7.2: Results for the number of best plans generated for domain Bread. A total number of 66 different weights is presented for each
problem.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 1 0 2 16 9 26 44 27 37 8 8 2 16 2
2 0 0 1 18 13 11 33 38 26 4 8 2 16 2
3 19 0 5 47 35 31 59 48 51 19 19 19 38 19
4 9 0 8 40 33 34 59 46 48 19 19 19 37 19
5 1 1 0 12 11 9 30 29 27 0 0 1 23 1
6 0 1 0 9 10 7 36 27 26 0 0 0 22 0
7 4 0 3 19 22 19 44 44 37 6 12 2 16 4
8 0 0 1 12 18 5 36 47 15 1 0 4 20 4
9 0 0 2 17 11 6 37 28 23 12 12 1 30 1
10 1 0 0 11 9 5 39 25 23 1 1 1 22 1
11 1 0 1 13 9 10 32 33 26 1 1 0 21 0
12 0 0 0 12 10 9 30 28 25 3 5 0 21 0
13 1 0 0 13 12 7 27 32 27 1 3 0 27 0
14 0 0 0 11 4 5 24 29 22 1 2 1 25 1
15 0 0 0 12 8 6 26 21 14 2 20 7 32 7
16 0 0 1 4 1 1 24 22 16 10 12 1 36 0
17 1 0 1 3 3 1 11 15 4 5 9 4 34 4
18 0 0 0 8 17 8 26 31 19 2 19 3 33 3
19 1 0 1 9 2 4 21 10 12 13 12 2 29 2
20 1 0 0 7 2 5 17 16 12 2 16 2 34 7








TABLE 7.3: Statistical results for 10 repetitions of the quality experiment for domain Bread.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 11.48 11.46 11.99 4.1 4.02 3.87 1.88 2.06 1.78 8.62 7.82 11.58 0.96 11.34
2 11.36 11.16 11.62 3.93 3.76 3.51 1.71 1.89 1.53 8.49 7.57 11.4 0.9 11.19
3 11.27 11.17 11.51 3.92 3.84 3.47 1.75 1.9 1.56 8.22 7.59 11.22 0.9 11
4 10.98 10.6 10.75 3.83 3.62 3.18 1.72 1.79 1.64 7.99 7.26 10.78 0.81 10.57
5 11.1 11.12 11.31 3.81 3.84 3.3 1.73 1.86 1.79 8.25 7.59 11.22 0.9 11
6 10.95 11.11 11.31 3.75 3.84 3.51 1.71 1.88 1.59 8.56 7.81 11.28 0.93 11.05
7 11.24 11.19 12.11 4.06 3.92 3.67 1.98 1.95 1.34 8.25 7.73 11.31 0.92 11.09
8 11.93 11.74 12.48 4.06 4.19 3.66 1.86 2.14 1.71 8.93 8.21 11.9 1.02 11.66
9 11.07 11.18 11.13 3.77 3.93 3.35 1.96 2.01 1.6 8.46 7.69 11.33 0.92 11.12
10 12.03 11.57 11.7 4.16 4.02 3.69 1.9 2.07 1.42 8.64 7.78 11.73 0.93 11.48








TABLE 7.4: Statistical results for 10 repetitions of the quality experiment for domain Bread. The table presents the total amount of best
plans in each experiment.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 40 2 26 293 239 209 655 596 490 110 178 71 532 77
2 33 2 20 297 243 248 629 595 470 104 184 68 535 74
3 32 2 24 286 237 241 648 596 509 115 175 72 529 76
4 33 2 21 301 240 251 638 590 507 115 168 72 530 77
5 39 2 19 304 238 219 659 589 483 98 179 69 523 75
6 40 2 20 309 240 237 640 590 499 110 179 71 531 74
7 27 2 21 299 240 224 640 601 504 120 169 69 529 74
8 31 2 14 303 240 215 657 590 517 109 173 70 518 74
9 27 2 19 293 239 250 625 598 514 123 180 72 520 77
10 36 2 17 296 238 223 618 597 519 112 181 70 536 76








TABLE 7.5: Results for the quality experiment for domain Production. An average over 66 different weights is presented for each problem.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 11.96 4.38 11.52 5.61 3.59 6.4 3.24 10.57 5.72 15.13 17.96 8.39 0.03 9.96
2 14.53 10.43 13.18 10.54 8.63 10.84 9.63 13.05 9.85 15.36 16.33 8.13 0.01 8.09
3 14.75 5.92 11.48 7.05 5.13 10.68 4.98 15.74 5.89 19.73 21.59 8.04 0.02 8.5
4 22.18 15.03 18.62 11.84 11.44 15.67 10.14 22.61 16.61 24.46 27.33 10.16 0.01 7.56
5 14.1 9.43 15.46 11.53 9.05 13.02 12.66 13.71 13.07 23.32 14.07 7.24 0.01 7.17
6 2.8 0.9 2.63 0.27 0.09 0.67 0.03 1.29 0.09 2.13 2.13 1.76 0.3 1.85
7 19.52 16.63 19.55 17.65 15.55 15.11 15.3 19.15 15.72 19.24 19.27 8.75 0.02 8.75
8 2.82 0.06 2.53 0.04 0.02 0.17 0.01 2.28 0.05 0.93 0.65 0.4 0.17 0.38
9 20.19 14.92 21.7 14.71 14.1 19.98 13.97 22.39 17.13 22.11 22.09 10.28 0.03 10.43
10 30.57 4.95 27.01 4.56 0.85 5.85 1.17 25.33 2.79 36.9 37.4 10.87 1.11 11.04
11 30.01 3.49 25.78 2.71 1.18 9.17 1.19 24.53 2.07 30.92 34.73 11.38 1.68 11.54
12 13.97 9.14 16.58 8.42 6.71 12.08 8.19 13.43 10.45 17.95 18.29 10.26 0.02 9.74
13 6.39 3.2 6.35 3.67 1.23 3.21 2.47 6.53 2.08 6.53 6.53 6.53 0.17 6.53
14 2.44 0.24 3.11 0.32 0.1 0.53 0.1 2.17 0.21 2.92 2.92 1.99 0.37 1.99
15 12.3 8.46 10.84 8.36 6.21 7.8 5.97 11.94 7.03 14.04 11.94 8.5 0.04 8.74
16 12.42 8.46 13.86 8.65 6.22 10.85 7.8 11.95 9.88 12.3 11.95 8.51 0.05 8.74
17 14.64 5.51 14.78 5.65 4.89 9.39 5.11 11.82 7.4 15.86 15 8.82 0.01 7.52
18 10.42 9.76 10.25 8.29 6.97 8.48 6.52 10.07 6.49 10.65 10.12 7.59 0.01 7.6
19 3.1 0.23 3.31 0.19 0.11 0.35 0.07 3.3 0.13 1.7 1.11 1.84 0.15 0.91
20 21.38 17.6 21.52 15.57 15.42 18.31 13.25 22.2 13.91 28.71 32.11 5.33 0.03 5.67








TABLE 7.6: Results for the number of best plans generated for domain Production. A total number of 66 different weights is presented for
each problem.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 0 2 0 5 10 3 8 0 5 0 0 0 54 0
2 3 3 1 7 7 2 8 2 6 0 0 1 57 1
3 0 1 0 3 6 0 8 0 4 1 1 0 55 0
4 0 2 0 4 2 1 4 0 2 0 2 0 60 0
5 0 6 0 5 8 2 6 3 3 0 0 1 58 1
6 6 31 2 29 56 19 51 6 41 6 6 6 31 6
7 4 7 0 6 10 3 11 1 7 0 0 0 56 0
8 6 50 5 52 57 43 59 5 50 32 35 23 37 23
9 3 4 2 3 5 3 8 0 3 0 0 0 57 0
10 1 3 0 7 20 1 27 0 8 0 1 0 24 0
11 0 4 0 5 21 2 25 0 8 1 1 0 23 0
12 0 2 0 4 7 3 5 0 2 0 0 0 56 0
13 11 20 11 19 47 22 30 11 39 11 11 11 56 11
14 1 28 2 27 46 24 46 1 37 1 1 1 38 1
15 0 2 0 4 5 1 10 0 2 1 0 0 55 0
16 0 1 0 4 3 2 7 0 6 0 0 0 56 0
17 0 2 0 2 9 0 6 0 4 1 0 0 54 0
18 1 5 2 4 15 3 13 2 5 0 2 4 43 3
19 2 19 1 23 27 18 33 1 28 6 11 1 36 11
20 0 0 0 3 4 0 4 0 2 2 3 0 56 0








TABLE 7.7: Statistical results for 10 repetitions of the quality experiment for domain Production.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 14.02 7.44 13.5 7.28 5.87 8.93 6.09 13.2 7.33 16.04 16.18 7.24 0.21 7.14
2 13.5 7.52 13.86 7.47 5.86 8.56 6.23 13.15 7.59 16.7 16.1 7.2 0.24 7.11
3 13.87 7.45 12.97 7.28 5.88 9.14 5.67 13.09 7.12 15.25 15.91 7.25 0.25 7.15
4 14 7.42 13.08 7.29 5.86 8.67 6.1 12.87 7.29 15.09 15.57 7.15 0.24 7.05
5 13.7 7.48 13.19 7.65 5.9 9.08 5.92 13.15 7.55 15.67 15.94 7.31 0.28 7.2
6 13.77 7.56 13.78 7.71 5.86 8.31 5.84 13.17 7.16 15.66 16.06 7.25 0.25 7.15
7 12.43 7.42 13.26 7.53 5.86 9.45 6.31 13.11 7.32 15.43 15.95 7.23 0.25 7.13
8 13.19 7.48 13.36 7.51 5.86 8.46 6.12 13.04 6.95 16.06 15.92 7.16 0.19 7.06
9 14.22 7.52 13.48 7.81 5.88 9.05 5.72 13.33 7.02 15.81 16.3 7.33 0.27 7.22
10 13.76 7.56 13.06 7.27 5.88 8.96 5.66 13.13 6.98 15.61 15.91 7.3 0.29 7.19








TABLE 7.8: Statistical results for 10 repetitions of the quality experiment for domain Production. The table presents the total amount of
best plans in each experiment.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 38 192 26 216 365 152 369 32 262 62 74 48 962 57
2 31 191 26 212 361 149 387 34 266 58 76 51 967 60
3 32 195 32 229 365 151 373 36 279 52 73 50 961 59
4 37 191 32 209 365 163 372 33 268 66 74 47 955 56
5 28 195 27 206 361 156 387 34 275 49 75 48 964 57
6 34 191 25 215 365 169 378 35 260 60 72 48 974 57
7 30 194 26 211 361 151 376 34 261 51 74 47 976 56
8 36 196 31 212 362 153 379 34 281 45 73 50 970 59
9 34 191 27 201 368 157 379 33 279 58 74 47 961 56
10 35 191 28 228 358 150 376 34 257 59 73 49 963 58








TABLE 7.9: Results for the quality experiment for domain Driverlog. An average over 66 different weights is presented for each problem.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 3 0.04 567 0.54 0.05 0.94 0.25 246 0.15 181 112 0.67 0.48 0.48
2 295 12 309 678 4 9 226 588 3 1032 773 3 0.56 0.56
3 1263 410 1907 648 168 389 204 659 107 1976 2331 0.2 0.09 0.09
4 1471 1607 1875 1056 693 1198 599 2524 287 2488 3093 1 0.72 0.72
5 356 169 303 167 33 416 18 226 323 1618 1096 0.79 0.28 0.28
6 145 0.42 290 1 0.16 1 0.09 140 0.2 153 153 1 1 1
7 602 0.25 993 609 0.06 11 281 0.44 1 519 505 1 0.62 0.62
8 4561 2311 5299 902 833 3341 1112 4652 1809 5143 2368 1 0.85 0.85
9 841 472 443 466 113 8 146 1456 2 379 916 0.87 0.97 0.97
10 3712 1 2294 1079 1 1561 521 2 554 3911 5835 0.53 0.42 0.42
11 5005 1 4123 3017 1 2934 1382 275 1540 5487 5613 0.62 0.46 0.46
12 1759 1 798 337 0.47 9 174 2 135 1676 1156 1 0.47 0.47
13 7639 935 7251 3070 57 4939 2726 1311 2709 8482 8525 1694 0.52 0.52
14 4904 2010 7704 4127 1025 3230 1689 4021 3470 7486 7635 1974 0.52 0.52
15 1785 540 1010 1006 1 521 30 1209 972 1980 0 52 0.58 0.58








TABLE 7.10: Results for the number of best plans generated for domain Driverlog. A total number of 66 different weights is presented for
each problem.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 9 55 12 37 45 35 41 5 49 11 37 21 21 21
2 5 5 7 4 22 16 21 2 35 1 0 7 16 16
3 2 13 1 8 30 7 24 1 22 3 0 36 40 40
4 4 26 3 16 30 13 21 2 20 0 0 21 35 35
5 2 4 3 11 20 12 23 2 22 1 2 25 36 36
6 9 35 8 30 52 30 48 11 45 12 12 16 22 22
7 2 12 1 10 42 5 21 2 23 1 1 2 21 21
8 7 12 6 19 24 14 23 11 14 8 32 21 25 25
9 3 1 3 10 10 6 17 0 21 2 0 19 10 10
10 6 23 6 13 23 17 20 21 20 10 0 30 29 29
11 7 21 8 13 25 14 26 2 21 1 1 25 22 22
12 2 17 2 10 27 12 13 6 11 1 0 5 12 12
13 2 6 1 7 16 4 16 1 18 0 0 3 23 23
14 3 8 3 12 24 10 19 1 14 0 0 5 23 23
15 1 3 3 9 13 8 3 1 11 0 0 6 32 32








TABLE 7.11: Statistical results for 10 repetitions of the quality experiment for domain Driverlog.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 2289 564 2344 1144 195 1238 607 1154 794 2834 2865 248 0.58 0.58
2 2309 564 2280 1474 195 1039 626 1154 607 2865 2865 248 0.59 0.59
3 2639 565 2563 1246 195 1300 552 1154 599 2759 2866 248 0.58 0.58
4 2166 565 2594 1299 195 1233 634 1154 636 2791 2866 248 0.57 0.57
5 1590 415 1343 949 154 702 292 898 239 1982 1997 1 0.62 0.61
6 2359 565 2159 1390 195 1251 770 1154 629 2656 2865 248 0.59 0.59
7 2312 565 2414 1390 195 1392 748 1154 725 2657 2865 248 0.59 0.59
8 2226 565 2324 1177 195 1126 589 1154 604 3070 2866 248 0.58 0.58
9 2574 565 2637 1249 195 1392 631 1154 628 2674 2866 248 0.59 0.59
10 2347 565 2577 1379 195 1583 657 1154 771 3006 2866 248 0.59 0.59








TABLE 7.12: Statistical results for 10 repetitions of the quality experiment for domain Driverlog. The table presents the total amount of
best plans in each experiment.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 64 241 67 209 403 203 336 68 346 51 85 242 367 367
2 62 241 76 201 400 226 335 68 400 50 84 231 361 361
3 57 249 72 210 405 213 350 70 391 50 87 233 366 366
4 75 243 72 205 396 235 371 68 363 61 83 235 367 367
5 60 228 66 182 349 198 323 67 333 47 86 218 274 285
6 77 245 80 227 400 221 344 71 399 66 88 236 363 363
7 68 241 76 209 402 223 344 70 371 66 86 231 365 365
8 71 254 77 227 405 226 352 69 395 58 83 234 364 364
9 69 245 75 208 397 208 352 69 379 56 85 232 368 368
10 71 240 84 193 393 215 374 68 367 57 86 236 360 360








TABLE 7.13: Results for the quality experiment for domain Driverlog Metric. An average over 66 different weights is presented for each
problem.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 242 0.15 235 105 0.11 1 0.4 140 0.23 181 112 0 0 0
2 625 108 592 212 4 587 2 588 0.5 575 774 4 0.78 0.78
3 913 410 1149 649 103 493 273 691 132 1944 2332 1 0.03 0.03
4 1514 1495 1712 579 364 730 359 2590 285 3042 3095 1 0.27 0.27
5 395 49 363 114 30 109 335 225 15 1569 1096 1 0.24 0.24
6 151 0.57 294 0.5 0.22 1 0.22 144 0.2 160 158 4 2 2
7 5 0.9 558 82 0.42 4 5 1 2 493 508 2 0.81 0.81
8 4723 2366 4113 1353 463 2911 546 4657 1751 4086 2372 2 0.01 0.01
9 10 500 8 397 149 4 2 1456 503 593 917 0.91 0.78 0.78
10 3259 1 2432 1644 1 1011 281 2 547 4224 5835 0.53 0.43 0.43
11 4224 937 6582 2816 124 3487 3165 2966 2099 6059 7121 0.81 0.44 0.44
12 862 13 1986 494 7 8 1 31 3 201 1156 0.52 0.44 0.44
13 6486 935 6753 5217 57 4896 2965 1311 1960 7196 8525 1694 0.47 0.47








TABLE 7.14: Results for the number of best plans generated for domain Driverlog Metric. A total number of 66 different weights is
presented for each problem.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 7 36 9 17 40 23 30 1 34 11 11 66 66 66
2 2 3 7 5 25 15 18 1 32 0 0 16 16 16
3 1 7 1 1 21 4 18 1 18 1 0 24 55 55
4 2 12 2 13 23 14 18 1 19 0 0 23 33 33
5 4 19 3 8 27 11 22 2 24 2 3 23 32 32
6 1 30 1 33 51 25 43 1 51 1 1 2 3 3
7 2 14 1 8 35 8 17 2 19 1 1 5 26 26
8 7 11 10 14 15 10 16 11 14 5 11 24 63 63
9 4 1 5 7 8 12 12 0 24 1 0 10 10 10
10 7 22 9 11 22 17 23 21 25 8 0 30 29 29
11 9 3 8 11 13 23 26 0 20 0 0 21 27 27
12 2 3 2 11 9 15 18 2 22 2 0 7 5 5
13 4 7 2 5 19 8 12 1 19 0 0 3 24 24








TABLE 7.15: Statistical results for 10 repetitions of the quality experiment for domain Driverlog Metric.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 1801 524 2060 1051 100 1096 610 1139 561 2333 2616 131 0.56 0.56
2 2240 525 1735 1169 100 810 663 1139 461 2432 2616 131 0.56 0.56
3 2454 524 1827 909 100 965 546 1139 624 2349 2616 131 0.55 0.55
4 2218 524 1965 1003 100 1030 732 1139 541 2557 2616 131 0.58 0.58
5 2256 524 2085 1478 100 1128 426 1139 579 2450 2616 131 0.57 0.57
6 2645 524 2142 1103 100 1218 507 1139 419 2372 2616 131 0.57 0.57
7 1833 525 2238 934 100 1040 425 1140 305 2431 2616 131 0.57 0.57
8 2048 524 2651 1015 100 952 512 1139 477 2541 2616 131 0.57 0.57
9 2451 524 2242 1123 100 858 412 1139 501 2637 2615 131 0.55 0.55
10 2466 524 2035 1182 100 1068 467 1139 780 2464 2616 131 0.57 0.57








TABLE 7.16: Statistical results for 10 repetitions of the quality experiment for domain Driverlog Metric. The table presents the total
amount of best plans in each experiment.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 52 168 60 144 308 185 273 44 321 32 27 254 389 389
2 53 173 59 154 303 181 313 45 301 32 26 253 388 388
3 49 171 60 161 303 160 303 44 306 32 26 259 385 385
4 45 159 46 166 300 155 296 44 322 32 25 259 392 392
5 44 171 54 161 307 174 302 44 299 30 25 251 384 384
6 38 173 47 172 316 170 292 45 310 36 26 252 393 393
7 57 166 49 158 305 179 320 44 304 37 26 254 384 384
8 52 170 53 173 300 181 287 44 301 37 25 256 388 388
9 45 168 46 156 306 192 291 45 291 35 25 258 387 387
10 45 168 61 171 306 173 332 44 284 28 25 250 386 386
Avg 480 1687 535 1616 3054 1750 3009 443 3039 331 256 2546 3876 3876
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Table 7.4 Represents the Results for the quality, expressed as NDHVI, experiment for domain
Bread. An average over 66 different weights is presented for each problem. Table 7.17 Repre-
sents the Statistical results for 10 repetitions of the quality, expressed as NDHVI, experiment
for domain Bread. Table 7.18 Represents the Results for the quality experiment for domain
Production. An average over 66 different weights is presented for each problem. Table 7.20
Represents the Results for the number of best plans generated for domain Production. A total
number of 66 different weights is presented for each problem. Table 7.20 Represents the Re-
sults for the quality experiment for domain Driverlog. An average over 66 different weights is
presented for each problem. Table 7.21 Represents the Statistical results for 10 repetitions of
the quality experiment for domain Driverlog. Table 7.22 Represents the Results for the quality
experiment for domain Driverlog Metric. An average over 66 different weights is presented
for each problem. Table 7.23 Represents the Statistical results for 10 repetitions of the quality








TABLE 7.17: Results for the quality, expressed as NDHVI, experiment for domain Bread. An average over 66 different weights is presented
for each problem.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 0.5 2.16 0.43 0.02 0.44 0 0 0.04 0.02 2.31 2.31 2.35 0.35 2.35
2 0.61 1.56 0.41 0.22 0.17 0.04 0 0.07 0.04 1.88 1.95 1.98 0.44 1.98
3 0.41 1.19 0 0 0.41 0 0 0.04 0 1.22 1.22 1.22 0.41 1.22
4 0.41 1.19 0.07 0 0.41 0 0 0.04 0 1.22 1.22 1.22 0.41 1.22
5 0.81 1.66 0.65 0.26 0.18 0.16 0.12 0.03 0.03 1.19 1.52 1.51 0.23 1.56
6 1.22 1.55 0.56 0.37 0.19 0.13 0.02 0.04 0.09 1.15 1.45 1.47 0.23 1.5
7 0.26 0.57 0.11 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.19 0.78 0.37 0.22 0.53
8 0.49 0.82 0.24 0.2 0.16 0.19 0.05 0.11 0.06 1.13 1.15 1.16 0.33 1.16
9 0.85 2.27 0.52 0.09 0.19 0.17 0.04 0.04 0.04 2.81 2.81 2.77 0.38 2.77
10 0.49 2.38 0.66 0.18 0.65 0.2 0.03 0.14 0.13 2.89 2.97 2.2 0.38 2.2
11 0.5 1.09 0.41 0.13 0.14 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.05 1.05 1.31 1.09 0.38 1.13
12 0.6 1.19 0.36 0.15 0.19 0.13 0.08 0.11 0.05 1 1.27 1.04 0.37 1.13
13 0.6 1.32 0.85 0.27 0.2 0.22 0.09 0.1 0.13 1.33 1.45 1.19 0.47 1.19
14 0.71 1.34 0.57 0.21 0.2 0.13 0.06 0.16 0.12 1.07 1.29 1.1 0.41 1.1
15 0.54 1.17 0.41 0.12 0.16 0.16 0.05 0.27 0.08 0.51 1.11 0.96 0.48 0.96
16 0.33 1.04 0.46 0.15 0.43 0.17 0.05 0.12 0.08 1.3 1.31 1.19 0.47 1.19
17 0.4 1 0.48 0.29 0.17 0.21 0.13 0.14 0.13 1.4 1.4 1.24 0.44 1.24
18 0.6 0.95 0.24 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.58 0.85 0.85 0.32 0.85
19 0.72 1.39 0.55 0.14 0.21 0.16 0.08 0.15 0.1 0.95 1.04 1.2 0.32 1.22
20 0.79 1.08 0.56 0.15 0.21 0.11 0.06 0.14 0.09 0.43 0.89 0.97 0.48 0.98








TABLE 7.18: Statistical results for 10 repetitions of the quality, expressed as NDHVI, experiment for domain Bread.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 0.59 1.35 0.43 0.15 0.24 0.12 0.05 0.09 0.06 1.28 1.46 1.35 0.38 1.37
2 0.56 1.27 0.45 0.14 0.24 0.12 0.05 0.1 0.06 1.21 1.36 1.25 0.37 1.27
3 0.57 1.28 0.45 0.12 0.23 0.12 0.05 0.09 0.06 1.2 1.37 1.28 0.37 1.3
4 0.58 1.3 0.46 0.11 0.24 0.11 0.04 0.09 0.07 1.24 1.4 1.29 0.37 1.31
5 0.58 1.32 0.47 0.14 0.23 0.11 0.04 0.1 0.06 1.24 1.41 1.33 0.38 1.35
6 0.57 1.34 0.47 0.12 0.24 0.13 0.05 0.09 0.06 1.31 1.47 1.34 0.37 1.36
7 0.58 1.3 0.47 0.12 0.24 0.11 0.04 0.1 0.07 1.24 1.41 1.29 0.37 1.32
8 0.57 1.33 0.47 0.12 0.24 0.13 0.04 0.09 0.06 1.28 1.46 1.34 0.37 1.36
9 0.58 1.31 0.46 0.12 0.25 0.11 0.05 0.1 0.06 1.22 1.39 1.29 0.37 1.31
10 0.53 1.3 0.49 0.11 0.24 0.13 0.05 0.1 0.05 1.23 1.4 1.29 0.37 1.31








TABLE 7.19: Results for the quality experiment for domain Production. An average over 66 different weights is presented for each problem.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 0.49 0.28 0.51 0.23 0.24 0.32 0.12 1.21 0.19 1.12 1.54 0.84 0.23 0.8
2 0.56 0.38 0.65 0.46 0.26 0.38 0.2 0.86 0.26 0.73 0.94 0.66 0.18 0.78
3 0.44 0.32 0.49 0.23 0.32 0.31 0.23 0.7 0.19 1.05 1.28 0.53 0.42 0.56
4 0.5 0.61 0.55 0.46 0.45 0.35 0.35 0.7 0.38 0.8 1.07 0.58 0.22 0.54
5 0.7 0.45 0.73 0.52 0.41 0.6 0.3 0.88 0.52 0.8 1.02 0.44 0.18 0.84
6 0.06 0 0.06 0 0.03 0 0 0.33 0 0.27 0.27 0.06 0.03 0.12
7 0.33 0.19 0.24 0.17 0.17 0.22 0.13 0.43 0.18 0.43 0.43 0.18 0.21 0.2
8 0.13 0.17 0.21 0.13 0.17 0.13 0.13 0.58 0.13 0.54 0.75 0.25 0 0.25
9 0.57 0.32 0.63 0.35 0.26 0.45 0.22 0.83 0.26 0.77 0.8 0.43 0.24 0.47
10 0.57 0.27 0.69 0.13 0.26 0.33 0.06 1.61 0.16 1.55 2.1 0.9 0.29 0.91
11 0.79 0.3 0.6 0.17 0.27 0.33 0.1 1.74 0.23 1.54 2.15 1.01 0.28 1.03
12 0.68 0.43 0.83 0.34 0.34 0.53 0.31 0.95 0.42 0.97 1.29 0.87 0.21 0.83
13 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1
14 0.32 0.23 0.32 0.23 0.27 0.23 0.14 0.95 0.09 0.82 0.82 0.55 0.14 0.55
15 0.47 0.31 0.65 0.28 0.29 0.34 0.27 0.69 0.27 0.79 0.9 0.6 0.17 0.75
16 0.56 0.31 0.48 0.31 0.28 0.38 0.27 0.68 0.17 0.8 0.89 0.6 0.17 0.75
17 0.46 0.25 0.49 0.28 0.25 0.31 0.21 0.76 0.26 0.86 1.07 0.65 0.24 0.77
18 0.2 0.06 0.2 0.13 0.06 0.16 0.07 0.3 0.11 0.26 0.33 0.28 0.06 0.28
19 0.59 0.3 0.63 0.22 0.22 0.3 0.19 1.22 0.26 1.48 1.67 1.26 0.04 1.22
20 0.59 0.34 0.53 0.3 0.31 0.37 0.26 0.75 0.29 0.87 1.2 0.45 0.25 0.51








TABLE 7.20: Results for the number of best plans generated for domain Production. A total number of 66 different weights is presented
for each problem.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 0.45 0.27 0.48 0.35 0.34 0.4 0.28 0.86 0.32 0.87 1.08 0.61 0.28 0.66
2 0.44 0.28 0.44 0.35 0.34 0.39 0.28 0.86 0.33 0.86 1.08 0.61 0.27 0.66
3 0.44 0.26 0.45 0.33 0.33 0.39 0.26 0.82 0.3 0.82 1.04 0.58 0.27 0.63
4 0.46 0.28 0.47 0.34 0.35 0.38 0.27 0.85 0.31 0.84 1.06 0.6 0.28 0.65
5 0.43 0.27 0.45 0.33 0.34 0.4 0.27 0.83 0.31 0.84 1.05 0.59 0.28 0.64
6 0.42 0.27 0.46 0.33 0.34 0.39 0.28 0.83 0.32 0.85 1.05 0.59 0.27 0.64
7 0.45 0.27 0.46 0.34 0.34 0.39 0.27 0.84 0.32 0.85 1.06 0.59 0.28 0.64
8 0.45 0.28 0.46 0.35 0.34 0.4 0.28 0.84 0.3 0.84 1.07 0.6 0.28 0.65
9 0.49 0.27 0.45 0.34 0.33 0.39 0.27 0.83 0.3 0.85 1.04 0.59 0.27 0.64
10 0.44 0.27 0.45 0.35 0.34 0.39 0.27 0.83 0.3 0.84 1.06 0.59 0.28 0.64








TABLE 7.21: Results for the quality experiment for domain Driverlog. An average over 66 different weights is presented for each problem.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.64 0.25 0.64 0 0
2 0.9 1.91 1.08 0.41 0.82 0.37 0.18 0.22 0.15 2.03 3.44 0.77 0.61 0.61
3 1.17 3.55 1.1 0.78 0.8 0.65 0.18 0.16 0.23 2.88 3.9 0.4 0.4 0.4
4 0.2 1.12 0.47 0.04 0.17 0.13 0.1 0.04 0.04 2.73 4.59 1.13 0.52 0.52
5 1.3 4.93 1.6 0.37 2.19 0.75 0.27 0.89 0.39 5.26 6.42 0.69 0.34 0.34
6 0.52 1.14 0.74 0 0.01 0 0 0.01 0 1.14 1.14 0.1 0.01 0.01
7 0.25 0.83 0.29 0.02 0.09 0.08 0.03 0.08 0.04 0.93 1.5 0.77 0.28 0.28
8 0.37 2.71 0.66 0.04 0.08 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 1.86 1.94 1.55 0.06 0.06
9 0.41 2.35 0.41 0.34 1.12 0.14 0.21 0.37 0.13 1.72 2.76 0.2 1.13 1.13
10 1.21 2 1.29 0.44 1.21 0.62 0.15 0.84 0.21 6.35 6.63 0.76 2.04 2.04
11 1.88 4.21 1.47 0.31 0.82 0.47 0.15 0.33 0.17 1.99 5.61 1.81 1.59 1.59
12 0.95 1.1 0.89 0.26 0.25 0.44 0.26 0.16 0.32 1.02 3.38 0.58 0.44 0.44
13 1.03 2.38 1.2 0.37 0.53 0.25 0.14 0.33 0.03 1.47 4.47 1.73 0.8 0.8
14 2.15 3.35 2.11 0.31 0.5 0.66 0.41 0.26 0.15 4.37 11.01 0.91 1.29 1.29








TABLE 7.22: Statistical results for 10 repetitions of the quality experiment for domain Driverlog.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 0.88 2.26 0.95 0.26 0.61 0.33 0.15 0.27 0.13 2.46 4.07 0.86 0.68 0.68
2 1.13 2.32 1.1 0.39 0.61 0.28 0.13 0.31 0.15 2.5 3.88 0.91 0.73 0.73
3 1.03 2.08 0.97 0.24 0.53 0.23 0.12 0.25 0.15 2.35 3.64 0.83 0.65 0.65
4 1.01 2.11 1.04 0.31 0.52 0.27 0.13 0.24 0.16 2.67 4.14 0.84 0.63 0.63
5 1 2.11 1.04 0.25 0.53 0.27 0.16 0.25 0.14 2.29 3.95 0.83 0.67 0.67
6 0.95 2.2 0.93 0.32 0.58 0.33 0.13 0.28 0.13 2.17 3.66 0.86 0.7 0.7
7 0.81 2.21 1.07 0.38 0.64 0.28 0.15 0.28 0.16 2.86 4.32 0.88 0.65 0.65
8 1.04 2.17 1.1 0.25 0.56 0.33 0.21 0.27 0.11 2.46 4.25 0.87 0.67 0.67
9 1.15 2.3 1.19 0.28 0.68 0.23 0.16 0.26 0.13 3.02 4.31 0.84 0.66 0.66
10 1.1 2.27 1.1 0.28 0.64 0.32 0.14 0.28 0.15 2.51 4.17 0.89 0.68 0.68








TABLE 7.23: Results for the quality experiment for domain Driverlog Metric. An average over 66 different weights is presented for each
problem.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 0.06 0 0.18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.34 0.18 0 0 0
2 2.79 3.88 2.68 1 1.37 1.09 0.69 0.57 0.4 3.21 6.11 0.72 0.71 0.71
3 5.28 7.72 3.26 2.12 2.17 2.42 0.76 0.67 0.55 6.7 8.71 4.18 0.18 0.18
4 2.81 2.94 2.93 0.76 1.12 1.19 0.46 0.44 0.42 13.35 21.54 1.49 0.09 0.09
5 3.59 5.4 4.72 0.78 0.71 0.83 0.32 0.46 0.53 6.23 7.02 4.05 0.99 0.99
6 1.45 2.23 1 0.18 1 0.27 0.03 0.03 0.05 2.23 2.23 0.01 0.01 0.01
7 0.75 1.63 0.92 0.18 0.31 0.13 0.16 0.15 0.02 1.5 1.95 0.57 0.46 0.46
8 28.61 63.72 37.57 10.19 14.94 10.72 4.56 8.39 3.41 54.76 50.05 11.81 0 0
9 1.21 3.51 1.16 0.6 1.46 0.41 0.62 0.67 0.12 2.2 5.31 0.55 0.83 0.83
10 1.69 1.95 1.68 0.44 1.19 0.5 0.24 0.87 0.31 4.69 9.56 0.81 2.23 2.23
11 2.47 4.02 1.92 0.5 0.47 0.36 0.29 0.22 0.21 2.77 6.71 2.49 1.49 1.49
12 0.66 1.07 1.02 0.34 0.25 0.32 0.16 0.19 0.07 1.09 3.67 0.55 0.78 0.78
13 1.41 2.7 1.41 0.59 0.64 0.22 0.17 0.39 0.2 2.52 6.53 1.98 0.88 0.88








TABLE 7.24: Statistical results for 10 repetitions of the quality experiment for domain Driverlog Metric.
LPG n1 LPG n2 LPG n3 MS-POPF2
St Det Com St Det Com St Det Com Stoch Det StCod StCoi DeCo
1 4.06 7.75 4.65 1.36 1.97 1.42 0.65 1.01 0.48 7.82 9.97 2.25 0.67 0.67
2 4.48 7.86 3.25 1.58 1.93 1.34 0.83 0.98 0.65 7.52 9.87 2.16 0.59 0.59
3 4.13 7.86 3.68 1.56 2 1.38 0.62 1.04 0.63 7.3 9.65 2.42 0.72 0.72
4 3.59 7.58 3.71 1.17 1.86 1.5 1.16 0.96 1.28 6.72 9.26 2.01 0.6 0.6
5 4.81 8.04 5.2 1.4 2.04 1.6 1.04 1.05 0.73 7.36 9.81 2.36 0.7 0.7
6 5.36 7.76 4.2 1.79 1.96 1.37 0.65 1.01 0.51 7.5 9.49 2.23 0.68 0.68
7 3.76 7.67 3.89 1.82 1.89 1.87 0.58 0.98 0.86 7.24 9.34 2.25 0.64 0.64
8 5.04 8 3.26 1.52 1.95 1.41 0.64 1 1.02 7.58 9.96 2.24 0.65 0.65
9 4.85 7.8 4.82 0.96 1.93 1.47 0.81 0.98 0.84 8.02 10.11 2.23 0.62 0.62
10 4.19 7.93 5.4 1.87 1.85 1.54 1.08 0.95 0.96 7.42 9.55 2.19 0.61 0.61
Avg 4.43 7.83 4.21 1.5 1.94 1.49 0.81 0.99 0.8 7.45 9.7 2.23 0.65 0.65
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7.5 Appendix E. Published work
Exploring Metric Sensitivity of Planners for the Generation of Pareto Frontiers, 2012 [55]
Abstract This paper explores how current planners behave when exposed to multiple metrics,
examining which of the planners are metric sensitive and which are not. For the metric insen-
sitive planners we propose a new method of simulating metric sensitivity for the purpose of
generation of diverse plans close to a pareto frontier. It is shown that metric sensitive planners
are good candidates for generating sets of pareto optimal plans.
LPG Based System for the Generation of Pareto Frontiers, 2012 [56] Abstract In this pa-
per we discuss the usefulness of multi-objective planning, its real life application, and example
problems. A Planning system based on LPG planner is introduced. This system is capable of
reasoning with multiple objectives and instead of a single solution it generates a set of high
quality solutions. The quality of solution set is evaluated based on the users objectives. This is
a more flexible way of specifying users preferences comparing to the single weighted metric
function, used in planning nowadays. The new planning system is evaluated in terms of quality
of the solution set and the results are presented.
Building a Metric Sensitive Planner, 2014 [57] Abstract Many current applications of
planning depend on finding high quality solutions. In many cases finding the optimal solu-
tion is impractical, but a good estimation of it is required. The quality is evaluated in terms
of user defined metric function. This function represent users preferences. We discuss the
current state-of-the-art for finding good quality solutions and present a new way of generating
high quality plans in response to the change of the metrics using a modified version of relaxed
planning graph.
A Cost-Based Relaxed Planning Graph Heuristic for Enhanced Metric Sensitivity, 2014 [58]
Abstract Most applications of planning depend on finding high quality solutions. The quality
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is evaluated in terms of user defined metric function. We discuss the current state-of-the-art
for finding good quality solutions, and its limitations. We determine which planners are metric
sensitive and are driven by cost. Following that we present a novel metric sensitivity heuris-
tic using a modified version of the relaxed planning graph. The proposed heuristic helps in
generating plans in response to the change of the metrics.
7.6 Appendix F. Domains
7.7 Driverlog
(define (domain driverlog)
(:requirements :typing :fluents :equality :adl)
(:types
truck location locatable - object
driver obj - locatable
petroltruck electrictruck - truck
)
(:predicates
(at ?obj - object ?loc - location)
(in ?obj1 - obj ?obj - truck)
(driving ?d - driver ?v - truck)
(link ?x ?y - location) (path ?x ?y - location)
(empty ?v - truck)
)
(:functions (time-to-walk ?l1 ?l2 - location)
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(time-to-drive ?l1 ?l2 - location)
(fuel-used)
(fuel-per-minute ?t - petroltruck)
(electricity-used)
(electricity-per-minute ?t - electrictruck)
(driven)















(not (at ?obj ?loc))
(in ?obj ?truck)
(increase (load ?truck) 1)
(increase (fuel-per-minute ?truck) (+ (load ?truck) 1))
)














(not (in ?obj ?truck))
(at ?obj ?loc)
(decrease (load ?truck) 1)
















(not (at ?obj ?loc))
(in ?obj ?truck)
(increase (load ?truck) 1)















(not (in ?obj ?truck))
(at ?obj ?loc)
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(decrease (load ?truck) 1)
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:effect
(and
(not (at ?truck ?loc-from))
(at ?truck ?loc-to)


















(not (at ?truck ?loc-from))
(at ?truck ?loc-to)
(increase (electricity-used) (* (electricity-per-minute ?truck)
















(not (at ?driver ?loc-from))
(at ?driver ?loc-to)





This domain is the same as Driverlog. The only difference is in problem files.
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7.9 Production
This domain is available in Nor H. M. Radzi’s PhD Thesis [50].
7.10 Bread
This domain is available in Nor H. M. Radzi’s PhD Thesis [50].
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